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Abstract
The offshore wind resource around the seas of the UK is a very large renewable
energy resource. Future offshore wind farm sites leased by the Crown Estate for
Round 3 development will need high power capacity grid connection, but their re-
mote location presents a challenge for the electrical connection to the grid. Long
distance AC cable transmission is not practical due to the large cable capacitance
which leads to reactive power loss. This thesis considers the voltage source con-
verter and high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC) technology as the future grid
connection for the offshore wind farm network, which is more controllable and has
better transmission efficiencies for long distance and high power cable transmission
applications. The offshore AC network is weak with very little inertia and has lim-
ited rating at the HVDC converter substation. The dynamics in key variables in the
offshore wind farm AC network and how they affect certain components in the sys-
tem were studied. Without proper control, the offshore voltage and the frequency
will be sensitive to change. The capacitor of the AC filter at the offshore VSC-
HVDC station was found to be vulnerable to over-voltage, therefore a closed loop
AC voltage controller was proposed here to maintain a constant capacitor voltage
and to prevent tripping or over-voltage damage. The tuning of the control gains
were optimised with a pole placement design method and small signal analysis for
observing the system eigenvalue damping. The control parameters were then tuned
for a fast and well damped controller. The AC voltage controller was evaluated and
compared to an open loop system. The controller was able to limit the resonance
in the LC filter that can be triggered by large and fast disturbances in the current,
voltage and frequency. Current saturation could be implemented within the control
structure for device protection from over-currents. Insight on how the wind turbine
fully rated frequency converters and controllers may interact with the VSC-HVDC
converter station is also discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Statement of Problem
The world has become highly dependent on fossil fuels to meet its energy needs.
Fossil fuels are a finite resource that will eventually deplete. Burning the carbon in
this type of fuel, which has been stored in the earth for many thousands of years,
will continue to pollute the environment and contribute to global warming through
CO2 emissions.
Over recent years, the UK government has used subsidies to drive the develop-
ment of wind power generation for both onshore and offshore. Although the energy
used to manufacture and commission wind turbines (WT) creates CO2 emissions,
none is emitted during the operational life. The WT life cycle’s overall net effect
in the environment will be much more favourable than conventional power gener-
ation. The carbon payback period for a UK offshore WT, i.e. the time it takes to
become carbon neutral, is typically 6 months [1]. The reliability and efficiency of
WTs are important for increasing the operational life, offsetting more CO2 emission
from non-renewable sources, as well as to provide more energy and revenue.
As WT move further away from shore, the average speed is higher and the wind
is smoother due to low surface friction. More power can be extracted from the
offshore wind than from onshore wind. Onshore wind development is saturating
due to local opposition citing noise pollution and visual blight to the countryside.
The impact of offshore wind farms to local inhabitants is reduced with increasing
1
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distance. However, the challenge of offshore electrical grid connection increases with
distance.
Electrical power can be transmitted in direct current (DC) or alternating current
(AC) form. During what became known as the “War of the Currents” in the late
19th century, Thomas Edison promoted DC systems against AC power distribution
systems that were advocated by George Westinghouse. The same voltage level was
used in DC systems for all generation, transmission and load, which meant that
thick, heavy and expensive conductors were needed for distribution. In the end, DC
lost out in favour of AC power, and it became the standard form of transmission
throughout the 20th century. It was more cost effective to step up the AC voltage
using transformers and AC generators were simpler and more efficient, therefore AC
power was able to be cheaply transmitted over thinner and longer distant lines [2].
It was difficult and expensive to step the DC voltage to the high voltage direct
current (HVDC) level, until the advent of efficient power electronic converters in
recent times and interest in DC transmission revived. During the 20th century,
mercury arc valves were developed, and then silicon based thyristors for early first
line commutated converter (LCC) systems for conversion between AC and HVDC.
Such systems were initially expensive, bulky and inefficient compared to AC trans-
formers. It was until the development of solid-state power electronic devices in the
late 20th century, switching capabilities improved and enabled the use of voltage
source converter (VSC) topologies, which offered better controllability over LCCs.
They are also progressively becoming smaller, lighter, cheaper and more efficient
over time, and their applications are increasing within HVDC connections, flexible
AC transmission systems (FACTS) and renewable energy conversion.
HVDC transmission does not exhibit reactive power, proximity effect and skin
effect losses that are normally associated with AC transmission. The efficiency of
HVDC for long distance and high power will justify the cost and the losses in the
converter stations. This is ideal for subsea transmission, where the capacitance
in the cable and therefore reactive power is significantly higher. Therefore HVDC
application is trending for larger offshore wind farms (WF) further away from shore,
where the wind resource is greater.
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Harsh offshore conditions and long distances makes accessing the offshore WF
site difficult and challenging. There is a lack of field-experience for HVDC connected
offshore wind farms, and little knowledge about their reliability and impact on down-
time. Access is difficult to deal with any serious failures hazards immediately, and
if adverse conditions persist it can significantly delay repairs.
The heavy duty sub-assemblies, such as the gearbox, transformer, generator, etc.,
are the most difficult to repair because of their size and weight. They will contribute
to very high downtimes per failure, however, given the recognition of this issue in the
design process, and their simplicity and robustness, the failure rates of these heavy
components are actually relatively lower than expected in practice. Wind turbine
field-experience revealed that power electronics and the control system were found
to have the highest failure rate. These failures often contribute to high overall
downtime as therefore loss of power generation. These types of components are
often complicated, but also crucial for control, efficiency, stability, and maximum
wind power extraction. As the wind farms are going further offshore, access for
repair and maintenance will become increasingly more challenging. This thesis will,
however, focus more on the components in the electrical system in the offshore WF.
The Borwin1 project was the first HVDC connection in the world built for an
offshore wind farm off the coast of Germany. However, it was not entirely successful
as it has experienced a number of outages and has been unable to export much power
since it was first commissioned. A fire in an electrical component at the offshore
platform was cited for an unplanned outage [3]. It was also cited that disturbance in
the system lead to automatic shut-down due to overload in the filter capacitor [4].
Little is understood about the control stability, resonance and harmonics in such
systems and therefore this problem needs to be addressed.
1.2 Aim of Research
The research is part of the Supergen Wind 2 Plus Project, for which the title was
proposed as “Connection Technology for Large Offshore Wind Farms - Achieving
Control Performance, Reliability, Maintainability and Cost Effectiveness”. This
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proposal complements the Supergen Wind 2 Core Renewal Project, which is built
upon the findings of the Supergen Wind 1 Project. While the Core Renewal Project
addresses the resource, reliability, scaling and cost of the offshore wind farm unit,
the Plus Project addresses the technical barriers in the electrical grid connection of
the wind farm. The two projects together aims to improve the future prospect of
offshore wind power generation.
The focus of the research in this thesis is within the topic of the grid connection
and electrical system of the offshore wind farm. The steady-state and dynamic
characteristics of the offshore wind farm connection system are studied using tools
such as MATLAB/Simulinkr and PSCAD/EMTDCr, and small signal analyses
and time domain simulations were carried out. The control interactions between
power electronic WT frequency converters and HVDC transmission system were
also observed. It is important that the overall system is design to be robust and
well damped.
The suitability of selected concept network topologies proposed for offshore wind
farm application is examined. Topologies that centralise components in the electrical
system that traditionally have high failure rates, such as the power electronics and
control system, can also improve the access, repair rate and maintainability of these
components. In turn, this can reduce the post-failure downtime and minimise the
component shut-down period during maintenance. However, other problems will
arise from this, such as in the voltage level and cable arrangement. As increased
complexity and the number of components in the system tend to reduce the system
reliability, simplification and component reductions in the system topologies are also
considered with the aim of improving system robustness and reliability.
An offshore AC network is considered to be a weak network due to the limited
rating of HVDC connection and the large impedance in the long transmission cables
and the collection network. The voltage in the network will be prone to fluctuations.
This research aims to study how an offshore AC voltage terminal can be controlled
and decoupled to minimise voltage fluctuation and prevent over-voltages such as
those that appeared at the Borwin1 offshore HVDC connection and caused its shunt
filter capacitors to trip. An insight will also be provided to show how an over-voltage
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here may arise in the first place.
1.3 Scope of Thesis
This thesis begins with a literature review in Chapter 2, where the motivation,
technology and reliability for a large scale future offshore wind farm are discussed in
detail. The motivation for going offshore to harness wind energy is first addressed.
The electronic frequency converter, HVDC systems, and wind turbine technologies
and their characteristics are explained in further detail. Learning that the power
electronics have a relatively high failure rates and require regular maintenance to
keep the devices fully operational, Chapter 3 then aims to address the accessibility
of power electronics in the wind farm system for repair and maintenance. Different
types of offshore wind farm network topologies, including traditional and conceptual,
are examined and reviewed.
The AC voltage control strategy for an AC collection type network connected
by HVDC is proposed, tuned and discussed in Chapter 4. The offshore network
model was simplified, and small signal analysis is used to characterise the dynamics
of the system and control. The network voltage is controlled by the offshore HVDC
converter substation. Further insight into the pole-zero characteristics of controller
are also discussed and compared with the small signal analysis results.
In Chapter 5, the control system is evaluated and compared to an “open loop”
method, where the closed loop feedback is not used and a fixed voltage reference
signal is simply applied at the converter output instead. A step input current dis-
turbance in the open loop systems would trigger under-damped resonance at the
filter, which can lead to over voltages up to 50% above the nominal level. The
voltage controller was able to limit this resonance and keep the system well damped
at the filter capacitor, while minimising the need for passive resistive damping and
therefore losses in the filter. It works by forcing the capacitor to be a fixed voltage
source, which is also at the point of common coupling where the network and the WT
devices are connected. The chapter also investigates the use of current saturation
for device protection inside the voltage controller, and explored how over-voltage in
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the filter capacitor can occur in this case. It is important for the offshore network
voltage to have as little disturbance as possible for the WT converters to follow
using their phase locked loops, and so that it does not interfere with the torque of
the generator even if no frequency converter is used at the WT.
1.4 Original Contributions
The main contribution lies in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis. A speculative insight
is provided as to how the filter capacitor in the Borwin1 HVDC station would
overload and trip. One of the causes for this is the resonance, which is triggered by
disturbance in the current input into the filter. A case scenario has been simulated
to demonstrate how this can happen. An AC voltage control strategy has been
proposed and evaluated. It can regulate the voltage at the filter capacitor to prevent
over-voltage. The application of this voltage controller for the offshore wind farm
network using the VSC-HVDC converter is new. The controller needs to be fast in
order to react to fast current disturbances. The controller and a simplified offshore
network system was modelled in MATLAB/Simulinkr. The small signal analysis
was used as a tool to study the state variable eigenvalues in the system and is used as
an indicator of the dynamic characteristics of the system, and to see how the system
dynamics. The tool was used to observe how the system dynamics are affected by
different control parameters. This also helped to find an optimum voltage control
gain parameter that have both fast control action and sufficient system damping.
The method is fast and can be reiterated in a script, for example with an optimisation
algorithm for further improving the control design and for study of similar control
systems with different parametric constraints. The minimum system eigenvalue
damping results from small signal analyses are also compared with the poles and
zeros for simplified frequency domain model of the controller to further explain the
results.
Interactions between the HVDC converter under voltage control and an aggre-
gated WT converter under current or power control were also studied. It was then
found that a fast inner loop for power control and proper voltage dynamic compen-
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sation was beneficial to the system damping. A current saturation technique within
the structure of the voltage controller was also tested in simulation, and an insight
has been provided about how this works and how this will interact with a power
controller model for the WT. How the current saturation lead to an over-voltage was
also demonstrated and a solution with power control was discussed to over come the
issue.
Practical challenges and considerations for implementing the AC voltage con-
troller experimentally are discussed in Chapter 6. The issue with the delay in a
timer-based PWM output of the controller interface was addressed, and how it af-
fected the control performance is also presented.
Two conference papers were published in the course of the PhD at the PEDG
2012 conference [5] and the ICRERA 2013 conference [6]. Contributions were also
made in in the output of the Supergen Wind 2 Deliverables D3.1.1a.
Chapter 2
Components in a Future Large
Offshore Wind Farms
The United Kingdom is an island country surrounded by sea with a vast area of
offshore energy resource available to exploit. Government subsidy and support have
been a huge incentive to push for offshore wind energy development, which will help
meet envisaged legally-binding decarbonisation and renewable energy generation
targets. Up to 32 GW of estimated installed capacity in 2010 [7], will be leased to
developers for offshore wind development within the Crown Estate Round 3 offshore
sites shown in Figure 2.1. In 2013, there were 3.32 GW operating wind farms and
36.6 GW of wind farms in development [8].
The sea is an open area with low surface friction therefore offshore wind speeds
are higher than on land. In theory, the mechanical power from wind is proportional
to the cube of the wind speed, so a 10% increase in average wind speed could
results in about 30% increase in wind power production [9]. The depth of the
waters around the UK, from seabed to surface, are relatively shallow compared to
most other coastal countries around the world, which is ideal for fixed foundation
structures for the offshore wind turbines (WT). The cost of offshore installations will
be considerably higher, however, it has the biggest potential for growth for installed
capacity and power.
The current technology for onshore WTs has matured and is cost-effective, but
onshore sites for wind energy development are saturating. In years 2013/14, 73%
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Figure 2.1: Site locations of the Crown Estate Round 3 wind farm sites for lease
adapted from [10] with major players and 2013 estimated capacity data from
RenewableUK [8].
of new wind energy capacity approved for deployment in the UK was for offshore
projects [11]. The “not in my backyard” public perception toward the WTs regard-
ing the impact of the visual and noise pollution they have on the local environment
has been a challenge for planning consent for onshore development. Large wind farm
(WF) projects have moved further offshore so they are less noticeable by the public
eye compared to onshore WTs. Although they will not be completely invisible, due
to noticeable blade movement and night navigation lighting, which is then magnified
with increased WT numbers in the WF, their impact will be greatly reduced with
distance [12].
This chapter is a literature review on future large offshore WTs, their grid con-
nection and electrical system. Their characteristics, reliability and impact on the
downtime are also discussed.
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2.1 The Grid Connection and Power Electronics
Traditionally the transformer is used to step up the wind turbine AC voltage output
for high voltage alternating current (HVAC) transmission. This increases the power
delivery capacity by reducing the current to a level that is more efficient. However,
unlike overhead lines, long distance cables are disadvantaged with relatively large
inherent shunt capacitance in the cable, which makes it unsuitable for long distance
subsea HVAC transmission. The reactive power produced by the shunt capacitance
is proportional to the square of the voltage across it, see equation (2.1):
Q = jωCV 2 (2.1)
The reactive power and hence current take up the ampacity of the cable copper
conductor, leaving less available for real power transmission. The I2R transmission
losses are higher because the current per unit of real power is higher. In order to re-
duce this, reactive power compensators are needed at certain stages along the cable,
but each station to house these will further step up the cost of an AC transmission
scheme. During low loads, the reactive power can lead to undesired voltage rise
at the cable terminal opposite to the energised side, where the phenomenon is also
known as the Ferranti effect [13].
At present, near-shore wind farms are close enough to shore to be connected by
AC cables. However, future wind farms will move further away and generate more
power than the current near-shore WTs. High voltage AC cable transmission has a
limit on the length and the voltage before losses become too significant.
2.1.1 High Voltage DC Transmission
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) is the ideal choice for high power, long distance
and efficient subsea power transmission for future large offshore wind farms [14,15].
The key advantages for HVDC transmission are:
• Better efficiency over AC, with no eddy current and skin effect losses.
• DC is always unity power factor, with no losses associated with reactive power.
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• Low cost cables can be used.
• Asynchronous AC systems can be connected together.
The cable insulation is usually rated to the peak of the voltage. The DC voltage
can theoretically be
√
2 higher than the r.m.s AC voltage. For any given constant
power and cable insulation thickness, the DC current in a cable core can be
√
2
times less than the AC r.m.s phase current. Given this in addition to the absence of
skin effect and eddy losses, less copper can be used for DC power transmission. The
thinner cables will be more flexible, cheaper and easier to manufacture, transport
and deploy. The only significant losses in the DC cable are the I2R copper losses.
The main drawbacks of HVDC are the losses in the converter stations and the
high initial capital investment for the stations. However, HVDC cables are cheaper
and more efficient, therefore the cost of HVDC investment will break-even and be-
come more cost-effective than AC as the distance increases, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The typical break-even distance is about 50 km for underground or sub-sea cable
transmission, and about 500–800 km for overhead lines [2, 16].
Transmission 
Distance
Investment 
Cost
Total DC cost
Total AC cost
Break-even distance
AC terminal costs
DC 
terminal
costs
Figure 2.2: The investment cost of AC and HVDC subsea transmission with distance.
The two main types of AC-to-HVDC converters are:
• Line commutated converters (LCC) and
• Voltage source converters (VSC).
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2.1.2 Strength of an HVDC-connected AC Offshore Net-
work
The strength of the AC system can be represented by the short circuit ratio (SCR)
as shown in equation (2.2), where the system consists of a The´venin impedance
(Z) and V is the voltage at the point of common connection [17]. The SCR is the
ratio of the short circuit capacity to the rated power of the HVDC link (Prated) [18].
The AC system strength is considered weak if the SCR is less than three [19]. The
HVDC converters are very expensive and its limited power rating contributes to the
weakness of the offshore wind farm network as well as the AC voltage and impedance.
SCR =
V 2
Z.Prated
(2.2)
2.1.3 Current Source Line Commutated Converters
Line commutated converters (LCC) for HVDC previously used large mercury arc
valves from the 1930s until the advent of solid-state semiconductor thyristor valve
technology in the 1970s. Thyristors are cost-effective and robust devices that can
be easily stacked for high voltage and high power applications. Their conduction
losses are low and they are able to withstand short-circuit currents, whereas most
VSC devices are more sensitive and would require much faster protection. The LCC
system for HVDC is also referred to as traditional, classic HVDC or LCC-HVDC.
Thyristors are not fully controllable; a gate signal switches on a positively bi-
ased valve device, but the device will stay latched on until the anode current falls
below the holding current and is unable to switch off at will. The time from when
the voltage across a thyristor valve becomes positive to the time when the gate is
activated is known as the firing angle, and it is used to regulate the HVDC voltages
on both ends of a point-to-point link to control the power. The nature of such de-
layed switching, means that the AC side current is always lagging the corresponding
phase voltage and the LCC is always absorbing reactive power [20]. In order to
balance the reactive power for voltage stability, VAR compensation is usually re-
quired, which is provided by passive capacitors and flexible AC transmission system
(FACTS) devices such as static synchronous compensators (STATCOM) and may
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further contribute to a larger overall system size.
A high level of harmonic distortion is produced by the discontinuous nature of
the thyristor LCC bridge switching every half cycle of the AC fundamental, which
requires large filters to eliminate them. Vast space is usually required to accom-
modate the filters as well as the converter, transformers, switch-yard, the valve hall
and the extra clearance space for high voltage isolation. Traditionally LCC-HVDC
systems were used for grid interconnections where converter stations were based
on land, therefore size was not an issue. An offshore structure to support an LCC-
HVDC station with such a large footprint is far too impractical and costly to install.
Approximately 75% of the total cost of energy cost for WTs is already associated
with the upfront cost of the infrastructure [21].
The LCC is a current source converter that requires a grid with a strong voltage
source on both AC sides of the link to operate. The offshore network is weak and
its voltage and frequency may need to be established and regulated by a separate
generator powered with a stored fuel source or a VSC with electrical energy storage.
It has been suggested in literature that the LCC-HVDC converter stations can
be strategically placed on a geographic island, which can also accommodate a small
generator to support the AC voltage [22]. However, suitable uninhabited islands for
this purpose do not exist within large Crown Estate Round 3 sites. The clear open
sea is preferred, a land mass in contrast is usually regarded as an obstacle, which
increases surface friction to air flow and thus reduces wind speed and quality.
2.1.4 Voltage Source Converters
Commutation does not fail in voltage source converters (VSC) as it would in an
LCC during an AC grid disturbance. VSCs can allow forced commutation because
they use semiconductor power electronic switches that are fully controllable for
both turning on and off [23], such as gate turn-off thyristors (GTO), integrated
gate-commutated thyristors (IGCT), insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) and
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET).
VSC technologies are more advanced but more expensive and induce higher
switching and conduction losses than LCC. They have a wide range of industrial
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applications, such as traction motors, drives and solar energy conversion, apart
from applications in the wind turbine frequency converter and HVDC conversion.
As popularity and demand increases they will improve and become cheaper, more
reliable and more efficient.
VSCs are capable of independent active and reactive power control to allow four-
quadrant operation. Reactive power control can be both leading and lagging, which
can be used to control the voltage level without the need of VAR compensators and
help improve the stability of the network.
Unlike an LCC, a VSC has black start capability and is able to provide a strong
voltage source for the weak offshore WF network because its switching devices can
turn both on and off, and force commutation.
Two-level VSC
The two-level converter, as shown in Figure 2.3, is the simplest VSC topology to
design and control. The switching devices will selectively turn ‘on’ or ‘off’ to connect
the AC side to either the positive or negative DC busbar. Therefore, the AC side
voltage output from one leg of the converter has two states, which is either the plus
or minus the DC voltage. When two converter phase legs are in the same state,
the corresponding line to line voltage potential is zero, therefore the line to line
measurements will appear to have three levels.
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Figure 2.3: A two-level three-phase voltage source converter topology.
The wind converter industry often choose IGBT devices rated between 1 kV to
1.7 kV because of their availability and cost-effectiveness. The operating AC voltage
rating is often limited to the low AC voltage level of 690 V, which is then stepped up
to distribution voltage level by a transformer for the local collection network. The
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price data of twenty-three IGBT devices in [24] is converted to Pound Stirling and the
price per unit power rating (£/MVA) is calculated. The cheapest £/MW (in 2011)
for each voltage level rating is then shown in Figure 2.4, which also demonstrates
the cost-effectiveness of devices rated at 1.7 kV. The highest blocking voltage for an
IGBT switch is currently 6.5kV [25]. Devices with higher blocking voltages including
those based on Silicon Carbide (SiC) are at the moment much more expensive.
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Figure 2.4: The cheapest IGBT device price per unit MVA rated power for each
voltage level ratings between 0.6 and 6.5 kV, out of 23 devices in 2011.
VSC devices cannot be simply stacked for high voltage rating like how thyristors
can. Each IGBT in series does not switch exactly at the same time, which leads
to uneven voltage sharing between them during fast switching. This problem is
magnified with higher switching frequencies and more devices in series. Therefore,
devices with higher blocking voltages are preferred over stacking them in series to
increase the overall voltage rating and reduce the on-state voltage drop per kV
voltage rating. However, such devices are more expensive, so an active voltage
sharing strategy or a multilevel converter topology may be used, although this will
complicate the system and will require more devices.
HVDC Lightr is the ABB Ltd trademark for VSC-HVDC because they are more
lightweight compared to the traditional LCC-HVDC. The size of the VSC converter
including the filter is more compact than an LCC of the same rating, which is ideal
for offshore applications where space is a premium. More recent development by
Siemens and Alstom has resulted in modular multilevel converter topologies which
have demonstrated advantages in terms of implementation of a VSC. But from the
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voltage control point of view, their response bandwidth is similar to a two-level
PWM VSC. Therefore the difference in VSC topologies will not be very important
in the control aspect part of this thesis.
The AC filter can be smaller and does not need to be very large to smooth the
output voltage and eliminate the harmonic distortion that are at the higher end
of the frequency spectrum. The higher the cut-off frequency, the smaller the size
and the cost of the passive components in the AC filter. Offshore VSC technology
is trending towards higher switching frequencies for this reason. The switching
frequency of a GTO device is typically up to 1 kHz and for an IGBT around 2 kHz.
For each switching cycle, the switching loss per switching cycle is the product of
the slight overlap of the falling voltage across the switching device with the rising
current as it switches on and vice versa for switch-off. So for higher switching
frequencies, however, this will add up to increased switching losses per second. This
is in addition to the VonI + I
2Ron conduction losses and the total loss for a VSC
can be much higher than an LCC. These losses then become a challenge to keep the
device from overheating.
Pulse Width Modulation
In a two-level converter topology, pulse width modulation (PWM) is used for the
switching sequence to modulate a sine wave for the AC side voltage. The sim-
plest method to produce this, is to use a comparator with an input reference sine
wave (Vref) and a triangular carrier wave (Vcarrier), as shown in Figure 2.5 and equa-
tion (2.3). The output PWM signal is then used to drive a switching device to turn
‘on’ or ‘off’. A VSC is able to modulate any voltage between the + and − DC
voltage, and its response can be as fast as the switching frequency.
PWM signal =
 1, if Vref > Vcarrier0, if Vref < Vcarrier (2.3)
Scaling VSC for High Voltage and Power
To accommodate for a larger power capacity in VSCs, the number of switching
devices needs to increase, which will increase the system complexity and cost. These
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Figure 2.5: Using the comparator to generate the PWM signal from the sine wave
reference and the triangular carrier wave.
can be connected in parallel to increase the current carrying capacity. However, for
limited voltage level, currents will be much higher for higher power, which is not ideal
if more conducting cross sectional area is needed to reduce losses. Connecting IGBT
devices in series can increase the overall voltage level, but voltage sharing between
devices during fast switching is an issue which requires active sharing voltage control
[26]. Multilevel topologies do not inherit such issues, however the complexity of gate
control and the number of devices is significantly increased.
Multilevel VSC
Using multilevel voltage source converter topologies is an effective way to overcome
the limited voltage rating of single devices. Multilevel topologies can have three or
more voltage levels in the converter phase voltage output. Three-level converters
are typically rated between 3.3 kV and 6.6 kV AC. Increasing the number of levels
will increase the voltage rating of the overall multilevel converter system.
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Neutral point clamped and flying capacitor topologies are well known multi-
level converters, but mainly popular with three levels. For higher number of levels,
modular multilevel converter (MMC) topologies can be adopted [24]. Each MMC
module will consist of either a half bridge of a full H-bridge arrangement, as shown
in Figure 2.6. A half-bridge sub-module has two states, where it either connects the
terminals to the capacitor voltage Usm or it bypasses it. This will either add or drop
a voltage level from the AC voltage output.
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Figure 2.6: A phase leg structure of a modular multilevel converter, where each
sub-module can be a half-bridge or a full H-bridge arrangement. An example of the AC
voltage waveform output is also shown.
Although multilevel converters require more devices, they have lower levels of
harmonic distortion in the converter voltage output compared to the two-level con-
verter. Therefore electrical filters can be smaller or even eliminated. This will
balance the weight and cost so the overall system can remain compact. The more
levels there are, the more it can synthesise closely to the voltage reference waveform.
Each IGBT will also experience low switching frequencies, therefore the switching
losses are reduced.
Multilevel topologies require more IGBTs and their control is generally more
complex so they are generally more expensive. Three to five level multilevel convert-
ers are becoming more readily available in industry, and the technology is advancing
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towards maturity.
2.1.5 Switching Devices
The power rating verses the operational switching frequency for a selection of power
semiconductor devices is shown Figure 2.7, which has been adapted from [27]. Higher
switching frequency is a desirable characteristic for converter devices because it can
drive down the size of the converter and filter system for offshore use and increase the
control bandwidth. However, devices with increased frequency switching is usually
associated with higher loss, expense and lower reliability, which often limits the
power ratings too. Likewise, high power devices, such as thyristors and GTOs, tend
to be limited to lower frequencies. The IGBT is at the middle ground for both
power and high operational switching frequency, therefore is a popular choice for
wind power conversion and VSC-HVDC.
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Figure 2.7: General ratings for power and operational switching frequency of power
semiconductor devices.
This section further discusses in detail and compares other types of power elec-
tronic semiconductor devices and their potential for the future, such as those made
from silicon carbide (SiC).
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VSC Silicon Devices
A GTO device is a type of solid-state thyristor that is fully controllable because of
the additional ability to turn off, where normal thyristors were unable to. Thus this
enabled its application in high power VSCs. Its maximum dI/dt rating and the long
switch-off time limits the switching frequency to about 1 kHz. An IGCT is similar to
the GTO but with lower conduction losses and smaller cell size, however operating
frequency is typically up to 500 Hz because the gate currents and switching losses
are high, even though their switch-off times are much faster [20].
The IGBT is another gate controlled switching device, which has the combined
advantages of a GTO in terms of high power switching capability with those of a
transistor regarding low driving power and fast efficient voltages and current con-
trol in both the On and Off states. This results in a robust converter design and
contributes to high reliability of the overall transmission scheme [28].
MOSFET devices have low switching losses and are able to switch at higher
frequencies, which is ideal for compact applications. However they are not very
attractive for high voltage and high power applications, because the on-resistance
increases sharply with the breakdown voltage and therefore the conduction losses
are higher.
Thermal management is important to keep the device cool, ideally operating
under 125 ◦C junction temperature. As temperatures increase, so do the resistance
and the losses. IGBTs and MOSTFETs are sensitive to over-voltage and over-
currents as well as short circuits. A thin wafer IGBT has a very small heat capacity
and therefore a short-circuit currents will lead to thermal runaway and failure after
several hundred milliseconds. Silicon (Si) devices cannot withstand more than 150 ◦C
[29].
Silicon Carbide Devices
The silicon carbide (SiC) semiconductor material has a wide band-gap and higher
critical electric field meaning that higher voltages can be blocked with thinner and
more conductive layers [30]. Although the current ratings of SiC devices are limited,
the maximum achievable power level is compensated by the higher voltage rating.
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One of the first commercially manufactured SiC devices available was the junc-
tion gate field-effect transistor (JFET), however these devices were not ideal for
full-bridge VSCs because a high signal is used to switch off, and a failure in the
gating signal will risk short circuiting the DC link.
The SiC MOSFET is a promising technology that has recently become commer-
cially available, which can switch at high frequencies, handle higher voltages up to
10 kV and maximise energy delivery with higher efficiencies. The devices have very
low switching losses allowing them to deliver switching frequencies in the tens and
hundreds of kilo-hertz range. As a result, the switching harmonics become much
easier to filter and the size of the passive components can be smaller, which can be
an advantage for offshore applications [31].
The SiC MOSFET devices have smaller on-state resistance rate of change with
temperature compared to silicon IGBT. The SiC is more tolerant to higher tem-
peratures and is able to cope with thermal losses and therefore deliver more power.
The cooling requirement may also be reduced, therefore the cooling system can be
more passive, simplified, smaller, more robust and reliable [32].
In [32], Zhang also demonstrated that increasing the switching frequency of a
SiC-based WT converter to 6 kHz; its efficiency is the same as the efficiency of a
silicon-based IGBT converter switching at only 3 kHz, whilst the size, loss, and
cost of the filter are reduced for the SiC-based converter because of the switching
frequency is two times higher.
Chinthavali demonstrated that switching losses in SiC GTO are 12 times less
than silicon GTO [33]. For the same blocking voltage, the SiC blocking layer is
thinner, resulting in lower charge stored in the drift region and thus faster switching
and lower conduction losses. For the same thickness, the breakdown voltage is five
times higher than silicon, making the devices ideal for high voltage applications as
well as high frequency.
Si-based devices are currently more established and mature than SiC-based that
are still in their infancy with relatively high premature failure rates [34]. High tem-
perature operation comes with challenges in the packaging of the device. Wind
power is not constant and the device may experience extreme deep thermal cycling,
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particularly the device in the machine side converter. This leads to high mechanical
stresses and fatigue failure, particularly at the bond wire and solder pads [34]. The
thermal characteristics of SiC are different from the traditional silicon and it must
be packaged and bonded to new suitable materials that are also tolerant to high
temperatures up to excess of 400 ◦C and possess similar coefficients of thermal ex-
pansion [35, 36]. At present, commercial SiC devices are all based on packaging
technologies for silicon devices. Therefore the high temperature capability of SiC
material is yet to be exploited in the future. Ringing oscillation from high frequency
fast switching is a reliability concern as it stresses the devices and causes additional
switching losses [37].
SiC IGBT devices rated up to 15 kV are currently under development but are
not yet fully commercially available. Such high blocking voltage capability presents
opportunities for transformer-less grid connections, and simpler topology design with
reduced numbers of DC levels and semiconductor switches [38].
2.1.6 LCC and VSC Hybrid HVDC
The main drive for hybridising the LCC with VSC is the lower cost of LCC power
conversion and the control benefits of the VSC. Already LCC-HVDC systems have
been proposed with VSC-STATCOMs for supporting the voltages at the termi-
nals [39, 40]. The VSC can also establish voltage frequency in the weak decoupled
offshore WF network, where LCC cannot provide a voltage source by nature. The
VSC can be connected to the same DC voltage source as the LCC instead of a
standalone capacitor or battery as found in a STATCOM. The bulk of the power
conversion is through the LCC because of its lower losses. There is also potential
to use the VSC to provide active filtering, reducing the passive filter requirement
which is already large for the LCC.
The voltage polarity of the LCC HVDC link is reversed in order to change the
direction of the power flow, as the current can only flow in one direction in the LCC.
This is different for VSC, which cannot accept a change of voltage polarity because
its anti-parallel free-wheeling diodes would conduct and short circuit the HVDC
connection. This is a conflict in the state of operation. An MMC with full H-bridge
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modules, which is also shown in Figure 2.6, can operate at reversed polarity, where
the half-bridge arrangement could not. This presents opportunities to hybridise the
full H-bridge MMC with LCC-HVDC [39]. However, H-bridge MMCs require two
times more IGBT devices compared to the half-bridge MMC arrangement. They
also have higher power losses because the current is also flowing through twice as
many cascaded devices. A WF network is usually only generating so the net power
is unidirectional most of the time, if an LCC system is used, its polarity does not
need to be reversed most of the time. The VSC can provide power flow in the
opposite direction to support standby power consumption and for black start-up of
the remote network.
In [40], the VSC and LCC was proposed to take turns in operation for power
transmission and connection to the HVDC cable. Only the VSC is connected during
low and reverse power operation, because the minimum power of LCC is 5% to 10%
of the rated power. Operation with both the LCC and VSC connected to the same
HVDC cable is only temporary in the transition phase. During high wind speed
and power operation, only the LCC will be connected to HVDC cable because the
maximum power can be transmitted at an optimum power factor and at a higher
HVDC voltage level, which is usually too high or expensive for a VSC system. The
VSC is disconnected from the HVDC and operates as a STATCOM instead and
provide reactive power for the LCC and stabilise the voltage level.
The VSC and LCC does not have to share the same HVDC poles, and separate
cable in-feed poles may be used. In [41, 42], the LCC and VSC HVDC stations
have dual cable in-feeds to a remote network. The LCC converter was shown to
be immune to commutation failure and the increased overall rating of the conver-
sion system also improves the short circuit ratio, and therefore strength of the AC
network.
2.1.7 Multi-terminal HVDC
A multi-terminal HVDC system has more than one HVDC link and at least three
converter station terminals. A flexible number of HVDC cable interlinks between
converter station can be established. As cables have the longest post-failure down-
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times, which will be also explained in Section 2.3.6, such a system can provide better
cable redundancy and system availability [43]. If an HVDC converter station or an
interlink is down, the rest of the system can maintain operation.
However, the main challenges for multi-terminal HVDC is protection. Semi-
conductor devices in VSC-HVDC converters are more sensitive to fault currents than
devices for LCC-HVDC due to fast thermal runaway, therefore protection needs to
be very fast acting. At the moment, circuit breakers for HVDC are expensive or
not fast enough for protection [44]. Normally, a two-terminal HVDC link is isolated
by the AC side circuit breakers. If the same method is used for a multi-terminal
HVDC system without HVDC circuit breakers, the entire HVDC network has to
shut down in order to isolate a single fault inside it and then reconnect it back to
the AC system again. This is not ideal as the main intention of multi-terminal is to
increase the redundancy and the availability of the connection.
Sudden disconnection of an entire WF can also be detrimental for grid stability.
Therefore, energy storage on both sides of the network would be ideal to maintain
smooth power flow. Until HVDC circuit breaking technology improves, multiple two-
terminal networks seems like a more reliable option. High energy storage capacity is
expensive for ensure continuous power flow, therefore the shut-down, isolation and
reconnection processes must be very fast in order to minimise the duration of the
disturbance and the energy storage capacity needed. The capacitance in the DC
network may need to be low to allow the DC voltage to quickly drop for shut-down
and rise back up quickly when restarting the system again.
2.1.8 DC Circuit Breakers
When a circuit breaker opens while under load, an arc is often formed between the
separated contacts. The arc is still electrically conductive so the circuit is not broken
until this arc is extinguished. Normally, circuit breaking with AC is simple as the
current waveform has enough zero-crossings to interrupt the arc. It is usually more
difficult and expensive to break a DC fault circuit quickly because there are no zero-
crossings in the fault current and a DC fault current would rise more quickly [45].
DC circuit breakers are being actively developed and DC networks are getting
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“closer to reality” [46]. However, DC breakers that will be commercially available
will be considerably more expensive, have limited voltage ratings and slower breaking
speeds than AC circuit breaker.
2.1.9 The Cable
The cable is the most necessary component for electrical connection of the wind farm,
whether the power is transmitted as AC or HVDC. The main conductor material of
choice is usually aluminium or copper. Copper has 70% higher conductivity than
aluminium, but 3.5 times more expensive (based on May 2015 metal prices). The
material and thickness of the conductor will determine the ampacity of the cable.
Cable Insulation Material
The material and thickness of the cable insulation will determine the voltage rating
of the cable. The most popular cables for underground and sub-sea applications
are mass impregnated non-draining (MIND) cables and cross-linked polyethylene
(XLPE).
MIND cables have very high voltage and power ratings, up to at least ±500 kV
DC and 2000 MW for bipolar operation. They are traditionally used in LCC-based
HVDC because the system needs to be large scale and high power to be economic
viable.
The XLPE material for insulation is the popular cable insulation material of
choice for VSC-based HVDC systems because it is cheaper, lighter, more flexible
and easier to manufacture. Despite a limited maximum voltage level of up to ±320
kV the XLPE can withstand and about 1000 MW power rating, it is therefore ideal
for VSC-based HVDC systems which are of similar ratings. Their converter stations
are already very expensive with limited power rating, therefore it is difficult to
justify using expensive MIND cables. Furthermore, VSC does not reverse in polarity
as LCC does when reversing the power flow direction. Therefore this reduces the
influence of polarity reversal on the space charge accumulation that decreases the
insulation performance of polyethylene [47].
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Moisture ingression into the XLPE insulation material will increase the forma-
tions of ions and therefore increase the conductivity of the material [48]. Impurities,
cavities and defects in the insulation also increases the conductivity and shortens
the life of the cable. It becomes inclined to water tree breakdown, which is a failure
mechanisms in XLPE cables as the breakdown voltage is significantly reduced [49].
Overall, the voltage rating of XLPE is lower than MIND cable insulation for a given
thickness.
Other Layers in the Cable
A semi-conducting screening layer between the conductors and the XLPE insulation
layer is often necessary to distribute the electrical stress. This helps to prevent
electrical discharge that can damage the insulation at certain points of the cable.
An armour protection layer is usually needed for sub-sea applications to minimise
mechanical damage caused by the likes of fishing trawlers and ship’s anchors.
Circulating currents and eddy current can be induced into the metal sheath layer
and armour outside the insulation layer of the conductor, contributing to further
losses in the AC cable power transmission, which can be 30% of the total, but
sometimes this is required as the metal sheath layer prevents moisture ingression
and acts as an electrostatic shield and a current return path [50].
Cable Cross-sectional Formation
A three-phase cable in trefoil formation has reduced magnetic field around the con-
ductor because the fields from each phase cancel each other out. Therefore its net
cable inductance and sheath armour losses are smaller. This is also why the armour
of a three-core cable can be made of steel-wire while it should be non-magnetic for
a single-core cable. However, high voltage XLPE cables above 275 kV are not avail-
able in the three-core trefoil format because thicker insulation material is required,
which can then affects the overall size.
Single-core cables are more flexible, has minimal mutual heating and improved
cooling with the wide core separation. As a result, this increases the current rating
of the core conductor as shown in Figure 2.8. However, it may not be efficient
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overall because the armour losses are higher. The current induced into the armour
can be as high as the currents in the conductor [51]. However, the core conductor
and insulation material layer can be made thicker per single-core cable, for higher
current and voltage ratings and therefore higher power capacity.
DC cables on the other hand, do not have the additional losses associated with
the AC frequency, therefore the current carrying capacity of a DC pair with close
spacing is comparable to a set of AC cables with wide spacing.
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Figure 2.8: The current carrying capacity for various types of copper cables against the
conductor cross sectional area, data source: [51].
Capacitance in the Cable
There is significant capacitance in a power cable compared to overhead lines. How
much extra capacitance also depends on the separation space between the conductor
and outer sheath layer and their surface area. Generally the capacitance decreases
with higher voltage ratings because the insulation is thicker, and with smaller current
ratings because the conductor diameter is smaller and therefore the circumference
surface area is smaller.
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2.2 The Offshore Wind Turbine
This section will focus on the basics of the wind turbine (WT) structure, theory,
operation and market trends. The characteristics of the WTs is reviewed in order
to design and adapted the network topology and electrical system effectively around
them.
2.2.1 Wind Turbine Structure and Sub-assemblies
Figure 2.9 shows a typical structure and sub-assembly of an offshore horizontal-axis
WT. The foundation, tower, nacelle, hub and the turbine blades are the structural
assemblies of some of the most bulky parts to install. The offshore foundation
secures the WT in place, either as a structure fixed on the sea bed or as a floating
structure for expansion into deeper waters.
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Figure 2.9: The wind turbine structure and major sub-assemblies
The nacelle of a WT will usually house the mechanical-electrical sub-assemblies.
Depending on the turbine type and size, the nacelle will typically house the drive
train, gear-box, generator, frequency converter, transformer and controllers. WTs
that use pitch control will have the actuators inside the hub that will adjust the
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rotor blade pitch angle.
Most large WTs will track the direction of the wind and an active yaw mechanism
will yaw the turbine so that it directly faces upwind. Due to the nature of the yaw
mechanism, flexible loop cables are used for the electrical connection between the
tower and the nacelle. This is allowed to be fully twisted about four times in either
direction before it is required to rotate back to the starting position.
2.2.2 Wind Power
The power the WT can extract from wind is shown in equation (2.4):
P =
1
2
ρAv3Cp (2.4)
where ρ is the density of air, A is the wind turbine blade swept area, v is the wind
velocity and Cp is the power coefficient.
The wind speed v and the density of air ρ cannot be controlled as they depend on
the weather conditions. However, the swept area A can be made larger by increasing
the blade diameter in order to maximise energy capture. The power coefficient Cp
is the ratio of the power extracted to the total power in the wind, which primarily
depends on the efficiency of aerodynamic blade design, tip speed ratio and MPPT
capability of the WT. In theory, a wind turbine cannot extract more than 16/27
(59.3%) of the kinetic energy in wind, as defined by Betz’s law [52].
The tip speed ratio λ is the ratio of the tip speed of the WT blade to the speed
of the wind (u). This is defined in equation (2.5), where ω is the rotational speed of
the rotor in rad.s−1 and r is the rotor diameter. A typical relationship between the
power coefficient and the tip speed ratio for a typical horizontal axis WT is shown
in Figure 2.10, where the curve data for this graph is from [53].
λ =
ωr
v
(2.5)
2.2.3 Scale and Size
The cost of offshore structures and foundation costs are very high. WTs are becom-
ing larger, wider in diameter and more powerful in order to maximise revenue from
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Figure 2.10: The power coefficient against the tip speed ratio curve Cp–λ curve for
different blade pitch angles.
power production and returns for the large investments being made [54]. Already
they are some of the world’s largest rotating machines and are projected to continue
to grow in the future. Figure 2.11 shows the growth in WT size over the years since
early small scale onshore WT [21]. Scaling up the technology is not simple. As the
wind turbines become larger, there is a general trend that they become less reliable
because the complexity is high and field-experience is less [55].
2.2.4 From Fixed Speed to Variable Speed WTs
Historically, electrical wind turbines connected to the grid operate at a constant
rotor speed that is proportional to the grid frequency. The ultimate speed ratio
depends on the gear-box ratio and the number of poles in the generator.
Fixed speed wind turbines are not aerodynamically efficient for capturing the
power from the wind over a wide range of wind speeds. If the rotor speed is constant,
the tip speed ratio λ is then inversely proportional to the wind speed (equation 2.5).
As the tip speed ratio varies with wind speed, then the power coefficient Cp will not
always be optimal and will vary as shown in Figure 2.10. When the wind is too
far above the rated wind speed, the fixed speed WT passively stalls and the power
coefficient inherently reduces, so the power is limited and maintained around the
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Figure 2.11: Growth in size of commercial wind turbine designs [21].
system rating. Fixed speed machines need to be able to tolerate high mechanical
stress and torque fluctuations that can lead to fatigue, which is more undesirable in
larger turbines.
In comparison, a variable speed WT is more efficient at capturing the energy
across a wide range of wind speeds [54]. More power is captured using variable
speed than fixed speed operation for the same turbine blade swept area size, and
therefore the structural and mechanical investment is fully utilised. A maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) control technique will make sure the rotor speed
varies with the wind speed. The tip speed ratio λ is kept constant where the power
coefficient Cp is at its maximum, which is typically when λ = 8 as in the case shown
in Figure 2.10.
Active stall control or pitch control will be necessary to limit the power above
rated wind speed. Active stall control slows down the rotor speed so that λ and Cp
decreases. Pitch control will adjust the rotor blade pitch angle of attack, which alters
the Cp–λ characteristic for reduced power coefficient as also shown in Figure 2.10.
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2.2.5 Wind Turbine Generator Types
As shown in Figure 2.12, there are four key types of WT generator configurations:
fixed speed turbine (Type A), limit variable speed turbine with variable wound
rotor resistance (Type B), variable speed with partially rated converter (Type C)
and variable speed with fully rated converter (Type D) [9, 56]. The dotted lines
around the gearbox for Type D indicates that it may be direct drive without a
gearbox. Offshore wind turbines are predominantly variable speed turbines.
SCIG
Capacitor bank
Grid
Soft-starter
Partially rated
frequency converter
Gear
Type A
WRIG
Capacitor bank
Grid
Soft-starter
Gear
Type B Variableresistance
WRIG Grid
Gear
Type C
PMSG/WRSG/
SCIG
Grid
Gear
Type D Fully rated
frequency converter
Figure 2.12: Typical wind turbine generator configuration types.
Induction Machines
There are two kinds of induction generator builds: the squirrel cage induction gen-
erator (SCIG) and the wound rotor induction generator (WRIG). The SCIG have
been used in fixed speed wind turbines, although technically the generator is an
asynchronous machine, the slip speed is usually very small with insignificant impact
on the tip speed ratio. The SCIG is very robust because no electrical connections or
high maintenance slip rings are required to the rotor circuit as the rotor magnetic
field is induced by the stator. The speed of the magnetic field in the stator is defined
in equation (2.6), where p is the number of pole pairs.
Ns =
60f
p
(2.6)
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The rotor speed of the induction machine is usually asynchronous to the syn-
chronous Ns. The slip speed is the difference between the asynchronous speed Na
and synchronous speed. The slip in percentage for generation is defined in equa-
tion (2.7), where Na is the asynchronous speed of the rotor.
Slip(%) =
Na −Ns
Ns
× 100% (2.7)
The WRIG is similar to the SCIG except the construction of the rotor has sets
of windings that can be connected externally through slip rings. A Type B wind
turbine has rotor windings that can be connected to a set of variable resistors, which
controls the current and flux in the rotor to vary the slip speed. If the winding
resistance is zero and short-circuited, it will then operate and perform like a Type A
SCIG. Although power is lost through the resistors when in use, it offers a limited
degree of variable speed, up to 10% above the synchronous speed, for better wind
energy extraction [56]. The slip is typically around 2% at rated torque with a short
circuit rotor without resistors. Figure 2.13 shows the torque-speed characteristics
for a range of rotor resistances, and shows how the slip speed can be varied for the
same given torque. If the torque reaches the maximum point, the machine then
becomes unstable and over-speeds.
To
rqu
e
Slip0% 20% 40% 60% 80%
Low rotor 
resistance
High rotor 
resistance
Figure 2.13: The torque-slip characteristic of an induction machine for a range of rotor
winding resistances
The OptiSlipr system by Vestas is a Type B wind turbine, but the resistors
that are controlled by a set of switches are inside the rotor of the machine, and
the resistance is controlled through optical communication link. This eliminates the
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need for slip rings for external connections to the windings and therefore improves
the mechanical efficiency [57,58].
The magnetic field of rotor is induced from the stator and always lags behind.
Regardless of whether it is generating or motoring, the induction machine always
consumes reactive power, even at no-load, which then increases with torque. As the
size and power of this WT type is scaled up, so will the reactive power consumption,
which will lead to voltage stability issues in the grid. Shunt capacitors are usually
required to provide the reactive power and compensate for this. Both Type A
and B wind turbine generators will usually require a soft-starter to limit the in-rush
currents during start-up magnetisation [59].
The WRIG could then operate as a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) if
the rotor windings are three-phase and connected to a power electronic converter. A
DFIG machine can operate at a greater rotor speed range compared to WRIG with
variable slip. The converters can be smaller and partially rated compared to the
overall WT rating because they only feed the rotor to provide speed control while
most of the power is fed through the stator directly to the grid. The partially rated
converter for the DFIG can also independently control and contribute to reactive
power for the benefit of grid voltage balance.
Permanent Magnet and Wound Rotor Synchronous Machines
A synchronous machine will have a rotor speed equal to the synchronous speed Ns,
which is proportional and synchronous to the electrical frequency f to according
to equation (2.6). A wound rotor synchronous generator (WRSG) is usually more
expensive and larger than other generators types of the same rating. The rotor
magnetic field of the WRSG is usually electrically excited by a DC source from a
rectifier or converter, connected externally through slip rings. By varying the rotor
excitation field with the rotor current, the reactive power can be controlled to absorb
or supply, unlike the induction generators where reactive power is always consumed
and cannot be controlled.
A permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is a type of synchronous
generator except that the excitation is self-provided by powerful permanent magnets
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instead of field windings inside the rotor. The DC supply and slip rings for the field
excitation are no longer required, therefore the design is simpler, mechanically more
efficient and maintenance free. However, the rotor magnetic field is always constant
so the reactive power cannot be controlled, and the permanent magnets are very
expensive and in limited supply [54].
Brush-less Generators
The PMSG and the SCIG are inherently brush-less generators, but for the WRSG,
its slip rings and brushes can also be eliminated. This can be achieved if the rotor
DC currents are supplied through a brush-less exciter, which effectively acts as
another small generator on the same shaft that feeds a converter inside the rotor and
shaft [60]. This will be mechanically more efficient, but the build will be much larger
in size and more expensive. Furthermore, from a maintenance point-of-view, access
to external converters are simpler than converters inside the rotor and shaft. Power
electronics devices need to have easy access for repair and maintenance, because
they have a high failure rate which will be shown in Section 2.3.
The brush-less WRSG is a commonly used for large conventional fixed speed
power plants. However, fully rated converters are needed to decouple the stator
voltage and frequency from the grid in order to operate as a variable speed WT.
The fully rated converter together with the converter for the rotor field variable DC
voltage supply leads to a high total number of power electronic devices in the overall
system.
A brush-less DFIG is similar to a brush-less WRSG, except the brush-less exciter
and a converter from inside the shaft will supply as set of three-phase rotor windings.
The field be rotating relative to the rotor frame instead of a DC field as with the
WRSG. The stator can be connected directly to the grid as with a normal DFIG, no
slip rings and brushes are need for the connection to the partially rated converter
inside the rotor shaft, less maintenance is required and will be mechanically more
efficient as a result [61]. However, difficult access of the power electronic components
inside the rotor is still an issue.
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Fully Rated Converters at the WT
Type D wind turbine generators are fed through fully rated converters. They can
operate with most generators, typically with the PMSG or SCIG that are inherently
brush-less, mechanically efficient and low-maintenance. The system can be gear-less
as a direct direct drive concept with low speed multi-pole PMSG machines.
SCIG machine are mechanical efficient and low-maintenance as they do not
require slip rings because the rotor current is induced by the stator at the slip
frequency. The SCIG on its own is used as a “fixed” speed WT or as the Type A
“Danish concept” WT. PMSGs are also mechanically efficient, but as synchronous
generators, their speed is inherently fixed and proportional to the grid frequency.
For full variable speed control, the stators of these generators are connected to a
fully rated back-to-back AC-DC-AC voltage source frequency converter.
The converter decouples the machine speed from the grid frequency. The losses
can be significant since all the power is fed through the fully rated converter. How-
ever, the converter offers more controllability, such as with providing reactive power,
and the grid-fault ride-through capability is less complicated than the DFIG [59].
Passive capacitor banks for reactive power compensation of SCIGs are elimi-
nated. The active inverter on the machine-side should establish the stator voltage
for the SCIG. It should be able to supply the reactive power for the lagging mag-
netising currents so the rotor field can be induced.
On the other hand, the rotor field in a PMSG is provided by permanent magnets
and not electrically excited, therefore the EMF can be self-induced onto the sta-
tor. This means that generation can be black-started without power from the grid
connection or energy storage. The induced AC can then be converted to DC using
lower cost passive diode rectifier. The speed of the PMSG will depend the DC-side
voltage level, which is controlled by the grid-side converter or boost converter. They
produce harmonics and torque ripples that affect the life of the turbine [62]. There-
fore a controlled active inverter will be preferred with minimum harmonics in the
voltage and torque which will have a lesser impact on larger scale systems.
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Trends in Market Penetration
Type A and B fixed speed WTs are gradually fading from the market, while Type C
and D that are both variable speed WTs are gaining popularity. Veriable speed
WTs have a higher overall power coefficient and are therefore able to extract more
power from the wind and hence maximize return gains for the revenue and power.
The DFIG WT (Type C) has been the most popular among small to medium
scale wind turbines, where in 2010 this technology type composed of 55% of the
market share of wind turbines in Europe [63]. The converter for Type C is usu-
ally smaller and partially rated compared to the fully fed and fully rated converter
for Type D. When the converter devices were more expensive, the converter size
difference was enough to favour the cost-benefit of Type C and its small converter
size.
However, as power electronic converters are becoming cheaper and more efficient,
the market penetration of Type D WTs has been gradually increasing over the years
and it is expected to continue to increase due to their superior grid fault ride-through
control performance and mechanical efficiency [56]. As wind turbines increase in
size and move offshore, the cost of the structural and mechanical installation are
much higher, and the cost of additional power electronics becomes relatively less
significant.
2.2.6 Maximum Power Point Tracking
As each turbine in a wind farm will experience a slightly different wind speed due to
the wake effect, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) becomes very impor-
tant because it maximises the aerodynamics efficiency so the most power is exacted
for a given wide range of wind speeds.
The aim of MPPT is to keep a constant tip speed ratio λ where the power
coefficient Cp is at the maximum, which is typically around λ = 8 for a zero pitch
angle as shown in Figure 2.10. MPPT is typically used while under the rated wind
speed until the maximum power rating is reached, pitch control is then used to limit
power so it does not go beyond the WT ratings. MPPT control requires the wind
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speed and the rotor speed feedback.
Only full variable speed wind turbines can provides the best MPPT, using Type C
DFIGs or the fully rated frequency converters in Type D. In recent years there has
been an increasing market penetration for these types of wind turbine technology
[64]. Although they can capture more energy to increase the capacity factor, they are
more complex and require power electronics that are currently less reliable compared
to other more matured wind turbine components.
2.2.7 The Wind Power Curve
The graph in Figure 2.14 shows the wind power characteristic curve against the
wind speed, along with the Weibull probability distribution of the wind speed for
two different average wind speeds. A constant tip speed ratio and power coefficient
for a variable speed wind turbine with MPPT is assumed [9].
The wind power curve assumes the cut-in wind speed is 3 m/s, rated wind speed
is 13 m/s, and the cut-out speed is 25 m/s. Below the cut-in wind speed, it is usually
not worth operating because the power generated after losses is insignificant.
For a large proportion of the operation time, the wind power is generated between
the cut-in and the rated wind speed. Here the wind power is proportional to the
cube of the wind speed, according to equation (2.4), assuming the maximum power
coefficient Cp is constant for a WT under MPPT control mode.
Between the rated and the cut-out wind speed, the WT is at the maximum
constant power control mode. This is usually carried out under pitch control mode,
where the pitch angle of the rotor blades is adjusted to limit the aerodynamic power
to protect the WT so that it does not exceed its mechanical and electrical rating.
2.2.8 Weibull Wind Speed Distribution
The continuous Weibull probability distribution against wind speed for average wind
speed of 8.5 m/s and 9.8 m/s is shown in Figure 2.14. These continuous approxima-
tions are based on North Sea offshore wind data, respectively from the MPN and
K13 observation stations [65]. Weibull probability W (v) is a function of the wind
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Figure 2.14: The wind turbine power curve against the wind speed and the Weibull
wind speed distribution curves.
speed v, which is calculated using equation (2.8):
W (v) =
k
v
(v
a
)k
exp
(
−
(v
a
)k)
(2.8)
Parameters for the MPN station are k = 2.1 and a = 9.3m/s, and from the K13
station, they are k = 2.1 and a = 11.1m/s. Where k is the shape factor and a is
the scale factor. Discretisation of the distribution should factor in the size of the
discrete intervals to maintain the sum to unity, ie.
∑∞
v=0W (v) = 1.
The K13 station has the fastest average wind speed because it is the furthest
away from the shore, about 100 km, and the most central in the North Sea between
Norfolk and North Holland. The MPN station is located nearer to the shore off the
coast of the Netherlands. The measuring height above mean sea level is 74.8m for
K13 and 27.6m for the MPN station. The difference in these heights may also be a
factor for the the difference in the average wind speeds. In comparison, a large WT
rated at least 5 MW would typically have a hub height about 80m or higher. The
two sets of data will be considered as a best case and worst case scenario in this
thesis.
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2.2.9 Spacing Between Wind Turbine due to Wake Effects
The wake effect is when the rotating blades of the wind turbine produce turbulent
air wakes that will reduce the wind speed for another wind turbine downstream,
which will extract less power compared to if it was exposed to direct free air [66].
They will also experience fluctuating loads due to the turbulence, which eventually
leads to fatigue damage, particularly on the yaw bearings [67]. It is important that
wind turbines need to be spaced out, typically around 8 times the diameter of the
rotor, so the wakes can expand and return to free-stream condition and the impact
of turbulence is minimised. According to [68], 5MW sized wind turbines should have
at least 700m distance between them, therefore a wind farm of a hundred turbines
will occupy an area of at least 7km by 7km.
As offshore wind turbines are expected to be more powerful and bigger, as dis-
cussed in section 2.2.3, then the spacing between the WTs is expected to increase in
order to mitigate the wake effects. This will have an impact on the cost of cabling
because the cable ratings and lengths need to increase in order to respectively cater
for the increased power and distances.
2.3 Reliability and Downtime
This section will introduce and discuss how the WF reliability and accessibility from
onshore to offshore has an impact on its downtime and availability. The section is
mainly focused around the sub-assemblies and components in the electrical and
control system.
2.3.1 Onshore WT Reliability
Emphasis has been traditionally placed on the reliability of mechanical parts, such
as the turbine blade, rotor, gear box and the drive train. These are often bulkier and
heavier than electrical components, therefore repairs and replacements are expected
to be more difficult, costly and with longer downtimes [69]. As a result, as shown in
Figure 2.15, onshore wind farms tend to have lower failure rates in these components
[70].
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Rotor Hub 
Mechanical Brake 
Rotor Blades 
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Generator 
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Annual failure frequency Downtime per failure (days) 
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LWK Failure Rate, approx 5800 Turbine Years 
WMEP Failure Rate, approx 15400 Turbine Years 
LWK Downtime, approx 5800 Turbine Years 
WMEP Downtime, approx 15400 Turbine Years 
Figure 2.15: European onshore wind turbine reliability and downtime data from two
surveys over 13 years [70] (data used with permission).
In the electrical system, however, further onshore reliability data as shown in
Figure 2.16 suggest that the power module has a very high failure rate, particularly
with the the frequency converter. Complex converter sub-assemblies, which are
made up of many components with relatively short thermal time constants, are
generally more likely to develop partial if not full failures due to thermal fatigue.
Components that are critical to the operation of the WT system have the greatest
impact on its availability [71].
Access to onshore WT by road is simple, and components in the electrical part of
the system tend to be smaller and therefore problems and failures are relatively easier
and quicker to resolve. Therefore the downtime length per failure in the electrical
system is generally shorter as shown in Figure 2.15. However, when the failure
occurrence is high, the overall downtime of these components shown in Figure 2.17,
can be as significant as the failure rates shown in Figure 2.16, even if the downtime
per failure is short.
2.3.2 Reflecting Onshore Experience to Offshore
Offshore horizontal-axis WTs were originally directly derived from onshore ones, and
therefore share similar components. Extra measures to hermetically seal components
are taken for protection from moisture and the harsh salty offshore environment.
Corrosion was the main root cause of WT sub-assembly failures [72]. This ultimately
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Figure 2.16: Normalised overall failure rates of sub-systems and assemblies of wind
turbines of multiple manufacturers [69] (data used with permission).
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Figure 2.17: Normalised contribution to overall downtimes of sub-systems and
assemblies of wind turbines of multiple manufacturers [69] (data used with permission).
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contributes to higher costs for offshore reliability.
However, should a failure occur in an offshore scenario, the downtime would be
much more significant with distance due to access issues, which also depends on
the sea conditions and wind speeds [73]. Longer downtimes contribute to loss of
power generation and revenue, especially during the windiest period in winter. The
limited access further prolongs downtime, and the WT will be unable to capture
wind power during the most windiest period [74]. The wave height is also another
barrier for access by water even when it is not windy. Repair is often delayed until
the conditions are calm enough for a time frame that is long enough to carry out
the work [75].
2.3.3 Current Offshore Experience
Offshore reliability data are limited and relatively recent compared to onshore data.
For the Egmond aan Zee offshore wind farm in Figure 2.18, it is shown that the
gearbox and generator have the highest downtime per stop, taking an overwhelming
proportion of the total downtime, respectively 55% and 15%. This is one of the
main reasons for trending toward gear-less direct drive WT. The control system
contributes to 36% of the stops and 9.5% of its total downtime [70]. This offshore
wind farm is relatively close to shore between 10 and 18 km from the coast. The
distribution of the downtimes will change as future wind farms become more remote
and inaccessible.
Converter failure rate is low in this case and contributes to about 2.3% of the
total downtime. It is unknown whether this is because the data was gather during
the healthy phase of its life before the wear-out stage. It is also worth noting that in
Figure 2.18 is not fully representative, because only 180 turbines years were gathered
over a period of three years, which is only a fraction compared to the data gathered
for Figure 2.15. Operators may also already expect a relatively short life span for
converters from historical data so they may have them serviced regularly, maintained
or replaced early to avoid failure during operation.
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Figure 2.18: Stop rate and downtime data from Egmond aan Zee offshore wind farm in
the Netherlands, 108 WT years over 3 years [70] (data used with permission).
2.3.4 Control System and Sensor Reliability
As shown in Figure 2.18, the control system in the Egmond aan Zee offshore WF
has the highest annual stop frequency [70]. Some failures, such as in the sensors
in the control system, could not be reset automatically or remotely and therefore
require manual repairs which will in turn contribute to down time and loss of energy
production [76]. Elsewhere, up to 76.5% of supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) alarms could not be reset remotely [77].
In [73], sensors are ranked third highest failure rate after the electrical system
and control in WTs installed throughout Germany. Swedish data in [78] showed
that sensors ranked second after the electrical system, with the highest number of
failures. The control system is ranked fifth for failure rate in this case, but it is
ranked second for total downtime.
A control system may have many sensors and communication channels for feed-
forward and feed-back control within a WT local system. A sensor failure would
cause loss of control and undermine the system performance and operation of a
WT [79].
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2.3.5 BorWin1 Project – HVDC Connected Wind Farm
The BorWin1 project is the first HVDC connection serving an offshore wind farm.
The 125 km long submarine and 75 km long underground cables connecting the
BARD1 offshore wind farm with mainland Germany, is rated 400 MW and op-
erates at the nominal voltage of ±150 kV [80]. The converter stations are ABB
HVDC Lightr systems that use IGBT based two-level converters.
Although BorWin1 was commissioned in 2009, it was not without problems
operation-wise. The system has suffered from a number of unplanned outages due
to AC filter failure, voltage rise overloads and harmonics issues [4]. The root cause
is unknown and full technical details were not publicly disclosed.
A system needing repair or maintenance needs to plan a shut-down in order to
safely carry out the work. This is usually planned for low wind speed conditions
that are favourable for access and the loss of wind power generation is minimised.
However the window of opportunity to carry out the work is usually very small.
Therefore the amount of maintenance required should be minimised and the speed
of the jobs should be maximised. Experience with Borwin1 project found that the
shut-down for routine maintenance had to be extended for some months because of
difficulty in completing this over the severe winter [81].
2.3.6 Cable Reliability
The subsea cables are the most critical component for offshore wind power avail-
ability for the grid. They are normally very robust and reliable, but if a fault
occurred anywhere along the cable, locating it for repair is extremely difficult and
time consuming and can lead to outages for a significant period [82].
Manufacturing of the XLPE insulation can be improved to reduce the impurities
that lead to water-tree breakdown failure. However, faults caused by external dam-
age or force can occur, for example, by ship anchors and fishing trawlers, which are
outside the direct control of the system and its operators. This will require liaison
with the relevant industries to reduce such risks.
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2.3.7 Failure Intensity over Time
The failure intensity curve over time of a system, although mostly valid for mech-
anical devices, is often characterised as “bathtub” shape as shown in Figure 2.19.
The graph starts high during the introduction and infancy of a new system, often
because of inexperience, insufficient testing and missed manufacturing faults. As
these early faults are detected and fixed, experience accrues and the reliability im-
proves, the failure rate lowers and stabilises for the duration of its useful life, until it
increases again due to wear-out towards the end of their service [55]. Borwin1 was
the first of its kind, and risked experiencing early problems, commissioning delays
and reduced capacity factor but the reliability of such new technologies are expected
to improve over time with continued development.
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Figure 2.19: Failure intensity over time “bathtub” characteristic curve of a system,
typically of mechanical devices.
The Reliawind project, which ended in 2011, had identified that more rigor-
ous pretesting should be performed in order to reduce the early life failure. The
use of more reliable components, preventative, reliability centred and condition
based maintenance should be adopted to improve the useful life period. Major
sub-assembly change-out is recommended to limit failure intensity rise during the
wear-out period [69].
2.3.8 Non-constant Wind Power Thermal Cycling
Wind is not constant and therefore the wind farm is not always going to operate at
full capacity. However, generators, converters and transformers will have to be rated
approximately 15% higher in practice because fluctuating power generation from
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non-constant wind speeds cause thermal stress cycling, which then leads to fatigue
failure. This is especially for converter devices that have low thermal capacity and
the temperature cycle is deeper [83]. The effect of temperature changes in a WT
generator leads to micro-cracks or de-lamination between the iron core and stator
insulation [84].
2.3.9 Pitch Control vs. Stall Control
Section 2.2.7 discussed that pitch control is used for limiting the power to the rated
maximum level, between the rated wind speed and the cut-out wind speed. Pitch
control is usually more precise for reducing the aerodynamic power in higher wind
speeds, and keeping the rotor speed and torque constant and under the rated power.
However, the sub-assemblies for pitch control mechanisms tend to have high
failure rates and downtimes for both onshore and offshore as shown in Figures 2.16,
2.17 and 2.18. A pitch control system is very complex. The change in the pitch
angle of the rotor blades are usually driven by a motor with some power electronics
or a hydraulic pump system. Power is usually fed into the hub using slip rings,
which occasionally require maintenance, and access into the hub is very challenging.
Active-stall control is another method for limiting the wind power, usually by
reducing the rotor speed at high wind speeds for a suboptimal tip speed ratio λ,
moving the power coefficient value Cp down from the maximum. It may seems to
be more reliable to not use pitch control mechanisms that have high failure rates.
However, the active-stall method increases the torque by as much as 40% compared
to pitch control [85]. It is more expensive to increase the rating of the mechanical
sub-assemblies for higher torque demand, which will still need the extra margin in
case of sudden gusts.
2.3.10 Maintainability
Condition monitoring and maintenance is important to extended the operation life
of components and prevent catastrophic failures. WTs have become advanced, com-
plicated and expensive with more use of power electronics, control circuits, sensors
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and actuators. It is expected that the high costs will be compensated by higher
returns from more power being extracted from wind per WT generator. However,
if the increased complexity generally leads to high failure rates, the impact on the
operation and maintenance (O&M) costs will be high, especially for distant offshore
wind farm with challenging access. Ideally, the design of the system should ideally
be as robust as possible so maintenance can be simple, quick and minimal. On the
other hand, a robust design of a system may also be expensive because of the extra
materials and redundancies required.
2.4 Grid Frequency Support from the WF with
Energy Storage
The United Kingdom has a vast wind resource compared to other renewable re-
sources available. As more wind energy is harnessed, and so will the impact on the
grid system increase. Wind power is variable in nature and the timing of its pro-
duction does not necessarily correlate with the timing of the load demand. As the
share of variable wind energy production increases, larger fluctuations and stability
problems in the power system may arise as a result when the grid inertia is not
sufficient to absorb them [86].
An imbalance in the active and reactive power between the generation and de-
mand will affect the frequency and voltage stability of the grid. The converters in
Type C and D WTs are able to control the reactive power injected into the grid,
and therefore help with the voltage stability. However, frequency support is chal-
lenging without significant energy storage, spinning reserves, flexible loads, smart
grid controls, and stronger UK grid interconnections with mainland Europe in the
future.
It would be more expensive and inefficient to curtail the power production of
large conventional power plants in the power system. Their time constants are very
large and will not be fast enough respond to the fast wind power fluctuations. The
additional load cycling on the generators also leads to fatigue failure and decreases
its lifetime. Financial returns from investments in such assets will be significantly
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reduced. Pumped-storage hydroelectricity can provide energy storage and load bal-
ancing, but the scale of power is low and there are limited geographical sites with
suitable hight and water availability.
It is the wind farms that are producing stochastic power that are contributing to
grid problems, therefore the wind farm should ideally contribute to the cost of power
balancing and grid support. Instead of fully relying on the grid operators to keep
the system stable, the wind farms should, and can, provide partial grid frequency
support [87]. However, the incentives for implementing such ancillary services are
insufficient and inconsistent at the present [88].
2.4.1 Grid Fault Ride Through
In the past, small WTs can simply disconnect from the grid to protect themselves
from over-currents during a low voltage event in the network. However, as wind
energy penetration into the grid is increased, a loss of power generation from a
disconnection of a large wind farm during a grid fault event will cause the voltage
and frequency to drop further. The problem will then cascade to other devices,
cause them to disconnect and destabilise the grid. Therefore the grid code requires
large WT devices to have grid fault low voltage ride through capability [89]. This
capability could be easily implemented in Type D configuration WTs, but is more
challenging for Type C (see Section 2.2.5).
During low voltage ride through, either the current output is increased while
power is constant, or current is controlled and the output power is reduced. De-
pending on the control strategy used, it may lead to a temporary over-voltage in the
DC link or over-speed of the WT rotor with torque reduction. This can be avoided
with the help of an energy storage device at the WT to absorbs any excess power.
2.4.2 Wind Curtailment Reserves vs. Energy Storage
Wind energy can be curtailed when there is too much wind, or this energy can be
stored and then released later when needed the most. Either of the two methods
can smooth the wind farm power output, so they behave more like conventional
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generators with controllable fuel source and power.
Wind power curtailment requires little additional investment to implement. Mod-
ern wind turbines already have stall and/or pitch control, which is often used for
limiting the mechanical power to the rating of the system as mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2. When the grid frequency is too high, pitch controls can be used to reduce
the coefficient of performance (Cp) and therefore curtail power generation. However,
the grid more often requires support when the frequency is too low, to prevent it
collapsing. In this case, some wind power capacity should be reserved during normal
operation [90]. Reserving capacity can be achieved by proportionally limiting power
below the maximum power point. When the grid requires the extra capacity, the
limit can be lifted back to maximum power extraction.
Wind turbines already have a low annual capacity factor that is typically less
than 40%. Power curtailment will further reduce this capacity factor. The actual
wind power generation does not always coincide with the demand. Therefore the
opportunity for operating at the maximum power point and maximum revenue from
power production is reduced.
Sufficient energy storage will be able to minimise wind power curtailment and
therefore maximise power production and energy security. If energy pricescontinue
to increase in the future as non-renewable source diminish, and the wind capacity
factor is low, it will be more valuable to capture whatever wind energy is available
and store it for later use. However, it is currently difficult to justify very expensive
large scale energy storage options. At the moment the electricity market tariffs
are subsidised and favouring wind energy, but it will not be sustainable in the
future as grid penetration of unpredictable variable wind energy grows and becomes
a large source of grid voltage fluctuation and instability. There needs a flexible
pricing strategy and market design, where the wholesale price of electrical energy
depends on the real-time demand. Although stochastic generation may be penalised
or disadvantaged, the strategy can provide reasonable incentives to fund energy
storage, reserve capacity and ancillary services that help balance and stabilise the
grid [91,92].
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2.4.3 Energy Storage Located Offshore
The wind is not always blowing when there is onshore demand. While the tur-
bines are not producing power, the spare current carrying capacity in the cables is
available to export any stored energy to supply any demand onshore. Therefore a
large offshore energy storage system will fully utilise the investment of the HVDC
connection even when it is not windy. It will support the main grid during times of
uncertainties when onshore demand is either too high or too low. The smoothing
effect of the power flow provided by storage can also reduce fatigue degradation
caused by thermal cycling from non-constant wind power, for example in the pack-
aging of power electronic device modules. Smooth out the operational peak can also
help reduce the cost of needing to over-rate such devices.
A DC multi-terminal network that needs to shut down in order to isolate a DC
fault using simple circuit breakers as described in Section 2.1.7. For such a case,
the grid connection for the WF is temporarily lost. Therefore, if energy storage
exists on both sides of network, this will provide continuity of power flow to keep
the system stable until the network connection is established again.
Batteries and super-capacitors are compact high capacity energy storage solu-
tions that are ideal for offshore use. Super-capacitors for wind energy applications
have been gaining attention in recent days [93]. They are highly regarded for their
high power density, efficiency and life cycle compared to their battery counterpart.
Batteries generally have a higher energy capacity and lower self-discharge rate. The
fundamental drawback of providing such energy storage for the wind farm is the
cost. As both development and demand of these technologies increase, they will
become more affordable, not just for the power system and wind industry, but for
other markets too [94].
Cost is the primary limiting factor for the total storage capacity as energy storage
technologies for offshore applications are at their infancy, particularly in regards to
their expensive power electronics interface. The total contribution for grid support
may not be significant in comparison to a conventional power plant spinning reserve.
However, power electronics can act very fast, well within a few hundred milliseconds
and will be able to provide early power ramping for a short period of time until larger
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capacity spinning reserves respond. Larger capacity energy storage and spinning
reserve devices, such as compressed air and high-speed flywheels, can be cost effective
for onshore and inland build. However offshore builds for such devices require more
expensive offshore structures because they are much larger and heavier.
2.4.4 Energy Storage Concept in the HVDC Cable Capaci-
tance
Electro-static energy in the HVDC-link capacitance can be extracted to provide
an inertial response for grid frequency support [95]. The distance of future offshore
wind farms to shore are estimated to be between 80 and 300 km. As the distance and
number of cables increase in the HVDC network, the total cable capacitance may
become significant to store energy. Some energy in the capacitance in the HVDC
link can be extracted when the HVDC voltage is dropped. How fast this energy can
be released depends on the control speed, the peak instantaneous current rating,
and the relative stability of the system. Even if the power level being transmitted is
low, there is still energy in the capacitance in the HVDC system while the voltage
is high and still fully charged.
Assuming an HVDC subsea cable is 190km with a capacitance of 0.17 uF per
kilometre [51], the total cable capacitance can be 32.3 uF. This may seem small,
but the stored energy increases quadratically with voltage. Using equation 2.9, it
can be estimated that a 15% voltage drop from 330kV would allow the extraction
of 488 kJ from the cable capacitance alone. It is equivalent of a small 1MW wind
turbine providing full power for half a second, although this is an insignificant small
fraction of the total rating of such a system which could be typically rated around
500MW.
Ecap =
1
2
C(V 2high − V 2low) (2.9)
With potentially hundreds of turbines in a farm, collectively the same concept
of energy extraction may be applied for the DC link capacitor in the wind turbine
system with converters. However, there is a limit to how far the voltage can be
dropped. For constant power, current rises as the voltage is dropped, so the current
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rating of the system is then a limitation. Furthermore, the HVDC voltage cannot
be lower than the peak AC voltage, otherwise the free-wheeling diodes will conduct
and recharge the DC side from the grid.
The cable capacitance alone is usually not enough for DC voltage smoothing.
Even if extra capacitance in the HVDC system is added for that purpose, the total
storage would not be enough to provide meaningful grid support, except for some
energy contribution in the initial power ramping. In the case of an HVDC transmis-
sion fault, if very large capacitors are connected at the HVDC side, they should be
disconnected to prevent the extra energy feeding the fault that would cause further
damage. This would require additional expensive HVDC circuit breakers, which
adds to the cost of the system.
Using a higher DC voltage than necessary for storing more charge also increases
the voltage stresses, which reduces reliability of capacitors and IGBT devices [96].
It would not be cost effective to increase the voltage rating of an already very large
expensive system to handle larger voltage range for the purpose for energy storage.
The maximum energy storage capability of capacitors cannot be achieved with
a limited voltage range. In order to fully achieve the maximum voltage range for
maximum energy storage, they should be interfaced with additional power electron-
ics and controls [97]. This interface should also help isolate these capacitors in case
a fault develops inside it.
2.4.5 Energy Stored in the Moment of Inertia
Providing grid support without dedicated energy storage is challenging. The mech-
anical energy stored in the moment of inertia of a single wind turbine rotor may be
small, but in a farm where there will be hundreds, the stored energy combined can
be significant. Power can be extracted from the kinetic energy in to rotation of the
blades momentarily by suddenly slowing them down [98].
During normal operation speed, the rotor should be already spinning faster than
the MPPT speed. It would then slow down towards the maximum power point
to extract more mechanical energy from the wind as well as to recover the stored
energy in the inertia. The drawback is that it would undermine the investment
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of the wind turbine because the speed is not always aerodynamically efficient to
extract the maximum power. The turbine rotor and drive train are expensive and
bulky assets that are more difficult to repair and maintain. A sudden change in
torque may adversely affect the mechanic integrity, but can be avoided if there were
additional auxiliary energy storage [99].
Although larger inertia is able to smooth the power output, the energy capture
would be less [100]. A lighter variable speed wind turbine with less inertia is also
able to track the maximum power point more quickly and a lighter design is usually
simpler and cheaper to install. If this is the case, the inertia in the rotor may not
be practically enough for energy storage.
2.4.6 Communicating Power Demand using Frequency Droop
without Hard-wire Communication to WTs
If energy storage is used and distributed across the many offshore wind turbines,
there needs to be an effective means of communicating the onshore demand so the
wind farm can contribute to grid support when needed the most. In a conventional
power system, the frequency is an indicator for the active power balance between
generation and demand. If the frequency droops, generators often have governors
to increase the power production to meet the load demand to prevent the frequency
from running away or collapsing. A grid support system through generation should
react fast enough, which helps minimise the cost of interruption from load shedding.
A droop control method of communicating the onshore demand for offshore wind
energy to respond to was proposed in [101]. The concept artificially couples the
onshore grid frequency to the offshore AC network. A change in the onshore grid
frequency would trigger a change in the HVDC voltage and in turn this is detected
to trigger the change in frequency in the offshore network. The decision of how much
power the wind turbine should export is based on the frequency of the network it is
connected to.
From a reliability and maintenance point of view, this droop control communi-
cation method is preferred because it does not depend on an auxiliary long distance
subsea hard-wire communication link. Such infrastructure is expensive and any fail-
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ure in the cable is difficult to trace and repair. Even wireless data transmission may
have drawbacks such as poor reception during bad weather and possible vulnera-
bility to interference and hacking. The droop control method functionality can be
included in existing equivalent electrical control systems at no extra cost, as simply
programming to the new control strategy is only required. Alternatively, it can be
used as the backup communication system for grid support in case the hard-wire
communication link fails.
2.5 Chapter Summary
• The cost of offshore wind energy is much higher than onshore, but it is a vast
available resource in the UK, able to supply growing energy demands and meet
government set renewable and decarbonisation targets.
• The thyristor devices for LCC are efficient, reliable, robust and cost effective
for bulk high voltage power conversion. The large harmonic distortion, a
consequence of low frequency switching, needs to be attenuated by filters that
would be too large to be supported by offshore structures.
• Switching devices technology for VSCs are trending towards higher frequencies
for better control bandwidth and smaller filter requirement. IGBT is currently
the device of choice for the power electronic applications of today. Their relia-
bility and cost performance has considerably improved in recent years. Silicon
carbide is a promising technology, but still at its infancy and therefore very
expensive and currently not reliable enough for offshore use due to packaging
issues.
• Multilevel converter topologies have higher voltage ratings and smoother phase
voltage output. They do not have the same problem as series connected IG-
BTs, however, the topology demands a higher number of switching devices
and a higher level of complexity.
• Regardless which power electronic device and converter topology will be used,
the average voltage source output and the overall control dynamics will be
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similar. Therefore a simplified voltage source model may be used and dynamics
studies. The principal difference is in the harmonics injected to the system
and the filter size requirement. The switching frequency may also determine
maximum speed of control.
• Literature survey revealed that the electrical system had the highest failure
rate for onshore WT systems, which was mainly in the frequency converter
and control system. Reliability offshore is extremely important. If a compo-
nent fails, the downtime will be more severe because offshore access is difficult.
Maintainability is also important to maintain high system reliability. Better
accessibility of sub-assemblies can improve the repair rate and minimise down-
time. In order to maximise the overall wind power production and availability
to the grid, both the failure rate and downtimes must be reduced. An im-
proved system topology that is also cost effective is needed to address such
issues.
• A calm window of opportunity for access for maintenance and repair is usually
very small, due to difficult offshore conditions. The system should be designed
to speed up and minimise the amount of these types of work.
• Providing energy storage is expensive but would benefit the stability of the
onshore grid frequency. If the energy storage can be situated offshore, protec-
tion and stability is also provided for the offshore network and WT in case the
grid connection is lost. Smoothing the power flow will minimise the thermal
cycling and maximise the reliability of the power electronic converter devices.
Chapter 3
Offshore Wind Farm Collection
Network Topologies
The conditions and constraints for future offshore wind farms far away from shore
are very different compared to current near-shore offshore wind farms. As discussed
in Section 2.3, the power electronics have one of the highest failure rates that con-
tribute to high total downtime, and the cable is usually very reliable but has the
longest post-failure downtimes. This chapter will discuss the feasibility of topolo-
gies that eliminate certain components in the systems. Components and subsystem,
such as the generators and cables, are fundamental and cannot be eliminated. How-
ever, the number of converter stages and transformer stages may be reduced from
the wind farm electrical system, with the aim to improve robustness and reduce
cost. Alternatively, such components may be moved and centralised so that access
is better for faster repair and maintenance. However, centralising the fully rated
frequency converters for WTs will require a different network topology and more
cables, because of individual maximum power point tracking control constraints
and therefore opposing desired frequency operation between each WT. Overall, this
chapter focuses on the design of network topologies that are generally orientated
to improve the overall system reliability, availability, accessibility, repair rate and
maintainability. The benefits and challenges that arise from the proposed topologies
are evaluated.
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3.1 Centralising the Power Electronic Converters
To improve the access for repair and to reduce the downtimes caused by frequent
failures of power electronics, a new concept is suggested to relocate and centralise
all the power electronics in the offshore substation platform as shown in Figure 3.1.
The time and cost for regular maintenance of these components can also be re-
duced because they are accessed in one centralised location and they are no longer
distributed across individual wind turbines, while high above in the nacelle. Cen-
tralising the converter system allows common components to be shared, such as the
cooling system and the transformers.
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Figure 3.1: Concept with power electronic converters grouped at the offshore platform
Before conversion to HVDC, the power can be collected either on the AC or the
DC bus. This is where the interconnection can be made between multiple substations
in the wind farm network. The DC voltages from each converter set could even be
connected in series as an option to build up the voltage to the HVDC level [102].
Sharing the DC-link using a DC bus in a centralised topology may also simplify
the topology in terms of construction. However, the operation of sharing a DC-bus
is very similar to a multi-terminal DC network but more compact. They will also
share the same disadvantages and challenges with the DC-side fault protection as
discussed in Section 2.1.8. Where the option is to use very expensive circuit breakers
or to deal with the fault event by temporarily shut-down of the entire system.
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3.1.1 Star Network Connection
In the centralised star network topology, each wind turbine is controlled by its own
converter for efficient operation with MPPT and torque control. If the converters are
at the substation platform, each wind turbine will require their own cable connection
arranged radially as a star. More cabling will be required, but benefits include better
voltage regulation, the rating of each connection is lower, and a higher security and
availability can be achieved. Only one wind turbine will be down per connection
fault, unlike in a chain network of interconnected wind turbines, where everything
preceding the point of fault in that chain will be disconnected, resulting in higher
unavailability [103].
3.1.2 Communication Challenges
MPPT control with variable speed WTs may be challenging if the generator and the
converters are remote from each other in the centralised converter and star network
topology. Decoupling the dynamics in the parasitic passive components in the cable
and compensating the additional impedance of the cable between the machine and
the converter may be difficult. Tuning the compensators will be inconsistent for
difference cable lengths and impedances.
Since a wind turbine will already need electrical cable for power collection, in-
cluding an extra communication links in a spacing of the cable in the manufacturing
process can be straightforward, and the cost is very small compared to the cables
itself. Often extra channels are included as redundancy and future expansion. How-
ever, if real-time communication links are needed for every WT to connect to the
substation, then the complexity of the control system significantly increases.
A failure in communication would cause loss of control and undermined system
performance and operation [104]. A failed offshore communication link is as diffi-
cult and expensive to repair as an offshore electrical cable. A system that does not
require communication links is recommended. Sensor-less control strategies, should
be considered where possible, while maintaining the controllability, operational per-
formance and stability. For example, sensor-less estimation of the wind speeds, shaft
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mechanical power and speed, and the rotor position have been used [79].
3.1.3 DC Star Network
Point-to-point two-terminal DC links are a more mature and established technology
over multi-terminal DC networks. Each link is set up between the wind turbines
and the star network cluster substation platform as shown in Figure 3.2. DC circuit
breakers are expensive, and typically a fault can be quickly isolated from the AC
side. Shutting down individual links is less disruptive than having to shut down the
entire multi-terminal DC network to isolate a single fault.
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Figure 3.2: A star network with point-to-point DC connections between wind turbines
and an offshore platform.
The total number of converter stages required in the Figure 3.2 DC connection
topology, is the same as the number required by a WT with fully rated frequency
converters for AC networks, and therefore the total converter losses can be assumed
the same. The two converters on either side of the AC-DC-AC frequency converters
are separated by a DC cable in this case.
The frequency converter is partially centralised for easy access at the cluster
substation in this network topology, but only a little benefit is added to this. The
machine side converter is exposed to deeper junction thermal cycling, which con-
tributes to fatigue failure of the device, because the fundamental frequency is often
lower than the grid side frequency [105]. It is the machine side converters that need
the most attention, but is a problem if they are still distributed inside individual
wind turbine nacelles, where access is the most difficult.
If compared with the AC star network topology at the beginning of Section 3.1,
in the DC star network, the inverter is closer to the WT generator and therefore
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is more controllable with direct sensor feedback to the local controller and inverter.
The DC cables are cheaper than AC cables, more efficient and only require two
conductors. A coaxial cable can be used for each DC connection, which has a
single central core and an outer conductive layer. The design is thinner, flexible
and cheaper to manufacture compared to three-phase multi-core AC cables and less
copper is needed. The DC connection has no eddy current looses, skin effect losses,
reactive power losses, and the reactance in the cable has no effect on voltage drop
across the length of the cable.
The inductance in the DC cable can be beneficial for smoothing the DC current,
rather than a hindrance as found for a low-medium voltage AC connection, which
lead to high voltage drops across the connection during high loads [5].
3.1.4 Low-medium Voltage Connection
The ANSI/IEEE 1585-2002 defines the medium voltage level as 1 – 35 kV. Below
this range is the low voltage level, and above is the high voltage level. This thesis
refers to low-medium voltage level as the lower end of that medium voltage range,
around 1 – 6.6 kV.
If each WT in a star network have its own cable connection directly to the
offshore substation without any other WT interconnections, then the spare current
capacity in the cable can be used to support voltage level operation in the low-
medium range. This further presents an opportunity to directly connect devices
without transformers. The electrical stresses on the cables for the low-medium
voltage level will be much lower and therefore cable insulation can be thinner and
cheaper. Alternatively the insulation material can last longer before it breakdowns,
but the cost of the conductors and the amount of copper needed have to increase.
Though the larger conductor diameter also reduces the voltage stresses around it,
thus reduces the insulation requirement.
A steady-state study of the cable connection, presented at the PEDG 2012 con-
ference [5], showed that at it is possible to transmit 5 MW using the thickest commer-
cially available three-core cable with a conductor cross sectional area of 1000 mm2.
It is not possible to connect the WTs at 690 V for cable distribution, at the same
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AC voltage level typical for a converter and generator before the voltage stepped up
by a transformer. With the 1000 mm2 copper conductor, it is possible to operate the
AC cable from 3.5 kV and above without transformers. However, it is very expensive
to use such thick a conductor that is normally used for 45 kV three-core AC cables,
and for transmitting up to 110 MW. When this is used for a single connection for
a 5 MW WT, only 4.5% of the total potential capability of the conductor is being
used.
The transformer is typically located in the nacelle of a powerful WT, and the
voltage is step up for connection to the collection network. The cable between the
tower and the nacelle is therefore thinner and more flexible to allow the WT to yaw
and twist by a number of rotations. Without the transformer, thicker cables for
a low-medium voltage connection may restrict the yaw range of the WT, and the
cable has to be divided into several thinner flexible cables.
The fundamental problem with operating at higher currents and lower voltage
levels, is the significant I2X reactive power consumption and the IX voltage drop
across the cable, assuming the nominal frequency is 50 Hz. The current capacity in
the cables and converters are taken up by the reactive currents, leaving little room
to export real power. It is suggested that the frequency of the network should be
lower. Operating at a lower frequency in a low voltage star network can minimise the
voltage drop and reactive power consumed by the inductance in the cable, because
the reactance reduces with frequency (X = ωL). However, slower circuit breaking
and arc extinction must be taken into account as the frequency of zero-crossings is
also reduced. Deep temperatures cycles at low frequencies may also contribute to
fatigue in converter switching devices [105]. The capacitance of the cable has very
little effect on the production of reactive power at lower voltage levels, according to
equation (2.1).
The strength of the AC connection depends on voltage as well as the impedance
according to Section 2.1.2 in page 12. Changing cross sectional area of the conduc-
tor reduces the resistance but has little effect on reducing the inductance, but the
proximity distance between the phases does. Reducing the voltage can also limit
the power the cable transmit according to the power angle equation (3.1), which as-
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sumes that the AC system impedance is purely inductive with X reactance between
the voltage points V and E [17]:
P =
V.E
X
sin(δ) (3.1)
The power stability limit is reached when δ = 90◦ or sin(δ) = 1, though in practise
the limit is slightly lower than the theoretical limit due to noise and small power
fluctuations near the point of roll-off at δ = 90◦. The maximum power limit is then
defined as:
Plim =
V.E
X
(3.2)
Reducing the distribution network voltage level to suit the device voltage level
is expensive because of the additional cables required to support higher currents.
Likewise increasing the voltage level of devices to suit that of the network is also
expensive because it demands higher insulation requirements and device voltage
blocking capability. Further work is required to find an optimum voltage level for
the system that is ideal for both the network and device in terms of cost and cable
thickness. It would become more challenging as the WTs are more more powerful
as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
It is common for WT generators to have a nominal rating of 690 V in the low
voltage level, because of the cost and voltage rating limitation of frequency con-
verters. As the voltage ratings of a generator increases towards the MV level, the
physical size, insulation requirement and complexity also increases. The long-term
performance is also uncertain due to the higher electrical stresses. More spacing and
insulation between the windings for isolation from the laminated core and structure
of the machine is needed due to the higher safety requirements. Though, this de-
creases the current and the thickness of the windings decrease, and the number of
windings has to increase, which lengthens the manufacturing process and adds to
the cost of the total system [9].
As WTs are becoming more powerful, the windings in the generator simply
increase in thickness to handle higher current. At the moment ratings up to 7.0 MW
can be achieved for WT generators operating at the 690 V voltage level, for example
with the wind turbine model SWT-7.0-154 by Siemens [106]. Eventually a current
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limit will be reached at this voltage level, where it will be too high to handle. The
cost of increase the voltage rating of the generator and converter has to be justified
by a higher wind power capacity. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the low voltage level
of 690 V for wind power generator has also remained popular because the two-level
power converter at this AC voltage rating is one of the most cost effective.
The voltage peak and the frequency are the major factors that contribute to
accelerated ageing of insulation in machines and transformers [107]. This may go
against increasing the frequency and voltage using wide-bandgap SiC devices that
operate at higher voltage and frequency as described in Section 2.1.5. However,
the higher PWM switching frequency harmonics require smaller filters to eliminate
them, although the filter will have to endure the high frequency voltage stresses and
losses. After most of the high frequency harmonics are attenuated, the ageing of
insulation material will depend on the peak voltage at the fundamental frequency.
3.1.5 Transformer-less Connection
Normally transformers are located at the top of the wind turbine in the nacelle,
where access for installation, maintenance, or repair is complicated, and downtime
per failure can be relatively high. They are large and heavy, so weight and space
can be saved if they are eliminated, along with their losses and maintenance require-
ments. The design of the wind turbine nacelle will be lighter and more compact
without transformers [108,109].
As shown in Figure 3.3, the power converter represents 5% of the total cost of
the WT and the transformer represents 4% [110]. Islam et al. proposes to eliminate
the cost of the transformer and justifies using medium voltage converters rated up
to 33 kV [111]. However, the problem of distributed converter access for converter
repair and maintenance still remains in this case. Furthermore the reliability of new
multilevel converter technology not exactly unknown and its increased complexity
may contribute to higher probability of failure.
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Figure 3.3: Wind turbine component cost percentage of total [110].
3.1.6 Drawbacks of Eliminating Transformers
Eliminating the transformer is not as trivial as simply removing it from the electrical
system, because this may lead to other problems in term of performance, cost and
reliability in other areas of the system. When there is no transformer to step the AC
voltage between the WT electrical devices and the offshore local network, everything
must operate at the same voltage level. Higher voltage ratings for converters and
generators are much more expensive, whether the converters have multi-level topol-
ogy or use SiC devices. But when the voltage level is lowered in favour of cheaper
device, it is then too low for the cables, which then requires more copper to cope
with the higher currents and losses.
The transformer can be very reliable and robust, like the gear-box, it is generally
regarded as a mature technology and with years of industrial experience. A failure in
the transformer is generally caused by over-heating from excess loads, fault-currents
and/or failure of an auxiliary cooling devices if not cooled passively. Although
active cooling devices requires more maintenance than passive ones, they tend to be
favoured because the overall transformer size is more compact. Again, transformers
for the offshore environment should be designed to be resistant against corrosion
and fire. A transformer failure tends to be a rare event, but if a fire breaks out,
it can cause significant damage to the rest of the WT, and not a lot can be done
except to let it burn, due to the remoteness being high up in the nacelle and far
away from shore, making it difficult to fight.
Another main function of a transformer is to provide reactance and to transform
the AC voltage level and current, and provide isolation between converters operating
in parallel. The transformer inherently has a leakage inductance, which can useful
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for fault current limiting and filtering of converter harmonics [28].
Zero Sequence Isolation
It would be difficult to completely eliminate the transformers, since they are nec-
essary for zero-sequence isolation between the AC and DC side of the converter.
A three phase two-level converter naturally has zero-sequence harmonics because
of the nature of switching where only two phase legs conduct at a time. As a re-
sult, the phase voltages do not add to zero, thus a zero-sequence component or a
common-mode voltage exists at the AC neutral point against ground [112]. It is also
present in multi-level converters but it is less severe as the order of levels increase.
A common ground points in both the AC and the DC side of a converter cannot
exist, because it will lead to circulating common-mode currents that will cause EMC
problems and noise in transducer measurements for control feedback [113].
Normally, a point at the DC-side is grounded, typically at the centre terminal,
and the AC-side of the converter does not have a grounded neutral. As also found
in [114], a delta-wye transformer configuration is typically used for isolating the in-
herent zero-sequence components in the voltage from converter switching and phase
unbalance. The AC-side of the converter is connect to the delta windings of the
transformer, where there is no grounded neutral.
The wye-side of the transformer is connected to the network where the grounding
of the neutral point is needed so that ground-fault current will be large enough
to be detected for circuit breaking. Failure to protect the cable from a phase-to-
ground fault early will result in further deterioration of the insulation and conductor
material resulting in a more expensive repairs. Therefore neutral point grounding at
the wind farms collector network is recommended [115]. However, on the contrary,
it is also better to have the ground point at the DC-side instead of the AC-side
of the converter, because this minimises the dv/dt at the collector pin of the IGBT
devices and therefore minimises the minimises the leakage currents through the stray
capacitance between the collector plate and the grounded heat-sink [20]. Therefore,
the transformer is needed if ground points are desired on both the AC-side and
DC-side.
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3.2 Wind Turbine Interconnection
The most traditional connection is an AC collection network that allows WT inter-
connection as shown in Figure 3.4. The chain-like connection can be radially lined
up in a string, or in a ring in case an interconnection is lost [103]. The fundamental
drawback of a DC collection network was that DC fault protection is too difficult,
slow and expensive. Breaking an AC circuit is simple, quick and cost effective owing
to zero crossings of the alternating current waveform. All AC devices can be easily
interconnected in the network and be protected from AC faults. Even if one of the
phases were lost, the system can continue transmitting power at a reduced capacity.
Three-phase AC systems are mature, reliable, robust and simpler to control [116].
Wind turbine
generators
Frequency 
converters
33kV, 50Hz 
AC network 
for interconnection
HVAC/
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Transformers
690V
Figure 3.4: A typical offshore AC network connection with Type D wind turbines and
fully rated frequency converters that can be interconnected in the network.
3.2.1 AC Interconnection Voltage Level
For a conventional interconnection scheme at the medium voltage level, for WT
connection via transformers, the maximum power is limited by the current rating of
the cable. For 11kV transmission over a 5 km three core cable (1000mm2), power
is limited to 15.7 MW as presented in [5]. This means a maximum of three 5 MW
wind turbine can be connected to the same cable at this voltage level. In this case,
the associated steady-state voltage drop was 0.98% and cable efficiency was 99.8%.
For 33 kV transmission over the same distance and using the same conductor cross
sectional area, the current limit is reached when power is 47.14 MW. Increasing the
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voltage three folds can increase power transmission capability by three times. In
this case, nine 5 MW wind turbine can be interconnected on to the same cable. The
voltage drop is lower at 0.38% for this case and the efficiency is slightly lower at
99.6%. The next standard voltage level from 33 kV is 66 kV, and a doubled power
capacity will be expected for the same current capacity. However, as the voltage
increase, the cost of insulation, cable joints and terminals increases due to higher
electrical stresses, and the Ferranti effect with the cable capacitance at no load
becomes more pronounced.
3.2.2 DC Network for Interconnection
If multi-terminal and medium voltage direct current (MVDC) grids were possible,
wind turbines can be interconnected as shown in Figure 3.5. In comparison with the
DC star network as described in Section 3.1.3, the total cable length can be reduced
with interconnection.
Offshore
HVDC
Converter
Station
To onshore 
substation
and AC grid
Wind 
turbine
generators
AC-DC DC-DC MVDCLV
Figure 3.5: MVDC network with parallel interconnections between WTs.
A DC-DC chopper or a buck converter is simple, efficient and cheap in design but
has a limited DC voltage gain between conversion. DC-DC converters with higher
voltage gains for serving a large wind farm can be very large in size. The space
required in offshore platforms adds to further structural costs. The MVDC network
voltage needs to be converted to AC for transformer stepping and HV isolation and
then converted again to HVDC for onward transmission to shore. Compared with
an HVDC connected AC collection topology, there is another converter stage in the
line of the power flow contributing to loss and overall cost of the system [117]. The
AC transformer at the intermediate stage of the DC-DC converter is used to step
up the voltage and can operate at the medium frequency range around 500 Hz.
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The peak flux is lower at higher frequencies, therefore the core can be considerably
smaller and lighter than traditional 50/60 Hz AC transformer solutions [118].
Although the DC cables are more efficient and cheaper than AC cables for distri-
bution and transmission, the main challenges associated with DC networks are the
loss and cost of converters, and limited DC fault protection. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.8), DC circuit breakers (CB) are currently very expensive and do no react
quick enough [119]. The high costs of DC CB devices makes it difficult to justify
their practical use. One of the most cost effective method to isolate the fault in the
DC network is to de-energise the entire DC system first and then re-energise it once
the fault is cleared, but this can be very disruptive for the power flow. If the power
from the WT has nowhere to go, energy storage or a resistor load bank would be
necessary to store or dump the surplus energy offshore. A sudden disconnection of a
large source of wind generation will disrupt the grid system unnecessarily. Fast on-
shore spinning reserves and ancillary services are expensive, and if they are required
to keep the grid stable, it will inadvertently increase the overall cost of energy.
Using Diode Rectifiers
Elliot in [120] has studied a simplified DC network approach that requires minimum
power electronics. Power from permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSG)
can be converted to DC using robust passive diode rectification instead of a VSC
at the WT. The speed of all the PMSGs in a multi-terminal cluster network is
regulated by the DC side voltage. Due to the nature of diode rectifiers, the 6th
order harmonic component is present in the machine torque and in the DC side
current. As the rotor speed of adjacent WTs vary, this creates a ‘beat’ on the
aggregated currents. The study was based on the standard three-phase PMSG and
rectifier bridge. This topology does not have to keep with the three-phase standards
because the generators are decoupled from the main power system. A multi-phase
PMSG, for example with at least six phases up to 60◦ apart, should exhibit higher
frequency harmonics in the machine torque and current, which is easier to filter
and should have less impact on the mechanics of the machine and the DC network
voltage. PMSGs are the only generators suitable for this type of rectifier topology
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because a supply for the magnetising currents is not required. Although the overall
system is simple and reliable, the permanent magnets are expensive due to restricted
global supply (as discussed in Section 2.2.5).
DC Series Interconnection
If the DC side of each converter is connected in series, as shown in Figure 3.6,
the sum of the voltages can be enough for direct HVDC transmission without an
expensive offshore platform. This topology has potential cost benefits as the cable
layout is simple and the large offshore HVDC converter substation and platform
structure are not necessary [102]. The onshore side HVDC converter station can be
either VSC-based or even thyristor-based LCC, which is more cost effective, efficient
and feasible because the onshore AC grid is strong. The larger filter, converter, and
switch yard required on the onshore side not a problem because the onshore space
is not as expensive compared to the offshore. More than one set of series WT can
exist in parallel, sharing the same long distance HVDC cable.
+HVDC
–HVDC
To onshore
HVDC 
converter
station and 
AC grid
Wind 
turbine
generators
Figure 3.6: WT interconnected at the DC side in series, which then builds up to the
HVDC voltage.
Major practical challenges for the series DC connection topology include en-
suring there is even voltage sharing between the terminals of each WT when they
are generating uneven power, and requiring expensive high voltage insulation and
clearance with respect to ground. A transformer with XLPE insulated windings
between the AC-DC converter and the WT generator isolates the HVDC potential
from the generator. The insulation requirement is reduced for WTs closer to the
ground point. If a WT device is out of service, a by-pass switch shorting its DC
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terminals ensures continuity of power flow for the rest of the system [121]. The one-
quadrant DC-DC buck converter ensures the continuity of current in the HVDC
during operation [122].
A ring interconnection is not possible with a DC series topology as with AC or DC
parallel ring interconnection, which can cover a fault in one of the interconnections
and still keep all the WTs connected. If one cable interconnection in the DC series
connection fails, the entire string of WTs in that series is lost because the circuit is
cut. The cable fault has the longest downtime in the offshore system, therefore a
cable failure can be very disruptive if no redundancy is in place. Adding effective
redundancy in the DC series case significantly increases the cost because all the
connection has to be at least doubled up. Little is also known about DC fault
current protection in practise for the topology.
3.2.3 Variable Frequency AC Network
A group of wind turbines can share a common converter as shown in Figure 3.7.
This concept network topology benefits from centralising the converters as discussed
in Section 3.1 and improving cable interconnection for reduced cable length and cost
as discussed in the beginning of Section 3.2. This topology eliminates the need of a
frequency converter directly at the WT. A generator will be connected directly to the
network via a transformer and switch gear as a Type A or Type B configuration WT
would. The total number of converter stages that the power has to go through in
the line of power flow before reaching the onshore grid is reduced, which contributes
to reduced converter losses as well as saving cost, weight and space [123].
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Figure 3.7: A variable frequency network topology.
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The variable frequency concept topology has been investigated in literature. Jov-
cic presented a system where the VSC-HVDC offshore converter is divided into
25 modules connecting to the same HVDC link as the multi-terminal configura-
tion. Each module is connected to an independent cluster network consisting of 4
WTs [124]. The operation of this network topology is similar to a WT with a fully
rated frequency converter, except that multiple WTs are sharing a single VSC. The
AC frequency of a network cluster is controlled using MPPT, which is determined
for the average wind speed in that group. For generators connected directly to the
network like the Type A configuration, the rotor speeds of the WTs are assumed
to be synchronised and proportional to the network frequency. The SCIG would be
the simplest and least expensive for this application. The WT rotor frequency of
the generator can be varied by varying the frequency of the cluster network. How-
ever, the actual wind speed varies between WTs due to the wake effect caused by
neighbouring WTs as mentioned in Section 2.2.9. The tip speed ratio λ would not
be optimal and there will be a loss in the coefficient of performance Cp compared to
individual MPPT control in Type C and Type D wind turbines where the maximum
power could be extract from wind [125]. This loss increases with the number of WT
per cluster, but the percentage loss begins saturating at about 16% after having
more than 6 WTs per cluster [126].
Improving the Overall MPPT
In the variable frequency network topology, it is more advantageous to use an asyn-
chronous induction generator with a wide slip speed range than a synchronous gen-
erator. WTs that experience a higher than average wind speed will produce more
power and increase the induction generator slip speed with torque. As a result,
more power can be further extracted as the tip speed ratio λ is improved towards
the maximum power point. When there is high variability in the wind speed across
the WTs in the cluster, the constant rotor resistance in the induction generator
could be tuned to optimise the slip speed and the tip speed ratio λ for a better over-
all power extraction. Furthermore, a wide slip speed variation with torque helps to
reduce the rotor shaft stress as the asynchronous speed of the rotor Na increases.
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Variable slip control in Type B configuration WTs can be used to vary the rotor
speed in the individual WTs, which is achieved by varying the rotor resistance and
therefore the slip speed as described in Section 2.2.5 and as shown in the torque-slip
characteristic curve for a variable rotor resistance in Figure 2.13. The individual
rotor speed control with Type B WTs further optimises the tip speed ratio λ of the
turbines to improve the overall MPPT in the variable frequency network to minimise
the Cp losses and extract the maximum power [127]. A Type B configurations can
be achieved without slip ring and brush connections, by using an OptiSlipr type
technology, as mentioned in Section 2.2.5. This can more robust compared with
frequency converters in Type C and D systems where a potential high failure rate
in the power electronics can render the WT system to be unstable or useless during
operation. A failure in the variable resistor mechanism only affects the MPPT and
does not have to affect the operability of the WT to generate power, assuming the
failure mode is a short circuit or a constant stuck resistance state. The variable
rotor speed range of the induction generator Na can only be above the synchronous
speed of the stator field Ns and the network frequency. Therefore, the set variable
network frequency will be skewed for WTs experiencing the lower spectrum of the
wind speeds instead of the average wind speed in the cluster, while the rotor speed
of Type B WTs can be adjusted to cater for higher wind speeds.
When combining the variable frequency network and Type B limited variable
speed WT, the variable speed range of the turbines is maximised on a per WT
basis, which are then able to individually fine tune the tip speed ratio for maximum
power extraction. The WF does not need to be split into smaller clusters and
controlled in groups to minimise the MPPT loss as Jovcic and Strachan did without
flexible rotor speeds [126]. The variable frequency can be applied for entire WF,
which offers simplicity and greater degree of freedom to connect in any WF layout
and cable path, without being restricted into small clusters.
The variable frequency AC network topology already uses the frequency as a
guide for the synchronous speed of the WT generators. Therefore it cannot use
the frequency droop communication method to communicate a signal to the wind
turbines to indicate how much power it should generate in the same way as described
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in Section 2.4.6. Alternatively, it would be possible to manipulate the frequency
away from the maximum power point to stall the WTs to curtail and control the
power output of the wind farm.
Concern of Low Frequencies in Transformers
A concern for a variable frequency network is transformer saturation at low frequen-
cies. When the frequency is reduced while voltage level remains constant, the flux
density B in transformer core increases, which may exceeding the saturation level.
When the transformer core saturates, the magnetising inductance becomes a hun-
dred to a thousand times smaller, and the magnetising current becomes larger as a
result, until it effectively becomes like shorting the transformer windings. Increasing
the core cross-sectional area to accommodate more flux (or volt-seconds) at lower
frequencies is not practical as it will be larger, heavier and more costly. Transform-
ers are an essential and cost effective method for isolation and voltage stepping for
more efficient network transmission and thinner copper in the cables.
According to the transformer EMF equation (3.3), the flux density B in the
transformer is proportional to the ratio of the EMF voltage and the frequency (E/f),
assuming the turns ratio N and the transformer core cross-sectional area A are
constant.
E = 4.44fNAB (3.3)
The EMF voltage level should be reduced linearly with frequency in order to
keep the flux in the transformer constant and prevent transformer saturation. As
the voltage and frequency is reduced, the current rating of the transformer is also
reduced linearly [128]. The WT power has a cubic characteristic with respect to
frequency as described in Section 2.2.7, assuming constant Cp with MPPT and that
the WT rotor speed and frequency are proportional to the wind speed. When the
WT is operating below the rated wind speed, the power output level is significantly
reduced at lower frequencies and is well below the dynamic rating of the transformer.
Therefore, there will be no danger of current overloading at the transformer [126].
Low frequency AC is also more efficient due to lower reactive losses, eddy currents
and hysteresis losses in both cables and transformers.
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The network voltage is controlled by the VSC-HVDC and the start up current
is minimised by starting from low voltage and low frequency. Therefore, the soft-
starter device shown in Figure 2.12 for Type A and B configurations would not be
necessary.
Low frequency AC circuit breaking would usually take longer to extinguish be-
cause the current is cutting through the zero crossing less often. However, the system
only operates at lower frequencies when the wind speed is low. Therefore the lower
maximum power point, together with a lower voltage level at low frequencies should
aid quicker circuit breaking.
The transformer design needed must take into account of the increased mag-
netising currents at lower frequencies. This is due to the magnetising reactance
decreasing as the frequency is reduced (X = ωL). Therefore more turns per unit
voltage are needed.
Constant Current
The network voltage characteristic against frequency may follow a constant current
regime instead of a linear characteristic for constant transformer flux. Although
the overall I2R conduction losses will be higher when operating at constant current
when operating below rated wind speed, the loss will be constant and therefore the
device temperature will be constant. This would help reduce the frequency of deep
thermal cycling in transformers, and therefore reduce fatigue failure and increase
the reliability performance. It may then not be required to overrate the devices or
even use heating elements to minimise the thermal cycling. However, the thermal
cycling in the individual junction of the switching devices in the VSC will be worse
with low frequency and high peak currents [105]. Furthermore, it will be difficult
to implement constant current control in an interconnected system with many WTs
because the margin for variability in the load sharing is low and the odd WT may
overload.
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3.2.4 Total Network Cable Length Comparison
As discussed in Section 2.2.9, wide spacing between the wind turbines reduces the
impact of the wake effects but imposes a challenge for the length of cabling required.
A wind farm layout scenario with 100 wind turbines uniformly spaced 1km apart
in a 10 by 10 grid is assumed. The actual network may not be arranged linearly
in this way, and the positions should be optimised for minimum the wake effect
interactions. The simplified arrangement is only for the purpose of estimating the
total cable length for the different cable connection layouts. Max Parker et al. has
performed a further cost and annual loss comparison with different offshore wind
farm collection networks including the star networks, interconnected string networks
and cluster networks that were described above [129].
A WF connection layout with strings of radially interconnected WTs is shown
in Figure 3.8a, where up to nine WTs can be supported by the cable as suggested
in Section 3.2.1 for the 33 kV voltage level. The cable length of this network is
111.2 km, which is almost the same as the distance from shore to one of the Round
3 wind farm sites. In comparison, a wind farm connected using a star network
layout as shown in Figure 3.8b has a total cable length of 391.2 km, which is more
than three times longer than the interconnected network topology. Although the
star network connection is relatively more robust, the cable infrastructure is very
expensive and the cost of laying the cable will be more expensive than the cable
itself, depending on the site and depth [130]. If the network is equally divided into
four smaller star network clusters as shown in Figure 3.8c, the total cable length is
reduce to 197.4 km. However, extra offshore platform structures and foundations are
needed for the collector stations, which will significantly contribute to the total cost
and technical complexity of the offshore electrical system [131]. Therefore number of
collector station platforms should ideally be reduced or eliminated where possible.
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Figure 3.8: Network cable arrangements for a wind farm with 100 wind turbines
uniformly spaced 1 km apart in a 10 by 10 grid.
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3.3 Modularisation with Parallel Configuration and
Redundancy
A failure of a component in a series configuration will disrupt the power delivery
in an electrical system [132]. The concept of modularisation can be applied to any
system or component, which is then divided into n number of modules to increase the
level of parallel connection, as shown in Figure 3.9. The fault tolerance of the system
is improved, because if one module fails, the rest of the system can still operate but
with partial rated capability [133]. Unless each module has a higher design rating
to allow the output to increase and not compromise the overall capability [134].
Module n
Module 2
Module 1
Figure 3.9: A simple representation of a parallel modularisation concept.
Including extra redundancies in a parallel modular systems is straight-forward
because the same design repeated, although the assembly process can be more labour
intensive and costly. If a fault would occur, the redundancy will help maintain an
operational system at the full power rating until a safe window of opportunity is
opened for offshore access to fix the problem. This will also minimise the urgency
to carry out the work immediately. It is then possible to delay this until a planned
shut-down period, when wind speed is low and conditions are ideal for access and
low impact on wind power production. Although adding redundancies is expensive
for semiconductor devices, system efficiency is improved and less resistive as the
area of conduction is increased with more parallel paths for current flow.
Caution should be taken when increasing the number of parallel elements. If
there is a module component failure mode that causes the overall system to fail,
this may decrease the overall reliability [135]. For example, this issue can be found
within the challenges in DC network protection as discussed in Section 2.1.8, where
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without proper protection, the entire system shuts down. Each module must require
its own protection devices so that it is able to fully isolate itself from the system
when there is a fault within itself. However, it is difficult and expensive to do so at
the moment with DC networks with today’s circuit breaker technology.
Considering that the power electronic components tend to have higher failure
rates (See Section 2.3), it may not be ideal to focus all the collected power through
a single centralised VSC. If this VSC fails, then all the WTs connected to that VSC
will become unavailable. It would be beneficial to divide the centralised VSC into
a numbers of parallel operating modules with extra redundancy, which provides a
level of fault tolerance and the power flow is only partially disrupted when a VSC
module fails. The system has to rely on timely fault detection to quickly disconnect
a faulty module and isolate it from the rest of the health system to resume operation
and power export.
3.3.1 Wind Energy Availability while a Module is Lost
The power capability of a modularised system will be partially rated when a module
fails and disconnects from the system. They system can remain in this state over
a long time without repair. As discussed in Section 2.3, the downtime period for
an offshore failure can be considerable due to difficult access. The energy produced
when the power capped in a system that is is partially rated, is compared to energy
produced the when the system is fully rated and operational. This section will also
see how the wind distribution can affect the total percentage energy throughput in
this case.
The total MWh annual energy produced from each WT is calculated by multi-
plying the Weibull probability W (v) with the WT power PWT for each discrete wind
speed between the cut-in and cut-out wind speed, as shown in equation (3.4). Then
8765 hours in a year is factored in, and then summed together for the total estimate
annual energy generation, assuming all other components in the system have 100%
availability. The WT power curve and the Weibull probability distribution used are
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from Figure 2.14.
Eannual =
25.0∑
v=3.0
W (v)PWT(v)× 8765 (3.4)
In a modularised VSC system, n is the number of modules required for the
system to be fully rated at 100% and no redundancies will be considered at this
moment. When a system with n modules loses one module due to a fault, this event
will be expressed as an n−1 fault scenario. The annual wind energy production
is calculated using the same equation 3.4 for the n−1 scenario. The power curve
characteristic (PWT) is assumed to be capped to the partial power rating when a
module is lost (1− 1
n
), as shown in Figure 3.10. For example if there are four modules
(n=4) and one module fails, then the overall capability of this modularised system
is dropped to 75% of the original rating, which is (1 − 1
4
). The wind power curve
characteristic PWT(v) is then changed as the power output is capped to the reduced
capability level.
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Figure 3.10: The wind power curves with caps for reduced electrical system capability
for a failure of one module (n−1) for systems with n number of parallel modules between
2 and 7.
The ‘energy availability ratio’ will be used to describe the ratio of the annual
energy generation from wind for a specific fault case (e.g. n−1) to the annual wind
energy generation availability for a system that is 100% rated with no faults. Fig-
ure 3.11 shows the n−1 case energy availability over a range of n number of smaller
parallel modules, for the two wind speed distribution cases in Section 2.2.8, which
serve as a ‘best’ and a ‘worst’ case scenario. If there is n+1 redundancy in the sys-
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tem, the n−1 availability results may be treated as the availability ratio for an n−2
case. For a system with a single module (n = 1), the availability is assumed to be
zero if this module fails. The probability of failure was ignored, and the downtime
of such failure is assumed to last for one year when it occurs.
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Figure 3.11: The wind energy availability for an n−1 fault in a modularised system
with n parallel modules for two different Weibull wind speed distributions.
The energy availability ratio is higher for a distribution curve with a lower average
wind speed, because there is a higher probability that the WT will be operating
below the rated wind speed. Therefore it is affected less by a cap in the maximum
rated power compared to the distribution curve with higher average wind speed.
The higher number of module divisions n, the higher the availability ratio for an
n−1 fault, because capability of the system will be reduced by a smaller fraction of
1/n for each module failure.
3.3.2 Cluster Scenario with 10 WTs
Given a cluster of 10 WTs and n=10 VSC units, in topologies where each WT is
pair with a fully rated VSC, the entire availability of a WT generator is lost if the
VSC fails. Therefore the power capacity available in this cluster for an n−1 case is
90%. However, if the 10 VSCs were centralised, connected in parallel to serve as a
single modularised VSC system and shared between all the turbines in the cluster,
then the energy availability ratio for n−1 VSC module failure is between 94.5% and
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96.0% for the two wind distribution. The difference of at least 4.5% for this cluster
is a significant improvement. The total number remains unchanged (n=10) when
they are centralised, because the WT fully rated VSCs are simply relocated to the
offshore platform. The centralised VSC topology can be divided in to n=6 modules
instead, where the estimated energy availability ratio will be 90.5% at worst, which
is not too far off from the availability if a VSC failed in the original VSC-per-WT
case with 10 WTs.
Fully rated VSCs inside the WTs, are already locally modularised to improve
their availability in case of a module fault. Such as the model SWT-3.6-120 by
Siemens, which have six 600kW VSC modules for their 3.6 MW WTs. Considering
six parallel VSC modules (n=6), when an n−1 module fault occurs, the maximum
rating of the system will be reduced to 83.3% of the original rating. When factoring
the wind speed distributions and the wind power curve, the worst and best case
energy availability ratio will be 90.5% and 92.9%.
Consider a cluster group of 10 WTs, where each WT will have n=6 VSC modules
in parallel. The overall energy availability for one module failure out of the 10 × 6
VSC modules in the cluster, is (9 × 100% + 90.5%)/10 = 99.05%, and 99.28% for
the best case scenario. If all the VSCs were centralised and grouped together so
that there are n=60 modules in one system, the n−1 availability will be between
99.11% and 99.35%. This is a slight improvement compared to the original case for
n=6 modularisation of local VSCs at the WT. The number of modules cannot be
reduced to any less than n=56 to closely match the original n−1 availability.
The difference in the availabilities translates to about 108 to 123 MWh of esti-
mated annual energy per cluster of ten 5 MW WTs, which is not very significant.
The probability of failure of the VSC was assumed to be the same in both topolo-
gies and the n−1 downtime that lasts for one year. This is not very significant.
Although the slight availability improvement for centralising a modular VSC sys-
tem is not every significant, being centralised provides easier access to the VSCs for
faster maintenance and repair, allows for lighter, smaller and compact WT nacelle
design. When carrying out a series maintenance and other repetitive tasks on the
centralised components, the travel time between components is shortened compared
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to if they were in distributed locations.
3.3.3 Including Redundancy
If an n+1 redundancy was included in a modularised system, and a fault occurred
in one module, the system rating would remain at 100%. If the maximum system
rating can be maintained and the odd fault is covered by redundancy, the repair of
this fault can be delayed to a more convenient time and operation can continue as
normal. This assumes the fault can be cut-off and isolated.
Every VSC should include at least one redundancy for the whole system to
cover an n−1 fault and then benefit from full rating availability. The total number
and cost of adding redundancies is higher if n+1 redundancy is needed for every
distributed fully rate WT converter. However, only at least one redundant module
is needed for cover a fault for a centralised VSC system that is shared by a cluster
of WTs.
The alternative notion to n+1 redundancy is increasing the rating of each module
and a scale factor of n/(n−1) for maintaining the maximum wind power throughput
in case of a module failure. If one module is lost (n−1), the power is distributed
across the remainder modules and the increased power throughput per module is
supported by the higher module rating. For example, the modules need to be over-
rated by 20% higher for an n=5 case, which is the same overall rating for an n=5
case with n+1 redundancy.
3.4 Chapter Summary
• Power electronics tend to have higher failure rates than traditional electrical
components in the electrical system. Centralising the power electronics com-
ponents in a station for each network cluster can provide a central and direct
access for faster group maintenance and repair. Elimination of the converter
from the WT improve the compactness of the WT nacelle.
• Centralising and modularising a VSC system can significantly improve its
availability in case a VSC module fails. Although the difference in the avail-
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ability is not very significant between modularising the distributed VSCs in
the WTs and a centralised VSC in the substation platform, the latter topology
benefits from easier and faster access to the VSCs for maintenance and repair.
A centralised converter scheme would also need fewer redundancies to main-
tain full availability in case of module failure, than including redundancies for
each VSC if they were distributed inside individual WTs.
• A star network topology is robust and can provide higher availability with
a centralised converter network topology. The WT will have its own cable
connection to the substation platform, there is capacity to operate at the
low-medium voltage level. Such topology at such voltage levels also presents
opportunity to eliminate the transformer for further WT weight reduction.
However, technical challenges need to be addressed for such topology. The
relatively higher current needed per connection will increase the losses, the
cost of the conductors, the reactive power consumption and voltage drop across
the cable. Although low voltage cable terminals and insulation is low cost and
robust due to lower electrical stresses, the total cable length requirement for
the star network is too high.
• The cost of installing a cable in the harsh offshore environment is more ex-
pensive than the cable itself, therefore an interconnected WT topology with a
shorter total cable length is more ideal. As converter systems become more re-
liable, the need will reduced for a such a star network topology with centralised
converters.
• Transformers add inductance to the system, and potentially contribute to very
high downtimes and cost of repair if a failure occurred offshore, because they
are heavy and bulky. However, it is a relatively mature technology that is
robust and reliable. The transformer is also necessary for isolation from high
voltage and electrical zero sequence components. The large voltage step gains
also enable the WT to employ cheaper LV devices and still be connected
to an efficient MV collector network. A transformer-less connection would
require more expensive MV devices or a reduction in the voltage level of the
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distribution cable connection to the substation, which is also expensive in
terms of copper requirements.
• The variable frequency AC network topology in Section 3.2.3 can have both
centralised frequency converter and network cable interconnection. The max-
imum power point tracking is not optimal but could be improved if combined
with Type B limited variable speed WTs to individually fine-tune the tip
speed ratio for maximum wind power extraction. When operating below the
rated wind speed and power, the voltage must reduce with frequency to ensure
that the transformer does not saturate at low frequencies. The frequency and
the voltage output of the VSC can be highly controllable for this application.
Further investigation is needed to study the dynamics characteristics of this
control.
Chapter 4
AC Voltage Controller for the
Offshore Wind Farm Network
Connected by VSC-HVDC
This chapter discusses an AC voltage control of the offshore AC network topology
connected by VSC-HVDC. The offshore wind farm connection scheme used in this
study assumes a traditional AC collection network connected by VSC-HVDC, as
shown in Figure 4.1. Although the graphical representation only shows two wind
turbines, there would be hundreds interconnected in a radial, ring or star network
cable arrangement [103]. Each could represent a group of turbines without the
centralized converter arrangement. The entire offshore network will be islanded and
fully decoupled from the onshore grid frequency. The AC voltage and frequency for
the network are established by the VSC-HVDC converter station.
Long distance
  HVDC
Offshore AC
Network OnshoreAC Grid
Wind Turbines
(DC voltage control)
(AC voltage control)
(Machine Control)
Figure 4.1: A basic representation of a typical concept of a large scale offshore wind
farm electrical system connected by VSC-HVDC.
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The traditional AC collection network topology is chosen for this study, because
AC technology is mature and readily available. Although conceptual DC collection
networks have cost saving benefits of having efficient transmission transformers-less
connection with reduced and number of converter stages, AC systems on the other
hand are maturer, simpler, and more reliable. Circuit breaking protection is simpler
and faster, due to the fact that the AC waveform has inherent zero crossing once
every half cycle [5]. AC grid connection voltage and frequency is standardised in
industry, and therefore an AC network topology will not discriminate against any
WT manufacturers that are already using AC.
4.1 Direct-Quadrature Coordination System
Three-phase abc electrical magnitudes can be transformed into two-component vec-
tors relative to a stationary alpha-beta (αβ) frame or a direct-quadrature (dq) dy-
namic reference frame that is rotating at ω rad.s−1 relative to the stationary αβ
frame, as shown in Figure 4.2.
q
d
ω(t) 
f (t)f  (t)d
f  (t)q
θ (t)
Figure 4.2: The dq reference system relative to the abc and αβ stationary reference
frame.
The d-axis is typically synchronised with the angle position θ of the AC grid
voltage or the synchronous generator rotation speed, depending on the application.
Components of any AC electrical magnitude f(t) will be sinusoidal functions, in the
steady-state, when referred to the αβ reference frame. However, they will appear as
DC magnitudes when referred to a dq reference frame if its angular speed ω is equal
to the grid frequency [136].
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Therefore control with these DC components in the dq frame is simpler and
the control gains can be smaller. In comparison, a control system in the αβ ref-
erence frame needs higher control gains in order to keep up to speed with the AC
fundamental frequency [137].
4.1.1 Derivation of the dq Transformation from the αβ Trans-
formation
The three-phase abc to two-phase αβ transformation (without zero sequence), also
known as the Clarke transformation, is shown in equation (4.1). The abc three-phase
values are projected to the α and β axes, a two-axis Cartesian frame. The result is
a space vector f(t) rotating at an angular speed that depends on the power system
frequency. fα(t)
fβ(t)
 = 2
3
1 −12 −12
0
√
3
2
−
√
3
2


fa(t)
fb(t)
fc(t)
 (4.1)
Transformation to the dq reference frame, also known as Park’s transformation,
can be built on the αβ transformation. The αβ components are projected to the d
and q axes, where the direction of the d-axis is specified by a rotating angle reference
θ(t). The projection of αβ to dq uses basic trigonometry as shown in equation (4.2).
Merged together with equation (4.1), this completes the abc-to-dq transformation.
fd(t)
fq(t)
 =
 cos[θ(t)] sin[θ(t)]
− sin[θ(t)] cos[θ(t)]
fα(t)
fβ(t)
 (4.2)
4.1.2 The abc to dq0 Transformation
A direct dq0 transformation is shown in equation (4.3) can be derived from equa-
tions (4.1) and (4.2). The zero-sequence part, also known as the homopolar compo-
nent, is included here as well. This zero component can be neglected because the
abc current components sum to zero in a three-wire VSC system without a neutral
connection. The zero component dynamics are independent from the dq ones and
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can be considered in a separate study if required.
fd(t)
fq(t)
f0(t)
 = k1

cos[θ(t)] cos[θ(t)− 2pi
3
] cos[θ(t) + 2pi
3
]
− sin[θ(t)] − sin[θ(t)− 2pi
3
] − sin[θ(t) + 2pi
3
]
k2 k2 k2


fa(t)
fb(t)
fc(t)
 (4.3)
The coefficients k1 and k2 in equations (4.1) and (4.3) depend on the transforma-
tion type as listed in Table 4.1. The k2 coefficient are only important for homopolar
components, but they are not used in this thesis because they are zero for a bal-
anced system. There is no standard convention for the dq transformation, and the
variables and coefficients appear to be chosen to uniquely suite a the particular ap-
plication [138]. A “peak-value invariant” transformation will produce space vectors
in the dq frame with moduli equal to the peak values of the corresponding three-
phase magnitudes. For the “RMS-value invariant” transformation, the moduli of the
space vectors will be equal to the RMS values of the three-phase magnitudes. For
a “power invariant” transformation, the instantaneous power of the variables in the
dq frame is the same as the instantaneous power calculated from the abc magnitudes
as shown in Section 4.1.4.
4.1.3 The Inverse Transformation
After computing the required control effort in the dq domain, the inverse transfor-
mation equation (4.4) is needed to convert back to the abc domain for three-phase
implementation. The coefficients k3 and k4 for the inverse transformation depend
on the type of transformation used as listed in Table 4.1.
fa(t)
fb(t)
fc(t)
 = k3

cos[θ(t)] − sin[θ(t)] k4
cos[θ(t)− 2pi
3
] − sin[θ(t)− 2pi
3
] k4
cos[θ(t) + 2pi
3
] − sin[θ(t) + 2pi
3
] k4


fd(t)
fq(t)
f0(t)
 (4.4)
The choice of transformation type should not greatly affect the control perfor-
mance and dynamics as the coefficients are simply gains and therefore the gain
difference can be compensated within the dq controller. This thesis will use the
“RMS-value invariant” dq transformation method for simpler direct interpretation
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Table 4.1: Coefficients for three types of dq0 transformations.
Transformation abc to dq0 dq0 to abc
type k1 k2 k3 k4 k5
Peak-value invariant 2
3
1
2
1 1 3
2
RMS-value invariant
√
2
3
√
2
2
√
2
√
2
2
3
Power invariant
√
2
3
√
2
2
√
2
3
√
2
2
1
of results in the dq domain, which will reflect very close to the RMS values. Assuming
the q-axis component is zero, then the d-axis component value directly relates to
the RMS value. The transformation equations have been implemented in PSCADr
using FORTRAN. Further details on this can be found in Appendix A.1.
4.1.4 Instantaneous Real and Reactive Power Equations
The calculation for the instantaneous real power P (t) and reactive power Q(t) us-
ing the abc instantaneous voltages and current variables are respectively shown in
equations 4.5 and 4.6 [137,139]:
P (t) = Va(t).ia(t) + Vb(t).ib(t) + Vc(t).ic(t) (4.5)
Q(t) =
1√
3
[(
Vb(t)− Vc(t)
)
.ia(t) +
(
Vc(t)− Va(t)
)
.ib(t)
+
(
Va(t)− Vb(t)
)
.ic(t)
]
(4.6)
The same P (t) and Q(t) can be calculated using the dq voltage and current vari-
ables as shown in equations (4.7) and (4.8), where k5 depends on the transformation
type used from Table 4.1. For the chosen RMS-value invariant transformation,
k5 = 3. Note that k5 is not required if the transformation is “power invariant”.
P (t) = k5
[
Vd(t).id(t) + Vq(t).iq(t)
]
(4.7)
Q(t) = k5
[
Vq(t).id(t)− Vd(t).iq(t)
]
(4.8)
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4.2 The Offshore AC Frequency
A traditional power system normally has a large inertia depending on the number of
generators connected to the grid. The power generation and the load demand must
match and be balanced in order to maintain a constant frequency that is equal to
the speed of the synchronous generators. The generators in the power system have
no control over the load dynamics that can freely change and causes the frequency
to deviate from the nominal frequency if generation does not respond accordingly. A
generation system would typically adjust the power using speed governors, in order
to speed up or slow down the frequency back to the desired reference [140].
In a WF case, where the wind power generation cannot be controlled, then the
HVDC export power can be controlled in order to balance the flow and maintain the
offshore frequency [141]. However, an AC offshore wind farm network connected by
HVDC is islanded and fully decoupled from the onshore grid frequency. The inertia
in the network will be very small, and frequency can be subjected to relatively large
variations, making it difficult to control without a strong voltage source or fast power
response.
As discussed in Section 2.2.5, WTs with Type D configuration are increasingly
used for offshore wind farms. Their fully rated frequency converters will fully de-
couple the generators from the network frequency. Type D WTs have mechanical
inertia but the control of the converters tend to cancel its effect and inertial impact
on the network, hence methods are proposed so they can provide “synthetic iner-
tia” for supporting traditional power system [142]. However, if all the WTs are of
Type D and used in a WF that is only connected by VSC-HVDC, the entire offshore
network will have no mechanical inertia and no AC grid frequency coupling with
synchronous generators. Therefore, in this case, a voltage source should establish a
set frequency and voltage on the offshore AC network, which must absorb abrupt
power disturbances in the AC network.
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4.2.1 Setting the Master Frequency
The voltage and frequency in the offshore network should be established by the
strongest voltage source converter in the network. In this case, it would be the
offshore HVDC converter station. The frequency in the master VSC is set in an
“open loop” manner by first defining a rotating angle reference frame for the θ input
of the dq transformations in equations (4.3) and (4.4). As shown in equation (4.9),
the angle reference output θ in radians is derived from the integral of the desired
reference frequency f in hertz, which can be easily modified in real-time. To prevent
continuous ramping to infinity, the integral output is “wrapped” so the angle signal
is reset at every 2pi, which will then appear like a sawtooth waveform in the time
domain.
θ(s)
f(s)
=
2pi
s
(4.9)
Assuming that wind turbines will operate in the usual power (or current) control
mode, they will need to track a master AC frequency in order to inject their currents
with the appropriate phase shift with respect to the voltage at the point of connec-
tion to the AC network. If the converter of the VSC-HVDC system is the only one
imposing the frequency to the offshore network, undesirable small signal power os-
cillations can easily be avoided while all other converters can be synchronised using
phase locked loops (PLL).
In the future, multiple HVDC terminals may co-exist in the same offshore net-
work, but one terminal could still be chosen to act as the master VSC to fix voltage
and frequency while all the others operate in power control mode. A fixed voltage
and frequency set at the master VSC station will act like a slack bus voltage source
and will therefore inherently be capable of absorbing power changes in the network.
The master role taken by a VSC in this situation, cannot be used when the VSC
is connected to a strong grid with a very large inertia and a strong voltage. This
is because the limited control effort of the VSC cannot drive the grid voltage to a
desired voltage reference.
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4.2.2 Variable Frequency Option
If the offshore network is inertia-less, then the variation of the frequency can be
very flexible and able to speed up and slow down very quickly to any desirable
set reference without much power change. Some studies in literature suggest that
the offshore AC network frequency should be artificially coupled with the onshore
grid frequency instead of using a fixed frequency at the offshore network [101]. As
discussed in Section 2.4.6 (page 54), this would allow the wind turbines to contribute
to the grid frequency support. The frequency can then be used as a reference to
signal the offshore WTs whether to transmit more or less power. It assumes that
the WTs would provide more (or less) power if the frequency decreases (or increase),
very much like a conventional power stations. This control mode could be made more
flexible with the aid of distributed offshore energy storage and generation capacity
reserves. (Please also refer to Section 3.2.3 about the variable frequency networks
in Chapter 3).
4.2.3 Phase Locked Loop
The phase locked loop (PLL) allows the converters and distributed power generators
to be synchronised to the AC frequency of the network. The PLL is a feedback
control system that is able to track the frequency and the space-vector angle or phase
of network voltage. The derivative of this angle with respect to time is equal to the
AC angular frequency ω. The d-axis of the dq reference frame would conventionally
be aligned with this angle of the network voltage vector, and then the q-axis voltage
component becomes zero. As a result, the d and q components of the steady-state
currents are directly related to the active and reactive power respectively, which is
an advantage if they can be controlled independently.
In an ideal simulation model, the exact angle of the voltage space vector with
respect to the α-axis can be calculated using the inverse tangent of the ratio of the
αβ components from equation (4.1). However, harmonics in a non-ideal model can
propagate into the angle for the dq transformation, which leads to noisy signals and
unstable control. The filtering effect of the closed-loop nature of the PLL, as shown
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in Figure 4.3 can eliminate undesired harmonics in the tracking of the angle of the
network voltage. The loop filter is typically a proportional-integral (PI) controller.
The frequency (ω/2pi) can also be extracted from the PLL.
Vabc Vq LoopFilter
θ'
θ'abc
dq
1
s
VCOΔω ω'
ω0
Phase detector
Figure 4.3: A block diagram of a generic PLL
A distortion in the grid voltage will lead to an error in the phase angle tracking
and contribute to degraded performance of the converter if the PLL is not robust
[143]. Gao et al. have presented and compared five different PLL methods in [144],
each have their differences in terms of dynamic characteristic response, robustness
to distortion and ability to recover from unbalanced faults. This thesis will use the
PLL already provided in the PSCAD library for simulation (see Appendix A.2). For
small signal analysis, the model of the PLL can be simplified to the transfer function
of a simple first order fixed time delay for linearisation.
4.3 Closed-Loop Offshore AC Voltage Control
The location of the point of common coupling (PCC) is defined at the terminal of
the LC filter, where the voltage v is measured as shown in Figure 4.4. Here, the
converter is represented by an ideal voltage source, e.
L
C
e
iio
ic
V
Figure 4.4: The schematic of the LC filter.
The voltage closed loop approach with proportional-integral (PI) control min-
imises the steady state error at the PCC. This is useful for removing voltage drop
across the filter inductor, which can be significant as it varies greatly with load and
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if its impedance is relatively large. The voltage drop across the inductor L, between
e and V , can vary depending on its impedance and the current. The PCC is es-
sentially turned into a constant “voltage source” instead of the immediate output
terminals of the converter at e.
The voltage controller proposed, shown in Figure 4.5, has a cascaded control
structure with an inner current loop and a voltage outer control loop with full state
feedback. The outer loop determines the current needed to control the voltage at the
PCC. The inner loop then uses this as a reference to control the current through the
filter inductor L by determining the necessary converter output voltage, e. The cross-
coupling terms decouple the inherent interactions between the d and q coordinates,
reduce oscillations and deteriorated transient response, and enable faster response
with lower control gains [137]. The same decoupled control structure, particularly
for the inner loop, can also be found in previous literature [101,145–147].
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Figure 4.5: Decoupled dq voltage outer controller and inner current control loop with
compensator for offshore AC network control.
The same decoupled inner loop current controller part can be found and used
for different outer loop control applications, such as in DC voltage control, power
control, machine torque control, etc. This study will focus on AC network side
master voltage control that appeared only recently in offshore wind farm applica-
tions. The angular frequency term ω in the cross-coupling for the master voltage
controller depends on a desired frequency reference set, but for slave devices follow-
ing its frequency, the angular frequency ω can be taken from the PLL frequency
output.
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4.3.1 Decoupled Inner Current Loop Control
The current control loop controls the Id and Iq current components independently.
The error between the reference and the measured current goes through a proportional-
integral (PI) controller that will drive the voltage output of the converter e in order
to achieve the set-point current, idq ref . The decoupling strategy chosen here is based
on the ideas of feedback linearisation used in vector control of AC drives [136,148];
similar strategies are also found in [141]. Once decoupled, controller gains for the d
and q axes can be designed using pole placement with a state-space approach with
integral action.
Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are the differential equations for the d and q current
dynamics through an inductor. The substitution terms γd and γq controls the induc-
tor currents id and iq respectively. The vd and vq terms come from the measured abc
voltages of the filter capacitor for the LC filter as shown in Figure 4.4. The converter
terminal voltages ed and eq are the inputs that can be manipulated to control the
idq currents. There is inherent coupling between the d and the q axes because there
is a q-axis term in γd and a d-axis term in γq. These interactions between the two
axes are decoupled using cross-coupling feed-forward terms, which are the ωL terms
in equations (4.12) and (4.13) and as shown in Figure 4.5.
did
dt
= −R
L
id +
γd︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
L
ed + ωiq − 1
L
vd (4.10)
diq
dt
= −R
L
iq +
γq︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
L
eq − ωid − 1
L
vq (4.11)
The required converter output is calculated in two steps:
1. The d-axis and q-axis controllers calculate γd and γq respectively.
2. The actual converter voltages ed and eq are derived from γd and γq, using the
system state variables to compensate the d and q coupling. The converter
output d-axis and q-axis reference voltages are:
ed ref = Lγd + vd − ωLiq (4.12)
eq ref = Lγq + vq + ωLid (4.13)
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4.3.2 Decoupled Outer Voltage Loop Control
The differential equations (4.14) and (4.15) are for the capacitor dynamics. The
d-axis output voltage is controlled by ηd and the q-axis output voltage is controlled
by ηq. Again there are inherent coupling and interactions between the d and the
q axes, which needs to be decoupled. The feed-forward terms iod and iod are the
output currents from the LC filter. Section 4.3.1 showed that the currents id and iq
can be controlled, therefore it can now be used to control the capacitor voltage vd
and vq at the PCC.
dvd
dt
=
ηd︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
C
id − 1
C
iod + ωvq (4.14)
dvq
dt
=
ηq︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
C
iq − 1
C
ioq − ωvd (4.15)
Once the system is augmented with the voltage integrals for PI control, the actual
reference currents for the inner loop is calculated in two steps:
1. The d-axis and q-axis voltage PI controllers calculate ηd and ηq.
2. The reference currents, derived from ηd and ηq, are:
id ref = Cηd + iod − ωCvq (4.16)
iq ref = Cηq + ioq + ωCvd (4.17)
4.3.3 Decoupling the DC-side Voltage Dynamics
The dynamics in the DC-side voltage will distort the voltage output on the AC-side
if a constant modulation index is used without a decoupling technique. A decoupling
method chosen uses DC-side voltage feed-forwarding in the sine wave comparator-
based PWM generator model as shown in Figure 4.6. Alternatively, a constant
carrier-wave can be used and the DC feed-forward signal can be inversely applied on
the voltage reference waveform before comparing it with the carrier wave. The effect
of keeping the AC voltage output with the voltage reference eabc ref is very similar,
and is important for correct current control. This kind of decoupling is ideally
recommend in both open-loop and closed-loop method of establishing the network
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voltage to decouple DC-side voltage dynamics. This will prevent harmonics and
disturbances from the DC side propagating into the AC side.
earef
ebref
ec ref0.5
-0.5
fsw
Carrier wave
VDC
ComparatorsProduct
Logic Inverters
S1
S2
S3
S5
S4
S6
Figure 4.6: Carrier-based PWM generator for a two-level three-phase converter, using
comparators with DC voltage feed-forward.
Assuming there is no delay in the signal, sudden changes in the DC-side voltage
will not affect the average AC voltage output. The nominal DC voltage level should
be sufficient enough so that there is some margin in case it drops, so that the
maximum duty ratio remains less than one. Ripple frequencies in the DC side
that are higher than the switching frequency cannot be decoupled, but they can
be attenuated by the AC filter and prevented from further propagating to the AC
network. The magnitude of dynamics depend on the size of the DC link capacitor,
which is responsible for limiting the time constant of the change in the DC voltage.
4.3.4 Calculation for Controller Gain Parameters
The PI control gains can be calculated using closed-loop pole placement design with
state feedback in MATLABr [149]. The place command used require the state
matrix, input matrix and the desired closed loop pole (CLP) positions to calculate
the gains. The state matrix depends on the LC filter parameters.
The MATLABr script and matrix parameters for the gains calculations for are
given in Appendix B.2. The closed loop voltage controller has a pair of current-
control loops and a pair of voltage-control loops. Control gains are assumed to be
the same for both the d and q axes in each pair [150].
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For each control loop, the closed-loop pole (CLP) positions are chosen for the
desired damping ratio ζ and natural frequency ωn of the closed-loop transfer func-
tion. The gain calculation for the voltage outer loop assumes the inner loop current
control response speed is instantaneous. Therefore, the lead compensator in between
the control loops needs to be designed to compensate for the lag in the inner loop
current control response [6].
4.3.5 Choosing the Closed-Loop Poles
The location of the CLPs can be represented on the complex plane as shown in
Figure 4.7. The second order pole is usually paired with its conjugate in the negative
imaginary side of the axis, mirrored along the <eal-axis.
−ζωn
jωn
√
1− ζ2
ωn
φ
<eal
=maginaryDamping decreases
Damping increases
Pole
Figure 4.7: A plot demonstrating how the pole location in the complex plane is related
to the natural frequency and damping.
The dynamics of the poles of a second-order system can be characterised by just
the two variables; the natural frequency and the damping factor (ωn and ζ). The
natural frequency is the magnitude of the pole and gives an indication of the speed
of the response. The damping factor is equal to the cosine of the angle φ in Figure4.7
as shown in the following equation:
ζ = cosφ (4.18)
As a general rule of thumb, the CLPs should not be too far away from the
open loop poles, otherwise it will demand high control effort. CLPs that are too
negative, with very large ωn magnitudes, i.e. small time constants, are very fast
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acting. They require very large gains and lead to large bandwidth in the frequency
domain, meaning that the noise will be amplified. The response should also be well
damped to minimise oscillatory response, but not too damped that the response will
be slowed. A typical damping factor is often chosen between 0.6 and 0.8 [151].
4.4 Simplified Offshore Network Model
The simplified system model considers only two converters, as shown in Figure 4.8.
The case study is mainly interested in the converter dynamics and voltage control.
Only devices connected to the offshore network are considered, all other devices
including the onshore grid side converter and offshore machine side converter are
ignored. The offshore HVDC substation converter, labelled VSC1, is filtered by a
simple L1C1 filter. The closed loop voltage controller, as outlined in Section 4.3,
will control the voltage V1 across the capacitor C1, which is also at the defined point
of common coupling (PCC).
V1
L1L2 L3
C1C2
e2 e1
I IIo1 12
V2
Ic1
VSC1VSC2 PCC Inner loop
Outer loop
Current control
(Offshore HVDC terminal)
Figure 4.8: Single line representation of the simplified case study model of the three
phase offshore electrical AC network and converters.
The converters are simplified to the The´venin equivalent voltage e1 and e2 with
series resistance (that is not shown in Figure 4.8) for converter losses. The voltage
source of the converters is initially assumed to be an ideal sine wave for small-signal
analysis and is then later modelled as two-level converter with IGBT switches for
time domain simulation. The cable inductance and the electrical transformers are
simplified to a single inductor, L3.
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4.4.1 Parameters
The parameters chosen are based on an existing converter system in [137], see Ta-
ble 4.2. Although the scale of size and rating does not reflect an actual HVDC
system, it serves as a base reference for comparison and laboratory experimenta-
tion. Although not shown in the schematic diagram, the resistance R1 is a very
small value in series with the inductance L1.
Table 4.2: Passive component parameters
L1, L2 0.1 mH
L3 0.15× L1
C1 2500µF
C2 1 pF
R1 0.0021 Ω
It is assumed that variables and parameters can be converted to the per unit sys-
tem and then scaled accordingly for the voltage and power rating HVDC connection
system. The original base values for the small scale system are shown in Table 4.3.
From the apparent power Sbase, line to line voltage Vline base and frequency fbase, all
the other base values can be calculated: the base impedance Zbase, inductance Lbase
and capacitance Cbase. The per unit values are calculated according to equation
(4.19). The actual values were used in the models, calculations and simulations, but
the results are scale to the per unit values for simpler comparison and interpretation.
The calculation in MATLABr is also shown in Appendix B.1.
Per unit value = Actual value/Base value (4.19)
4.4.2 Structure of the PI Controller
In a state-feedback controller, the input of the proportional controller is the feedback
signal as shown in Figure 4.9a. This is used instead of the reference-feedback error,
which is normally used for a traditional PI controller, as shown in Figure 4.9b.
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Table 4.3: Per unit base values
Sbase 700 kW
Vline base 400 V
fbase 50 Hz
Zbase V
2
line base/Sbase
Lbase Zbase/(2pifbase)
Cbase 2pifbase/Zbase
 
 
Kp  
KiReference
 
Feedback
 1
s  
Control
Effort
(a) State-feedback into the proportional
controller input.
 
 
Kp  
KiReference
 
Feedback
 1
s  
Control
Effort
(b) Reference-feedback error for the
proportional controller input.
Figure 4.9: Proportional-integral control structures.
The voltage step input was simulated while the VSC1 converter is only con-
nected to a resistive load bank. Figure 4.10a shows that the response is smoother
and desirable when state-feedback is used for all the proportional controllers. In
Figure 4.10b, when the reference-feedback error is used for all the proportional con-
trollers, the initial response speed is slightly quicker, but less damp and distortion
is present the voltage control response.
4.4.3 Aggregated Fully Rated WT Converter
VSC2 is the single aggregated converter model representing all the wind turbine
converters, which should be in constant power or current control mode through
L2. Finally, C2 is a small dummy capacitor used to ease small-signal analysis and
simulation, preventing the connection of two inductances in series. The leakage
inductance of the transformer, which is also related L2, may also be used for filtering.
The amount of power VSC2 can export depends on power in the WT prime
mover and the wind speed. An actual fully rated frequency converter in a WT
is composed of two converters in a back-to-back configuration. The machine side
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Figure 4.10: Voltage control response to a step input in the voltage controller reference.
converter is normally in charge of MPPT and power control. The grid side converter
would have to maintain a constant DC-link voltage and will have to absorb all the
power coming from the machine side, assuming converter losses are negligible.
In this chapter, VSC2 will not control DC side voltage as on an actual system.
Instead, the DC side of the converter will used a fixed ideal DC source, and then
the current or power of VSC2 can be controlled directly. The scope of this chapter
is only interested in the control and interactions within the offshore AC network.
In terms of AC voltage control, this thesis is only focused on the control of V1.
Assuming V1 is constant, if the cable parameter (L3) is large, the voltage at V2 would
vary with power. The WT (VSC2) may control the supply of reactive power in order
to control voltage at this point of connection. A strong PI controller may not be
recommended for this type of voltage control in case control “fighting” interactions
take place between V1 and V2, in case L3 is small. A simple proportional controller
or droop control for voltage control at VSC2 may be suitable instead, which would
be usually used.
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4.4.4 WT Converter Current Control Mode
The structure of the current controller for the VSC2 aggregate WT is the same
as the inner current loop part of the controller with dq decoupling as described
in Section 4.3.1 and as shown in Figure 4.5, ignoring the outer loop and the lead
compensator part.
4.4.5 WT Converter Power Control Mode
A constant current control reference for the WT converter model had to assume the
network voltage is constant. When the current is constant, the voltage is coupled
with power, therefore if the voltage fluctuates this will also cause the powers to
fluctuate and would not be representative of the behaviour of the WTs. Furthermore,
allowing the power to fluctuate will also cause ripple in the DC link voltage of the
WT frequency converter. In order, to maintain a constant voltage in this DC link,
the power flow in the grid-side converter in the WT must be equal to the power
through the machine side converter, assuming no losses. Therefore, VSC2 should
be modelled as a controllable constant power source, and in order to achieve this,
dynamics in the AC side voltage of the network should be compensated.
Constant power control is achieved by dividing the references for the active power
Pref and reactive power Qref by the magnitude of the AC voltage, which is fed forward
as shown in Figure 4.11. The result will be used for the dq current references in
the current controller as described in Section 4.4.4. This method would require the
current control response to be very fast in VSC2 in order to properly compensate
the AC-side voltage dynamics. How fast the current control loop needs to be in
VSC2 depends on how fast is the AC side voltage fluctuation. Depending on the dq
transformation coefficient type used, the appropriate gain may need to be applied
in order to correct the power level to match the power reference. There is no power
feedback loop in this method.
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Figure 4.11: Block diagram for constant power control mode, an extension of the dq
current controller.
4.5 Design and Analysis of the AC Voltage Con-
trol Dynamics
The AC voltage controller, as shown in Figure 4.5, is applied to a simplified offshore
network model. The aim is to design a fast controller with sufficient damping.
The dynamic response characteristics of different control gain design parameters are
analysed. Interactions with an aggregate WT power controller were also studied.
4.5.1 Small Signal Analysis Method
For simplicity, small signal analysis is performed in a common reference frame. All
components in the electrical system are modelled in the same dq reference frame
as the controller. The output of the controller is already the converter voltage edq.
The inductors and capacitor components are modelled according their dq differential
equations as outlined in equations (4.10) to (4.15). Each component has been built in
modules in Simulink, and then their inputs and outputs can be connected according
to the schematic the simplified case study system in Figure 4.8. A valid operating
point is found for 1.0 p.u. of active power and 0.2 p.u. of reactive power supplied by
VSC2, which is under power control mode. The operating points must be reachable,
as small signal analysis with invalid operating points have no meaning. No operating
point can be found if the system does not satisfy the power limit equation (3.2).
The model can then be linearised in MATLAB using the linearize command. The
small signal analysis can be used to observe the eigenvalues in the complex form
for all the state variables, from which the damping factor ζ can be calculated in a
similar way using equation (4.18) and Figure 4.7 for reference. The results are then
processed to find the minimum damping ratio in the system for each test case. If
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damping is negative, an unstable system is predicted and the eigenvalues have no
meaning.
4.5.2 Speed Limit of the Inner Current Loop Control
The control speed, or the bandwidth, of the inner current loop controller is limited
by the PWM frequency [145]. The duty ratio can only change once every switching
cycle. This discretisation effect introduces a small delay in the converter voltage
output e.
In this case study, the input inner control loop dynamics of VSC1 will be constant
and designed to have a CLP value of −1000 in the real axis. The damping ratio ζ will
be constant at 0.7, therefore its natural frequency magnitude ωni1 is 1428.6 rad/s.
The rise time response of the inner loop in this case should be approximately 2.2 ms
using equation (4.20) [151].
Tr ≈ 2.2
ζωn
(4.20)
Typically, the PWM switching frequency is usually needs to be faster than the
chosen current control natural frequency, about eight times. Therefore the delay
in the converter voltage output e will be assumed to be negligible and therefore
ignored. Assuming this is true, the closed-loop dynamics expected with the designed
pole placement, will match the actual system response.
4.5.3 Tuning the Outer Loop Controller and Lead Compen-
sator
The current control performance in the inner loop is not perfect and will produce a
phase lag, which should be appropriately compensated. A first order lead compen-
sation has been added between the inner and outer loops as shown in Figure 4.5.
It is simply a zero-pole pair transfer function in the s-domain, see equation (4.21).
This introduces a phase lead before the input of the current reference to improve the
dynamics by compensating the phase lag in the current inner loop response. The
zero is placed near the dominant CLP of the inner control loop, and the lagging pole
that is placed to its left is needed to suppress the high frequency noise amplification
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by the zero.
τzs+ 1
τps+ 1
(4.21)
The lead compensator behaves like the derivative part of a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller, which accelerates the control effort at the begining of
the step input. Here, the lead compensator is considered separately so that the
PI control parameters can be calculated independently using the method already
described. Later, all the control parameters can be merged together into a traditional
PID control structure, and the PID gains can be found by deriving from the PI
control and lead compensator parameters and making sure the open loop and closed
loop poles and zeros are the same.
Small signal analysis have been performed for a range of different inner to outer
control loop speed ratios, ωni1/ωno1. The natural frequency ωn and damping ratio
ζ are design parameters for the method described in Section 4.3.4 and therefore
do not reflect the actual response. The inner loop speed of VSC1 has been made
constant due to the speed limit as described in Section 4.5.2. The desired outer loop
CLP positions for the gain calculation will depend on the control loop speed ratio,
ωni1/ωno1. The i in subscript here denotes the inner current loop, the o denotes the
outer voltage loop, and the number denotes the VSC number in the case study.
The process of gain calculations and small signal analysis for the range of control
loop speed ratios has then been repeated for a range of zero leading time constants
τz, where the zero positions are near CLPs of the inner control loop. The purpose
of this method is to facilitate seeking an optimum control parameter. The time
constant of the lagging pole τp is assumed to be always 10 times smaller than of the
zero, so τp = 0.1τz. The result is a set of minimum system eigenvalue damping as
shown Figure 4.12, which was also published in the ICRERA 2013 conference [6].
4.5.4 Choosing the Control Parameters
As a general rule of thumb, according to Wade (Chapter 9 in [152]), the speed of
the outer loop should be three times slower than the inner loop. Therefore, a tight
current-controlled loop is essential in the voltage source converters in order to leave
sufficient room for a sufficiently fast outer loop controller. If the outer loop speed
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Figure 4.12: The minimum damping in the system against the VSC1 inner to outer
loop speed ratio ωni1/ωno1 for a range of lead compensation parameters. The current
controller in VSC2 is half the speed of outer loop of VSC1, ωni2/ωno1 = 0.5 .
is too close to the inner loop speed, adverse interactions or “fighting” will occur
between the controllers. The outer loop usually can be damped by reducing the
controller gain and lengthening the integration time, which slows down and reduces
the bandwidth of the outer loop control. The results in Figure 4.12 may first suggest
that this might not always be the case, where the damping is not always increased
as the outer loop control speed is reduced. This is likely due to the interactions with
VSC2, which is further discussed in Section 4.5.7.
Figure 4.12 also demonstrates the importance of having the compensator. With-
out the compensator, the system has significantly less damping and is only theoret-
ically stable between 2.3 and 10 for ωni1/ωno1. Outside this range, the damping is
negative and the system is unstable. At first, this was surprising for the slower outer
loop control case, where a previous hypothesis suggested the slower the outer loop
for the voltage control is better and more stable. However, there are interactions
with the wind turbine converters to take into account. The ideal control parameters
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should have the lowest ωni1/ωno1 speed ratio for fast AC voltage control, and the
highest system minimum damping for maximum stability margin. This would be
the uppermost point at the left side of the plot. Based on the results so far, the
compensator parameter τz should be between between 0.0007 s and 0.0009 s.
Generally, there should be enough margin for error when choosing the control
parameter. It is desirable to have a fast voltage outer loop controller, but it is also
important that is robust and not too close to a position where it can become insuffi-
ciently damped. A control speed ratio of ωni1/ωno1 = 5 would be ideal because it is
where the minimum damping is high for a wide range of compensation parameters.
The proportional Kp and the integral Ki gains for this case are shown in Table 4.4.
The reference values, denoted by the subscript ‘ref’, for ωn and ζ are mainly for the
purpose for the control gain calculation method and the control parameter design
process as outlined in Section 4.3.4 and Appendix B.2, and therefore do not exactly
reflect the actual dynamic characteristics. The inner current loop speed has already
been decided in Section 4.5.2.
Table 4.4: VSC1 control parameters for ωni1/ωno1 = 5.
VSC1 control loops ωn ref ζref Kp Ki
Inner current loop (d and q axes) 1428.6 rad/s 0.7 0.198 204.08
Outer voltage loop (d and q axes) 285.7 rad/s 0.7 1.00 204.08
4.5.5 Root Locus and Closed Loop Pole Analyses
The purpose of this section is to better understand the pole interactions between
the inner current control loop and the outer voltage control loop. So far, the inner
loop dynamics was approximated as a simple first order delay TF as in [137]. A
second order TF will be used here instead, which will reflect the second order CLP
position of the inner current loop controller. The transfer function approximations
of difference components in the voltage control loop are shown in Figure 4.13. This
simplified block diagram is representative for both d and q axes if the interactions
between them are assumed to be fully decoupled.
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Figure 4.13: Simplified control block diagram of the dq voltage controller with transfer
functions.
Figure 4.14 shows the root locus plots and closed loop pole (CLP) positions for
three difference cases, represented by different colours. The root locus is the tra-
jectory of the CLPs as the gains in voltage control feedback loop is varied. The
plot is found using the root locus (rlocus) command in MATLABr with the rele-
vant transfer functions put together as the system. The CLPs are found using the
feedback command to generate the closed loop TF and then the pzmap command
is used to map out the pole locations, which are represented by the square symbols.
The same PI control gains that were calculated using the place method as described
in Section 4.3.4 were included to find the CLP for each case. The inner-outer loop
speed ratio used here is ωni1/ωno1 = 2.5, and the damping factor and inner current
loop base speed remains the same as previously discussed.
The original gain calculation method used assumed that the current inner loop
control response is instantaneous. If the assumption was true, the expected root
locus and CLP is represented in blue as the ‘ideal case’, shown in Figure 4.14.
The root locus and CLPs for the ‘no compensation case’ are shown in black,
which is where the closed loop response poles of the inner loop (current control
CLP) are taken into account in the transfer function model. In comparison with
the ‘ideal case’, it shows how the root locus of the voltage control loop for the
‘no compensation case’ is distorted and the CLP position is displaced further away
than intended. The ‘no compensation case CLP2’ is on the root locus leading from
the second-order inner loop poles denoted as ‘current control CLP’. It is the ‘no
compensation case CLP2’ that repels the ‘voltage control CLP’ towards right hand
side towards the unstable region, where the damping is reduced. The chosen control
gains for this case seems to be higher than it should be and the margin before it
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Figure 4.14: Root locus plots and closed loop pole positions of a voltage controller
design (ωni1/ωno1 = 2.5) for a case with a leading compensator, a case without one and
an ideal case.
reaches the unstable region is smaller. However, even if the gains are further lowered
and the voltage control CLP is moved further down along the root locus, the voltage
control action will slow down and the damping will not significantly increase. This
is because vector angle of the CLP will still remain quite high, based on the root
locus trajectory.
The root locus and CLPs shown in red are for the ‘compensated case’, where a
leading zero with a time constant of τz = 0.0009 second is included, which partially
compensates the phase lag of the inner loop current control response. The lagging
pole that is usually paired with this zero is ten times further away and therefore has
little impact on the area of interest. There should be four CLPs in this‘compensated
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case’, but only two are shown as Figure 4.14 is cropped, and only showing mostly
the top half of the plot. This is mirrored along the the <eal-axis, at =m = 0, for
the conjugates at the bottom half. The ‘voltage control CLP’ of interest for the
‘compensated case’ seem to be reasonably close to the CLP positions for the ‘ideal
case CLP’.
The angle of the compensated voltage control CLP is slightly lower than the
designed target damping angle φ = cos−1 0.7, therefore this particular CLP is slightly
more damped. However, the angle of the ‘compensated case CLP2’, on the root locus
trailing from the ‘current control CLP’ position, is greater than the reference angle
for ζ = 0.7. The root locus from here is projected towards the top right hand side,
which is why the minimum damping will always be less than the designed damping of
the inner loop current controller. The magnitude does not significantly change, so its
natural frequency response speed is maintained. The damping factor of 0.35 for the
‘compensated case CLP2’ matches quite closely with minimum system eigenvalue
damping in Figure 4.12 (approximately 0.37 at ωni1/ωno1 = 2.5). By increasing
the damping of the ‘current control CLP’, it may be possible shift the root locus
starting position for the ‘compensated case CLP2’ to a lower position with increased
damping as well.
4.5.6 Minimum Damping Lower than Expected
The calculation method for outer loop control gains assumed the current inner loop
response is instantaneous. Therefore, the expected results will only be fully appli-
cable if the delay in the inner loop is appropriately compensated. However, the
minimum damping in closed loop response in the end does not meet the original
0.7 damping design reference requirement. As shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.16, this
value is in between 0.55 to 0.6.
Figure 4.15 shows how the ideal case and compensated case CLP locations move,
for a variable inner-to-outer control loop speed ratios between 1.5 and 15.0 at inter-
vals of 0.5 (for ωni1/ωno1 = 1.5 : 0.5 : 15.0). The CLP plots for each case are all
superimposed on to the same figure. As the outer loop voltage control speed increase
towards the inner loop speed, the group of CLPs in the upper part of the figure are
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repelled towards the right hand side which then produces decreased damping. It
shows how the minimum eigenvalue damping factor reference requirement of 0.7 or
greater could not be achieved for any given inner-to-outer loop speed ratios with the
parameters tested so far.
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4.5.7 Interaction with the Aggregated WF Dynamics
VSC2 represents the aggregated WF, and its dynamics results were kept proportional
and always half of the design reference of the outer loop control speed of VSC1 for
the results in Figure 4.12. Therefore the absolute control speed of the VSC2 is not
constant. Small signal analysis was repeat for an absolute VSC2 control speed that
is constant instead. The current control dynamics of VSC2 was chosen to be equal
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to the inner control loop speed of VSC1, therefore ωni2 = ωni1. The results are
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: The minimum damping against VSC1 ωni1/ωno1 speed ratio. VSC2
current control speed is constant and equal to inner loop speed of VSC1.
There are some notable differences between Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.16, espe-
cially that the overall eigenvalue damping for having no compensator is now signifi-
cantly lower. This suggests that ωni2, the control speed dynamics of the aggregated
wind turbine converter VSC2, has an influence on the response and relative stability
of the system.
Small-signal analysis was carried out again for a range of ωni2/ωno1 speed ratios.
The minimum system damping was investigated when the current control speed in
VSC2 is varied for a fixed outer voltage loop control speed in VSC1. The results
for this are shown in Figure 4.17. The voltage controller in VSC1 used a ratio of
ωni1/ωno1 = 5 for its control speed. Figure 4.17 also shows that, if no compensator is
used in VSC1 and the current controller in VSC2 is faster than the voltage controller
of VSC1, then the minimum damping is reduced as expected, and vice versa, the
damping is higher if VSC2 is slower.
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When the zero leading time constant parameter of the compensator is 0.0009 s,
the plot is relatively constant with high minimum damping compared to the other
curves. Unexpectedly, this is true for relatively high speed ratios, when the dy-
namics of VSC2 are faster than VSC1. This characteristic is desirable because this
suggests that the speed of the current controller in the network side converters of the
wind turbines does not depend on the voltage control speed of the HVDC converter
substation. Therefore, τz = 0.0009 s seems like a suitable value for the zero leading
compensator in this case study.
This was verified using PSCADr simulation, again assuming an ideal voltage
source without PWM switching. The control gain parameters used were for ωni1/ωno1
= 5 and ωni2/ωno1 = 1. The response to a step change in the reference input of
VSC2 for the case without compensator in the VSC1 voltage controller is shown in
Figure 4.18a. Under-damped oscillation in Vq and distortion in the power output P
were then found. Although, the magnitude of these distortions in the power output
seem small in the PSCAD simulation response, the Vd voltage spike that is 40%
above the nominal voltage is very significant. When using the chosen compensator
in the VSC1 voltage controller, the response is smoother and much better damped
in comparison, as shown in Figure 4.18b, which is expected according to the small
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Figure 4.18: VSC2 dq current, dq voltage and power response to a step input at VSC2,
from PSCAD simulation for ωni2/ωno1 = 1, with and without the compensator.
signal analysis results in Figure 4.17.
Furthermore, Figure 4.17 shows that the minimum damping is higher when
ωni2/ωno1 is higher above one, which is when the current control loop in VSC2
is much faster than the voltage outer loop control speed in VSC1. VSC2 was under
power control mode for the small signal analysis. As mentioned in Section 4.4.5, the
current loop controller needs to be very fast in order to compensate the AC voltage
dynamics. On the other hand, when the ωni2/ωno1 ratio is less than one, the power
dynamics from VSC2 is very slow and it does not have an impact on the voltage
fluctuation.
In Figures 4.12 and 4.16, the minimum damping was not expected to decrease
as the speed ratio ωni1/ωno1 increases as discussed in Section 4.5.4. The inner loop
and outer loop poles are very far away from each other an have very little impact on
each other to displace any poles towards low damping and instability in VSC1 alone.
Results so far suggests that there are further interactions between the VSC1 and
VSC2 controller. It is possible that if the VSC1 voltage control regulation is slow,
the voltage fluctuation will become larger, underdamped and faster, to the point
where VSC2 current loop will not be fast enough to compensate the AC voltage
dynamics while under constant power control.
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4.5.8 Voltage Control Speed Comparison in PSCADr Sim-
ulation
Small-signal analysis is not entirely conclusive, because the model was ideal and
simplified. The system is assumed to be linear, and does not take into account the
effect of PWM harmonics, noise, delays, phase-locked loops in VSC2, and so on.
The PSCAD/EMTDCr model for VSC1 is a two-level 3 phase IGBT converter
model with a carrier based PWM. VSC2 in this case will be also be under current
control mode now instead of power. It is assumed the output of VSC2 is filtered and
therefore is modelled as non-switching ideal voltage source. This also keeps dynamics
of the current disturbance consistent for testing the converter of interest, VSC1. The
compensator uses a zero leading time constant of 0.0009 s and ωni1/ωno1 = 5 for the
voltage controller, as chosen in the Section 4.5.4. The current controller response
speed of VSC2 remains equals to that of the inner loop in VSC1. A very large current
step input of 1 p.u. in the d-axis current reference was applied to the controller in
VSC2 at time t = 0. The controller in VSC1 is able to to regulate the dq voltage
at the PCC against this large disturbance, as shown in Figure 4.19. These results
were also presented in the ICRERA conference paper [6]. For a switching frequency
of 2000 Hz, the filter was sufficient as the switching harmonics are not present in
PCC voltage, which is an ideal voltage characteristic for smooth PLL operation at
the WTs.
Higher and lower ωni1/ωno1 speed ratios are simulated for comparison. For a
speed ratio of 2.0 and 5.0 in Figure 4.19, there is little difference between the set-
tling times. This is because when the speed ratio is 2.0, it is less damped and
the oscillations continue for longer. The dynamics of the voltage response for all
three speed ratio cases agree with the corresponding minimum system eigenvalue
damping points in Figure 4.16. Small-signal analysis can be a useful design tool to
understand the interactions among power electronic devices and help deciding the
controller parameters.
Furthermore, it is noted that the faster the voltage controller, the better the
voltage regulation and the smaller the voltage deviation from the nominal reference.
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This is true until the speed of the outer voltage loop controller is too close to the
speed of the inner loop, and the poles start to interact with each other and damping
deteriorates as explained in Section 4.5.6.
The amount of voltage deviation from the nominal reference level also depends
on the magnitude of the current disturbance. In a real wind farm, the machines will
have a larger time constant, and each turbine would respond independently. The
magnitude and the change in current with respect to time of the wind farm system
is not likely to be as large as in this scenario, which can be regarded as an unusual
and very adverse case. Then under normal conditions, the voltage regulation should
be relatively stiff and the voltage fluctuation at the PCC should be minimal.
In Figure 4.19, there is an over-voltage up to 1.5 p.u., which is undesirable.
However, this can only happen if there is a large current step input into VSC1. It
could mean a fast sudden generation from the WF, which is an unlikely to happen
as a sharp step, even if there was a fast sudden gust. A step current drop from a
sudden disconnection is more likely to occur. The PCC voltage response in that
case will first drop instead and then rebounds as the control effort aims to recover it
back to the nominal level, like a mirror of Figure 4.19 along the nominal level. The
damping will be important for minimising the over-shoot as the voltage rebounds
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and therefore over-voltage. When the speed ratio of 2.0 was used and the damping
factor was smaller, even though the initial peak was smaller, the rebound voltage
would deviate by more than 0.35 p.u. from the nominal, which is too much.
The current response plot from VSC1 and VSC2 is shown in Figure 4.20. The
direction toward onshore (VSC2 to VSC1) is the convention for positive current in
this plot. There is a difference for the Iq plots because reactive power is consumed
or generated in the cable, transformer and filter. Ideal non-switching voltage source
models were used for both converters for these results, so current dynamics can be
easily compared without superimposed switching harmonics. VSC2 current dynam-
ics strongly agree with the designed natural frequency and damping specification.
On the other hand, VSC1 current response is initially delayed, then the overshoot
amount is approximately 2 times higher than that of VSC2, and appears to have
a reduced damping. This is expected because the voltage error through the outer
loop controller is the reference for the inner current control loop. The points of
intersection of the VSC1 and VSC2 currents in Figure 4.20 are also the points of
zero gradient on the voltage plot in Figure 4.19.
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4.6 Chapter Summary
• Voltage control in offshore VSC-HVDC station has been considered and a
cascade configuration has been proposed and analysed in detail. The control
is also in the dq coordinate system, and the d- and q-axis components are
fully decoupled, which gives it a fast and damped control action. The inner
loop controls the current through the inductor of the LC filter. By being able
to control this current that feeds into the filter capacitor, its voltage can be
controlled.
• The calculation of the control gain parameters uses the place command in
MATLABr, which is a simple and fast pole placement method. The method
was found to be sufficient and accurate for current control gains assuming
there are no PWM delays. However, the gain calculations for outer loop volt-
age controller assumed the inner loop response was instantaneous. The actual
current control response has a significant phase lag, which must be appropri-
ately compensated in order to implement a fast outer loop control.
• Small signal analysis was used to gauge the eigenvalue damping in the system.
The tool was used to tune the voltage control parameters for a fast control
and sufficient minimum damping. The speed of the outer voltage control loop
should be five times slower than the inner current control loop, which is the
point where the minimum system damping is the highest. A first order leading
compensator was enough to compensate the second order delay in the current
control loop.
• When the control speed of the outer loop is too close to that of the inner
loop, the system minimum eigenvalue damping is reduced. The analysis of the
root locus and movement of the closed loop poles helped to better understand
the “fighting” interactions between the control loops. The closed loop poles
were shown to repelled right, towards the imaginary axis of the pole-zero plot,
reduced damping and reduced stability margin.
• A fast AC voltage controller in the dq frame that is fully decoupled is necessary
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to minimise the voltage fluctuation caused by a current or power disturbance
in the offshore wind farm network. The voltage at the filter capacitor can then
be controlled as a constant voltage source. If the control can be fast enough,
this can help eliminate low order harmonics and resonance.
• Interactions between the AC voltage controller at the substation and the power
controller in the aggregated WT converter were studied. The control loop
speed for constant power control has to be fast in order to compensate for
the dynamic changes in PCC voltage, and the minimum system damping was
shown to be better when this was case.
• The AC inductor filters of the aggregated WT and the HVDC station are
controlled as current sources using the inner control loops. These current
sources are only allowed to be connected if there is a voltage source in between.
In this case a fast controlled constant voltage source at capacitor in the PCC
is used. The inner current loop of the voltage voltage controller may later be
exploited for current saturation control.
Chapter 5
Evaluation of the AC Voltage
Controller and its Performance
The benefits of using the AC voltage controller and the chosen control parameters,
for the simplified case study offshore network, which was introduced in Chapter 4,
are evaluated in this chapter and compared with open loop voltage method of estab-
lishing the network voltage, without closed loop control. The comparison will find
that the control action was able to keep a constant capacitor voltage and minimise
resonant oscillations. The current can be limited between the outer loop and inner
loop of the voltage control structure and can be advantageous for VSC device pro-
tection. The performance of a current saturation technique is studied and further
interactions were found with the WT power controller during saturation. Current
saturation during balanced and unbalanced fault scenarios were also considered in
the study. The problem of having a large number of sensors required for feedback
and feed-forward with the proposed voltage controller is addressed. The complexity
of such a system may have an impact on its reliability and operability in case of a
failure.
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5.1 The Voltage Controller for Suppressing Filter
Resonance
As discussed in Section 2.3.5, the Borwin1 HVDC connected offshore wind farm was
having problems with over-voltage in the filter capacitors, which will cause them to
either fail or trip. The voltage at the PCC, as shown in the case study model in
Figure 4.8, is also the same voltage point for the capacitor of the LC filter. If this
voltage can be controlled to a fixed reference voltage and frequency, this can limit
over-voltage in this capacitor and therefore restrict the resonance in the filter.
The LC filter inherently has a second order dynamics resonant characteristic. If
this is not properly damped, the voltages and currents in the LC filter will amplify
to unstable levels at the resonant frequency, which is defined as:
ω0 =
1√
LC
(5.1)
In this section, the closed loop voltage control method of establishing the network
voltage will be compared to an “open loop” case. Resonance in LC filter will be
observed and the effectiveness in reducing this using the controller will be studied.
5.1.1 “Open-Loop” AC Voltage Approach
The open loop approach simply sets the reference voltage at the converter terminals
e1 in Figure 4.8, which then becomes the AC voltage source point. The reference
waveform vabc is generated using the inverse dq transformation, except with a con-
stant input voltage Edref for a desired variable frequency. This is usually compared
with a triangular carrier waveform to generate the PWM switching sequences for the
IGBT gates. An alternative method is to use a space vector pulse width modulation
(SVPWM) algorithm to calculate the timing sequence for the switching.
Control feedback is not required for this method, so the number of sensors re-
quired is dramatically reduced. If a sensor fails and outputs erroneous measurement,
this would lead to complication and instability in a full state feedback control sys-
tem. Therefore a simplified system would be better for robustness and reliability.
However, the control benefits of the closed-loop method is lost, such as current satu-
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ration at the input of the inner current loop control for limiting fault currents. The
DC voltage feed-forward signal, as described in Section 4.3.3, may still be necessary
to decouple the dynamics in the DC voltage so they do not propagate into the AC
side.
5.1.2 Resonance in the AC Filter Using the “Open Loop”
Approach
The PSCAD simulation for the open loop case in Section 5.1.1, found resonance
when a step change is applied to the current (I1dq) input to the AC system, as
shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2a. The resonance occurs for either rising or falling step
change in both d and q axes. It is also found that the resonance distorts the PCC
voltage V1dq) and the output frequency (f) of the PLL. The frequency signal here
is obtained from the PLL block in the PSCAD software package, using the default
gains. The frequency is intended as a reference indicator for the power demand,
if the resonance in the signal is fed back into the system, it can lead to further
unnecessary oscillations in the power output. In this case, a filter or a slower power
control speed is needed to eliminate these oscillations.
The size of the current step change used in the aggregated WT converter model
may not directly represent the actual magnitude and response of the individual WT
current outputs, however fast large step changes can still occur where there are
network faults and system interrupts. The used step size of 0.5 pu current is half
of the rating of the system and this may, for example, represent a fault tripping of
a feeder connection to half of the turbines in the system. Such a disturbance can
propagate to the rest of the system that is still connected [153].
The controller in VSC2 may not always be fast enough to compensate fast AC
voltage dynamics, so when the voltage oscillates while the current control is constant,
the power output will also oscillate. These oscillations can propagate into the wind
turbine such as in the DC link voltage or as torque ripple which is undesirable
for the health of the components. Coordinated design of the machine controller
and mechanical shaft is also necessary to avoid electromechanical interactions and
resonances [154].
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Performing a fast Fourier transform on one of the three-phase voltage variables
in Figure 5.1a, reveals a peak corresponding to the LC resonant frequency as shown
in Figure 5.1b. The theoretical resonant frequency of the LC filter is 318 Hz or
2000.0 rad/s, as calculated using equation (5.1). Resonance involving other passive
elements in the network, such as in wind turbine filters, transformers and feeder
cables, were not fully considered in the case study.
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Figure 5.1: (a) The PCC phase voltage in the stationary abc frame, open loop
resonance response from Simulation, (b) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the resonance
in the phase A voltage
In the case study model in Figure 4.8, the presence of L3, which was 0.15 times
the size of L1 should shift the resonant frequency higher to 5537.7 rad/s, according
to the LCL resonant frequency equation (5.2) . However, this equation does not
apply in the case study. The size of the C2 dummy capacitor was very insignificant,
that the current in L3 is equal to the current in L2, which is controlled by VSC2.
Therefore, L3 is technically a controlled current source and does not play a passive
part in exhibiting LCL resonance.
ω0 =
√
L1 + L3
L1L3C
(5.2)
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5.1.3 Comparison with Closed Loop Voltage Control Ap-
proach
Figure 5.2b shows the response for the same step input current used in Section 5.1.2
but with the closed loop control system that controls the voltage at the PCC. Closed
loop control is able to suppress the resonance in the AC-side LC filter and minimise
the power oscillations in the system. Controlled active damping is effectively pro-
vided without the need of lossy resistors, however its effectiveness depends on the
control loop speed which should be fast [155]. As before, resonances in the rest of
the network were unaccounted for in the model. The voltage is controlled at the
PCC, which has effectively become the new fixed voltage source point.
5.1.4 Eliminating Passive Resistive Damping
There are several different circuit topologies for passive damping with resistance
in the LC filter circuit [114]. Power loss generally increases with increased passive
attenuation at the resonant frequency. If the resonance problem can be addressed
without passive damping resistors, this will minimise the losses and maximise the
efficiency of the filter and converter system. In the previous section, where reso-
nances were found and then later suppressed using the voltage controller, very little
to no resistance was used for passive damping in the filter model for VSC1.
If a 5 MW WT passive filter damping system is scaled up by a hundred times for
a 500 MW HVDC system, and assuming the percentage loss is constant for scaling,
then the absolute heat loss will be very large and more difficult to manage. For
example, if the 0.032% loss from one of the passive filter design in [114] is assumed,
then the absolute heat loss will be 150 kW. Such passive filter designs already need
additional passive components arranged in ways to reduce losses. In comparison,
the filter model used in this thesis is simpler. On a per WT basis, in comparison,
the absolute heat in the filter will be 100 times smaller for the same percentage
loss, and therefore more manageable to keep cool as the losses are distributed. It
is usual for WTs to have LCL filters with resistive passive damping, therefore their
output is assumed to be filtered and sufficiently damped, hence a simplified model
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with an ideal source was used to represent the WF. Often additional losses in the
transformers, inductors and converters will contribute to additional damping [156].
In order to minimise the thermal management requirement, devices in the off-
shore HVDC station are designed to be very efficient. The natural losses in the
system will make a very little contribution to passive damping of the filter reso-
nance. Therefore, the closed loop voltage controller should be used to suppress
the resonance while maximising the system efficiency. Eliminating passive damping
resistors and minimising the cooling requirements also save space in the offshore
HVDC substation.
5.1.5 Implications of Resonance in the System
Resonance can cause undesirable over-currents and over-voltages in the system.
Power electronic converters are sensitive devices because they have a very small heat
capacity and limited blocking voltages. An over-voltage event can be damaging for
shunt capacitors in the AC filters and reactive power compensation. Over-rating
the power electronics and/or capacitor voltage ratings would increase the size and
cost of the system.
Keeping the resonance under control and preventing over-voltage would also
prevent the filter capacitor from tripping to protecting itself from such events. VSC1
represents the offshore HVDC converter substation and its filter capacitor will be
the largest in the wind farm system. If this capacitor has to trip, this may lead to
other problems and affect system operation and stability.
5.1.6 Resonance with Power Control Mode
For an open loop voltage set at VSC1, the impact of the control gains in VSC2 on the
resonance in the filter of VSC1 is further investigated in this section. The resulting
dynamics for a step change in the reference input when VSC2 is under power control
mode are different to the dynamics when VSC2 is under current control mode.
As observed in Figure 5.2a, it is understood that resonance is triggered when a
current disturbance is injected into the filter system. VSC2 was in current control
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mode in this case, and the current control speed ωni2 was faster than the reso-
nant frequency ω0. In Figure 5.3a, current control speed is equal to the resonant
frequency, and the damping is just slightly reduced in comparison with the previous
case because of the low pass filter effect of slowing down the control speed, which
slightly attenuates the magnitude of current at the resonant frequency. The reso-
nance will have the maximum settling time if a true unfiltered step input is used,
i.e. very fast ideal current control response speed. The power oscillation is a prob-
lem, which occurs when the voltage resonates while the current is controlled to be
constant according to the input reference.
As described in Section 4.4.5, power control mode for VSC2 aims to compensate
the dynamics in the AC network voltage so it can maintain constant power control
according to the reference input. Therefore current control needs to be faster than
the AC-side dq voltage dynamics in order to decouple this effectively. If the current
control loop is made seven times faster than the resonant frequency, the response
in Figure 5.3b showed that the real power P output was able to follow the 0.5
per unit step input reference without significant oscillations. When power control
is used, the current control reference is reduced when the voltage is high and the
current is increased when the voltage is low, therefore it does not exacerbate the
resonance. Although the real power was well controlled, the oscillations in the
reactive power Q were found because the control and decoupling was not perfect,
and ideal PLL tracking and zero voltage in Vq were original assumed when the
controller was designed. However, the resonance in the voltage is more damped in
comparison to Figure 5.3a where current control mode was used for VSC2.
The results suggest that if proper power control and AC side voltage decoupling
is used, the impact on the resonance can be minimised. However, it is not very
practical to achieve very fast current control speed that is much faster than the
resonance frequency for VSC2 (the WT converters). As mentioned in Section 4.5.2,
the switching frequency and delays are factors that limit the current loop control
speed. Furthermore, the resonant frequency is not ideally fixed. It is likely that
over the course of the lifetime and ageing of the filter capacitor, the capacitance
will slightly decreases, shifting the resonant frequency higher, the controller may
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(a) VSC2 is in current control mode and the current loop control
bandwidth is equal to the resonant frequency ωni2 = ω0.
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(b) VSC2 is in power control mode and ωni2/ω0 = 7.
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(c) VSC2 is in power control mode and ωni2 = ω0.
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(d) VSC2 is in power control mode and ωni2/ω0 =
1
7 .
Figure 5.3: VSC2 power and dq voltage response to a 0.5 p.u. step change in VSC2
reference input for current control or power control mode with a specified control
bandwidths relative to the filter resonant frequency (ωni2/ω0), while the voltage is set at
VSC1 using the open loop method.
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also need to take this into account in order to be able to compensate the faster
dynamics.
When the speed of the current control loop ωni2 for power control mode is equal
to the resonant frequency (ωni2 = ω0), the current is not able to respond in time and
properly compensate the AC-side voltage dynamics while its resonant oscillations
in the signal are being fed forward. Therefore, the response becomes very under-
damped, and keeps oscillating as shown in Figure 5.3c.
For a case when current control speed ωni2 is seven times slower than the resonant
frequency ω0, the response is very well damped as show in Figure 5.3d. The control
is very slow and it did not trigger significant resonance. However, the grid-side
converter in a WT is responsible for regulating its DC link voltage. Therefore,
limiting the power control speed will limit the capability of the WT converter to
keep a stiff DC link voltage. How fast the control speed is required depends on how
fast the DC voltage can change and, therefore, on the size of the DC link capacitance.
If the power control can be faster and smoother, the size of the DC link capacitor in
fully rated WT converters can be smaller and, therefore, less expensive [157]. Even
though VSC2 did not trigger resonance in this cases, if the resonance in the AC
network voltage was triggered by a third converter or a current disturbance event
in that network, the controller would not be able to compensate these dynamics if
the control speed is too slow.
5.1.7 Compensating the Voltage Drop across the HVDC
Transmission Cable
As discussed in Section 2.4.6, the onshore station can detect the state of the onshore
grid frequency and then vary the HVDC voltage to communicate whether the off-
shore wind farm should be producing more or less power using a DC voltage droop
characteristic. The HVDC voltage change is detected by the offshore station, which
is then used to decide the offshore frequency based on an HVDC voltage-frequency
droop characteristic. When the system is set up this way, the frequency of the off-
shore network and onshore grid are coupled, and the WTs and any offshore energy
storage device will respond to frequency changes and support the grid when neces-
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sary. However, studies on the dynamics and decoupling of the voltage drop across
the resistance of the HVDC transmission cable are not common.
The voltage drop across the transmission cable varies and will depend on the
current through it. Therefore, the HVDC voltage measured at the offshore and
onshore terminals will be different. If the offshore power and current ripples, for
example in the case of resonance, the offshore DC-side voltage will also ripple, as
shown in the 4th frame of Figure 5.2a. This is because the cable voltage drop also
varies according to the current. Although this ripple in the signal can be filtered
using signal processing there is still a voltage difference between the two terminals
in steady-state. The offshore station is able to estimate the actual HVDC voltage at
the onshore station by taking into account the voltage drop of the cable resistance.
The system to be studied is depicted in Figure 5.4. The model assumes that
the onshore converter is a ideal DC voltage source, hence delays in the DC voltage
controller were not considered in this study. The resistance of the cable is also
assumed to be constant.
v1
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e2 e1
i iio1 12
ic1
Offshore Converter Station
Ideal VSC 
Agregated Wind Farm
PCC Inner loop
Outer loop
Current control
f
Vdc
Cdc
Ldc
Onshore 
Voltage
Source
Rdc
Figure 5.4: The schematic diagram of the system model including the DC-side
impedances for the HVDC link.
The DC current in the cable can be directly measured, but here it is determined
from the AC side power and divided by the known DC voltage (the VSC losses are
ignored). The voltage drop across Rdc is calculated as the product of the estimated
DC current and the cable resistance (Rdc). This is then subtracted from the offshore-
side DC voltage measurement to estimate the onshore DC voltage. The DC base
voltage for the DC system was made 700 V and the chosen resistance is 0.021 p.u. A
small first order filter with a time constant of 1 ms was also used to eliminate noise
in the signal afterwards.
Figure 5.5 shows the response to a 4% stepwise decrement in the onshore DC
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voltage from the nominal level and back up again, while the wind farm power output
is 0.5 pu. The offshore station was able to accurately estimate the onshore HVDC
terminal voltage, but with a time delay of approximately 2 ms. The effect of the
DC-side inductance and capacitor of the cable were not taken into account in the
compensation of the cable voltage drop.
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Figure 5.5: Response to DC voltage step on the onshore side, voltages are normalised
to the DC base voltage.
If DC variations are slower the switching frequency, they can be compensated
by the DC feed-forward voltage, as explained in Section 4.3.3, provided there are no
delays in the PWM output and the DC measurement. The DC feed-forwarding used
in the simulation was ideal and instantaneous, therefore the DC-side oscillations did
not feed back into the AC side.
5.1.8 Variable Frequency Dynamics
The offshore network frequency should be able to vary for onshore grid support and
power demand communication by coupling the offshore and onshore grid frequencies
as discussed in Section 2.4.6. The frequency variation required will be as small as the
frequency range in the power system, which is only about ±1 Hz from the nominal
frequency. The impact on inductive and capacitive components in the system is
expected to be minimal. The method for setting and varying frequency is outlined
in Section 4.2.1.
When an HVDC voltage drop is detected, the offshore wind farm network can
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respond with a frequency drop to communicate the onshore grid energy demand
to the wind turbines with integrated energy storage (see Section 2.4). Resonant
oscillations in the AC offshore network also appear when there is a small step change
in the frequency applied by the HVDC converter station. A frequency step change
from 50 Hz to 49 Hz at time 0.8 s has an impact on the voltage and frequency at
the PCC without closed-loop voltage control (open-loop) as shown in Figure 5.6a.
Once again, in comparison with the closed loop case as shown in Figure 5.6b, the
controller is able to damp the oscillations at the PCC as the voltage and frequency
are controlled at this point. At times 0.7 and 0.75 seconds, the frequency step
changes were filtered by a first order TF system with a 4 ms time constant. This
did not trigger significant resonant oscillations in the system because the cut-off
frequency of the filter is less than the resonant frequency.
Application for a Variable Frequency Network
The network topology described in Section 3.2.3 uses variable frequency and variable
voltage. The same voltage controller described in Section 4.3 may be used to control
the voltage in the cluster network. The variable frequency range in this type of
system is larger compared to the application in Section 5.1.8. The variable speed WT
can have a rotor speed and frequency range from 33% to 100% of the maximum [121].
The voltage must also vary with frequency in order to maintain the flux level in the
transformer and prevent core saturation.
Figure 4.10a is an example of a set of time domain results showing the response
to step change in the reference of the voltage controller from zero to the maximum
voltage level. The small signal analysis eigenvalue results may only be valid for
the original nominal voltage level and frequency and rated power. Therefore, the
analyses may need to be repeated for the different operating points at the reduce
frequency and voltage levels.
Jovcic et al. [126] also used a type of two-stage cascaded controller to control of
the voltage of this cluster type of network topology, but it did not detail the use of
a filter or dq decoupling strategy. However, in this case, the network in this case is
no longer inertia-less and the interactions with the WT generators may be different.
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If the frequency and voltage changes too fast, the generators in the network may
be able to react to it due to their inertia. Further work is also required to study
this and whether it is possible to achieve individual torque and rotor speed control
of the generator using SCIG rotor resistance control and OptiSlipr technology (see
Section 2.2.5).
5.1.9 Benefits of Capacitor Protection with Voltage Control
The filter capacitor for the offshore VSC-HVDC converter (VSC1), is the largest
capacitor in the system. The capacitor ageing increases with voltage and tempera-
ture and further deterioration may lead to a short circuit failure [158]. The voltage
controller regulates the voltage of the filter capacitor at the PCC to be constant.
Over-voltage caused by resonance in the filter can be minimised and the life of the
capacitor can be prolonged, thus reducing the frequency and cost of maintenance
and repair, and the number of capacitor tripping events can be minimised. If the
filter capacitor trips, the filter properties change and unfiltered harmonics will have
an impact on the WT system.
There are other capacitive and inductive components in the system that are
unaccounted for in this study. A lengthy cable network has significant capacitance
and this, in combination with the inductance in the filter reactors and transformers,
will produce additional resonant frequencies. When setting the voltage from the
open loop to the closed loop case, the constant voltage source point is just shifted
from the converter terminal (e) to the filter capacitor at the PCC.
When there is another set of LC resonance elsewhere in the same network, this
resonance can still draw oscillating currents from the VSC1 converter, even if the
PCC voltage is controlled to follow a constant reference. Further work is needed to
address this issue. Already, power control and AC voltage dynamic decoupling was
able to alleviate the resonance as discussed in Section 5.1.6.
When using the controller, the PCC is the only point under constant voltage
control, therefore only the capacitors connected in shunt at the PCC are protected
from resonance. Capacitors in the filter for the WT frequency converter were as-
sumed to be already damped [114], hence an ideal model was used to represent the
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WT in simulation studies.
Saturating the current at VSC1 while the WF is still trying to export power, leads
to over-voltage at the filter capacitor, and will be further explained in Section 5.2.2.
The excess power, which is not sent to shore from VSC1, charges the filter capacitor.
During current saturation the integral controller in the voltage outer loop is lost and
the voltage is allowed to rise. Communication with the WTs is needed to reduce
their power output and therefore reduce this voltage rise. It is challenging to have
over-voltage and over-current protection at the same time and the power must be
limited.
5.2 Current Saturation
One of the benefits of using the cascaded control structure for voltage control de-
scribed in Section 4.3, is that the current magnitude from the converter output can
be saturated between the inner and outer loop controller. This method intends to
provide protection from over-currents to prevent fatal device failures in the converter
and overloading at the filter inductors can cables. VSC devices are usually very sen-
sitive to current overloads because of fast thermal runaway. A current saturation
technique is presented in this section. Its capability and impact on the offshore
network are identified and evaluated.
Sections 3.3 discussed about modularisation of subsystems, such as the HVDC
converters, so it can be more fault tolerant. If a module fails, it is isolated and
the capability of the system is reduced. When this occurs, the level for the current
limit of this converter should ideally be lowered accordingly. Other sources of over-
currents also include excess wind power generation from sudden gusts and network
faults.
5.2.1 The Current Limiter in the Control Loop
Figure 5.7 shows a hard-limiter for the current level, which will be implemented
between the outer and inner loop controllers. The magnitude of the dq current
reference can be saturated to a defined limit that depends on the converter capability
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and device temperatures. The ratio of the original d-axis or q-axis current to the
magnitude of the current is then the gain for scaling the saturated current magnitude
back the corresponding dq components.
√d2+q2
d
q
SaturationMagnitude
iq ref 
id ref id ref_sat 
iq ref_sat 
Figure 5.7: A limiter for saturating the magnitude of the current for implementation
between the outer voltage and inner current control loop.
The outer loop integrators must be disabled when the current is saturated. This
will prevent their output from continually rising when the inner loop is unable to
drive the current control effort required to eliminate the steady-state error. The
detection of saturation was implemented by detecting a difference between the input
and output of the saturation block. If saturation is detected, a signal is sent to switch
the input of the outer loop integrators to zero. Therefore, the outer loop controller
will not be able to maintain the required voltage and an steady-state error will be
present during saturation mode.
5.2.2 Voltage Rise During Saturation
The current limiter from Section 5.2.1 was implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC to
study the effects of current saturation on the voltage controller. Figure 5.8 explains
how the voltage rises when the current saturates at the converter.
V
Saturated
Converter 
Current 
Current input
VSC1
Figure 5.8: The current is diverted to charge the capacitor during current saturation in
the converter.
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During current saturation at the converter, the excess current has no where else
to go except to charge the filter capacitor. If VSC2 was a constant-current source
feeding the input of the filter during saturation, the voltage will rise towards insta-
bility. However, a constant-power source is a more appropriate model for the WT. If
the voltage rises when using the power control model as described in Section 4.4.5,
the current required for maintaining a constant power will be reduced.
The effects of saturations for constant power input to VSC1 was simulated on
PSCADr. The power is ramped from 0 to 1 p.u. for a short period then ramped
back down. Figure 5.9a shows that when the converter current is saturated to
0.9 p.u., the outer loop control integrator is disconnected and the dq voltage rises
very quickly. But as the voltage rises the current output from VSC2 is reduced to
a level that brings VSC1 out of saturation mode. The integrator is activated and
voltage control is resumed and the d-axis voltage is quickly brought back down to 1
p.u. However, VSC2 continues to maintain power at 1 p.u. and will therefore raise
the current back up and the cycle repeats.
The PCC voltage rises to a level that can be very damaging. The case in Fig-
ure 5.9b has lower saturation current level at 0.7 pu. and uses the same power
reference in VSC2 as the Figure 5.9a case. The voltage rise and oscillations is much
more significant. For both cases in Figures 5.9a and 5.9b, the converter voltage
output e was assumed to be an ideal voltage source with no DC side voltage limit.
The voltage rise is undesirable because it overloads the filter capacitor. The
VCS1 converter can no longer control the voltage at the PCC to the desired reference,
because the integrators in voltage outer loop control is lost during saturation. In
order to bring down the voltage, the current level must be brought down below the
saturation level.
This voltage rise from current saturation can be prevented by communicating to
the WTs to reduce their power output. Alternatively, the power can be diverted
to another HVDC terminal station or an offshore energy storage unit if present in
the same network. However, the voltage oscillations during saturation cause the
frequency output from the PLL in VSC2 to also oscillate as shown in Figure 5.10.
The oscillations must be minimised in order to effectively use the frequency droop
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(a) VSC1 current saturation level is at 0.9 p.u.
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Figure 5.9: The VSC1 dq voltage and current response to a 1 p.u. power rise and fall
in VSC2 between 3.0 s and 3.5 s, for a defined current saturation level at VSC1
communication method as described in Section 2.4.6, for the WTs to control the
wind power based on the offshore network frequency.
The oscillations are present in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 because the controller went
in and out of saturation mode and the VSC1 outer voltage loop switch between pro-
portional only control and PI control. The AC voltage dynamics were not properly
compensated and the current from VSC2 was found to be oscillating around the
saturation level. For the cases shown in Figure 5.9, the control speed used for VSC2
in power control mode has a current loop response time constant of about 0.15 s,
which is much slower than the VSC1 outer loop. The reason it was that slow, was
because a slower power control speed in VSC2 with full voltage control at VSC1,
as shown in Figure 5.3d, originally meant the system response was more damped
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Figure 5.10: Frequency output from VSC2 PLL when power rise to 1 p.u. while the
saturation level for the converter current is at 0.7 p.u.
and did not trigger resonance and the voltage deviation was smaller as the power
change would be more gradual. However, this would only be the case if the integral
in VSC1 outer loop control remained active.
The saturation test is repeated but this time VSC2, under power control mode,
is ten times faster than the inner loop control speed of VSC1, and the compensation
of the AC voltage dynamic is more effective. The power reference input is also
smoothed by a first order delay with a time constant of 2 ms. VSC1 is now not
ideal and it is a two-level converter instead with the DC-side voltage being 24%
higher than the peak of nominal line-to-line voltage. In Figure 5.11a, the power
rises to 1.0 p.u. and falls to zero from time 1.0 s to 1.2 s in VSC2 while the current
saturation level in VSC1 is 0.9 p.u. VSC2 is able to maintain power control at
1.0 p.u. of power at a steady-state voltage higher than the nominal voltage without
significant oscillations. Without the integral part of the voltage controller during
saturation, VSC1 cannot precisely control the voltage to follow the nominal reference
and a steady-state error is present. When comparing Figure 5.11a with Figure 5.9a,
it is clear that a different parameter in the VSC2 power control has an influence
on the PCC voltage dynamics during current saturation at VSC1. The oscillations
were minimised because VSC2 was able to maintain constant power and properly
compensate the voltage dynamics. In Figure 5.11a, the fast sudden large power
change causes a small voltage spike at time = 1.0 s. Minimising this spike is suggested
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by further increasing the time constant of the first order delay to smooth the power
output response. Furthermore, a fast power change is not very likely in practise.
Although the PLL frequency output signal jumps at the transient of step input, the
response was not oscillatory.
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Figure 5.11: The VSC2 dq voltage and current response and PLL frequency output for
a 1.0 p.u. power rise and fall, while the current in VSC1 is saturated to a defined level.
In Figure 5.11b, the power rises to 1.0 p.u. and falls to zero from time 1.0 s to 1.1 s
in VSC2 while the current saturation level in VSC1 is lowered to 0.7 p.u. instead.
Oscillations are found with a frequency six times the fundamental because the peak
of the AC-side voltage has risen and surpassed the DC-side voltage level. The free-
wheeling diodes then conduct and distort the AC waveform as it caps the VSC1
AC voltage output. When the power drops back to zero at 1.1 s, operation of the
voltage controller was restored quickly within 50 ms. This presents an opportunity
to prevented the oscillations by sending a signal to the WTs to reduce the power
output when the voltage rise is detected.
The offshore AC network is inertia-less, therefore the frequency is simply set and
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fixed by the strongest VSC at the offshore HVDC station. The frequency is not really
affected by imbalance of the power flow in the case study network, but the network
voltage is liable to fluctuate instead. A fast effective power controller was shown
to have the potential to compensate short transient voltage rises and oscillations.
The current is reduced when the voltage rises in order to maintain constant power.
However, if the voltage rises too excessively, the WT power generation must be
quickly reduced, which can be assumed achievable with temporary free-wheeling
and over-speed with torque reduction, and then stall control, pitch control, power
diversion to an energy storage device or a load bank to be dumped as heat at the
WT.
If the HVDC power transmission is limited by the current saturation, then the
offshore substation cannot emulate inertia by withdrawing the excess energy from
the offshore AC network. Increasing the HVDC converter rating may solve this
problem, but this route is very expensive and difficult to justify for an already
expensive offshore wind farm system as a whole. Until power electronics become
significantly cheaper, it is recommended to limit the power output of the WTs to
prevent the voltage rise problem during current saturation of the HVDC converter.
It may be possible for the WT to detect an excessive voltage rise straight from
the network reduce the power output to prevent further voltage rise in the network.
However, if the WT current rises in response to the voltage decrease, this may lead
it back to saturation and voltage rising back up again. Further work is needed
to implement and study a power limit control technique that does not introduce
oscillations in the steady-state. The frequency droop communication method would
be more advantageous to solve the voltage rise problem over the steady state and
while the HVDC converter is derated over the long term. To help prevent the
WT power exceeding the saturation level the first place, the frequency level can be
an indicator to represent the maximum cap on the WT power output rather than
scaling the power for grid support as previously described in Section 2.4.6.
Limiting the power rating of the HVDC converter reduces the strength of the
AC network, according to equation (2.2) in Section 2.1.2. In the case of current or
power saturation in VSC1, fine voltage control is lost, which then lets the voltage
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level fluctuate or drift from the reference point.
5.2.3 Saturation with Passive Loads
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the voltage can rise to unsustainable levels when the
converter current is saturated while power is flowing into the converter. Figure 5.12
shows the current and voltage response when the current is saturated while the
power is flowing the opposite direction, out of the converter. In this saturation case,
the voltage level is dropped instead. Here, hard switching is used to connect and
disconnected a high passive load, consisting of an arbitrary low value resistor and
inductor in series, connected in shunt at the PCC to ground. The magnitude of the
current is saturated at 1.0 p.u.
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Figure 5.12: VSC1 dq voltage and current response to a sudden load rise in a passive
load scenario. The saturation level for the converter current magnitude is 1.0 p.u, VSC2
is ignored in this case.
While AC side fault currents can be easily limited, DC side faults cannot be
blocked using saturation in the control. VSC converters traditionally have anti-
parallel free-wheeling diodes, so when the DC side voltage is dropped below the
peak of the AC voltage, it will behave as a passive rectifier and therefore continue
conducting. On the other hand, a modular multilevel converters (MMC) with full
bridge modules, that was presented in Figure 2.6 (page 18), are capable of fault
blocking, but the costs and power losses are higher. MMC with half-bride modules
use less switching devices and the losses are lower, but cannot block fault currents
at it also has free-wheeling diodes [159].
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The saturation technique is very capable of saturating the current without ad-
verse stability problems when the power is flowing out of the converter for a passive
load as opposed to constant power flowing into the converter. Therefore it is more
suited for applications, such as uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems and
HVDC connection to islanded networks with load rather than for an offshore net-
work with generation.
5.2.4 Saturation with an Unbalanced Fault
The current level would be high as fault currents without current saturation used in
the previous section. Therefore it will be assumed that VSC1 will able to saturate
balanced fault currents across all three phases. However, AC faults are typically a
single phase line-to-ground fault or line-to-line fault, and rarely balanced. The aim
here is to see how the controller with current saturation can cope in these unbalanced
fault scenario with passive load. Referring to the original case model in Figure 4.8,
the fault will occur between VSC1 and VSC2, in the middle of the L3 as shown
in Figure 5.13. Here, L3 = 0.055 p.u. is used. The fault is simulated by switching
to a short circuit resistance of 0.0438 p.u. for 50 ms and then switching it off. It
assumes redundant connections exist for each phase in the AC network to continue
with power transmission after the fault is isolated.
L  /23 L  /23
L3a
b
c L  /23 L  /23
Line-to-ground
fault
Line-to-line fault
Figure 5.13: Three-phase representation of the line-to-line fault and single phase
line-to-ground fault configuration.
When the fault occurs without current saturation implemented in the controller,
current level will rise beyond the rated level. As shown in Figure 5.14a, the control
system becomes unstable and is unable to recover after the fault is disconnected at
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time = 1.55 s. When compared to the case when the current is saturated at VSC1
shown in Figure 5.14b, it demonstrates the importance of saturation to maintain
the system running when a fault occurs in the network, and preventing the current
reaching a level that will cause the system to go beyond to the point of no return.
In Figure 5.14c, the response to a line-to-line fault case in VSC1 is similar to
the response to the line-to-ground fault case. Although, there are negative sequence
oscillations for both of these cases, which would cause ripples in the DC-side voltage,
VSC1 is protected from over-currents and is able to ride through the fault. After
disconnecting the fault at time = 1.55 s, the control system is able to quickly recover
back to the normal operating state in about 30 ms after the fault is cleared. Further
work is needed to implement negative sequence control to maintain a smooth power
output during unbalanced faults using a similar technique as described by Ng et
al. [160]. Besides, further work is needed to study the current limitation in power
electronic devices on a per-phase basis as explained in [161, 162], because limiting
the space-vector modulus might not be enough.
The VSC2 model assumed constant power control mode, therefore its current
would increase to compensate for the voltage drop in the phases with the fault in
order to maintain the power. When the negative sequences are also controlled and
the over-currents are limited, the power that VSC2 will be able to export during
the fault will be limited. This will cause the DC-link voltage to rise in an actual
system if the WT continues with constant power generation through the machine
side converter, although the DC-link is not modelled in this study. To prevent this,
the aerodynamic power from the turbines must be reduced, but the time constant for
the pitch blades to react is slow, taking several seconds. In the meantime, the torque
can be reduced, and the rotor is allowed to momentarily speed up, provided the rotor
inertia is large enough so it does not over-speed too quickly. This will reduce the
power going into the electrical system until the pitch control fully responds. Further
excess energy needs to be diverted and be dumped through a DC resistive load bank
or an energy storage device, especially when the network is disconnected.
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(a) Without current saturation, line-to-ground fault
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(b) With current saturation at 1.1 p.u., line-to-ground fault
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(c) With current saturation at 1.1 p.u., line-to-line fault
Figure 5.14: VSC1 dq voltage and current response to a fault at time = 1.50 s to 1.55 s,
with and without current saturation, while VSC2 is under constant power control mode.
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5.3 Controller Sensor Reliability
The voltage and current levels in an electrical system are too high and unsafe and
they must be isolated from the control system when they are measured. A transducer
device converts high currents and voltages into a small manageable, measurable
and safe analogue electronic signal. An analogue to digital converter (ADC) will
convert this signal to a digital form, where it can be processed for a real-time digital
controller.
A current transducer (CT) would typically use a closed loop compensated Hall
effect device. The magnetic field around the wire is detected and converted to a
tiny voltage signal, which is proportional to the current in that wire. An amplifier
will then scale this so that the voltage signal can be measured by the ADC. There
is no direct contact with the wire, therefore it is isolated and safe. For a voltage
transducer (VT), the differential measurement probes are connected to a constant
large known value resistor with a very low temperature coefficient. The voltage is
then proportional to the current through the resistor, which is measured and scaled
using a device similar to a CT but more sensitive. High voltage divider probes
available commercially are used for much high voltage levels up to 100 kV.
A number of current and voltage transducers are required for full state feedback
voltage controller in Figure 4.5 (page 95). A failure of a single sensor can compro-
mise the stability and operation of the system. Sensors increase complexity of the
system and reduce reliability. The impact of the downtime due to any failure is very
significant for the offshore wind farm due to the difficult access and high cost, there-
fore offshore reliability is extremely important [73]. This section will consider sensor
reduction without altering voltage controller and its performance. Some simple sen-
sor topologies and designs are also considered for improving its fault-tolerance using
the same modularisation concept discussed in Section 3.3. The control sensitivity
to and error in the gain of the controller’s many sensors and signal inputs is also
studied.
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5.3.1 Sensor Reduction
As discussed in Section 2.3.4, sensors also have a high failure rates. The intention
of reducing the number of measurements for the voltage controller in Figure 4.5 is
to simplify and improve the reliability of the control system.
The measurement for the output current io from the PCC is a feed-forward
term in the outer loop controller. This can be estimated using Kirchhoff’s law as
shown equation 5.3 and using Figure 4.4 as reference for the variable names and the
direction of the current measurements. The i and ic currents branch off from the
same PCC node, where v is measured. The inductor current i is known because the
measurement required for the inner loop current control. The capacitor current ic is
estimated from the known capacitance and derivative of the measured PCC voltage
v with respect to time as shown in equation 5.4. The voltage v measurement is
already required for the outer voltage loop control.
io1 = i− ic (5.3)
ic = C
dv
dt
(5.4)
Not all three phases for the current and voltages need to be measured. In a three
wire system with no zero sequence, only two of the phase need to be measured, as
the third phase can be estimated using equation (5.5). Where f denotes a function
that can represent the current or voltage, not frequency here.
fc(t) = −fa(t)− fb(t) (5.5)
When there is no neutral point to use as a reference to measure the phase voltage,
the line-line voltage measurements can be taken and then converted to the va and vb
phase voltages using equations (5.6) and (5.6), assuming there are no zero sequence
present or zero sequence is removed from the measured voltage. The voltage at phase
c can be calculated using equation 5.5. In this case, only two voltage measurements
are required instead of three: the line-line voltages, vab and vbc. Conversion to the
phase voltages is useful for the abc to dq transformation equations already defined
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in Section 4.1.2.
va = (2vab + vbc)/3 (5.6)
vb = (vbc − vab)/3 (5.7)
Comparing between using full measurements and reduced sensors with estimated
variables in simulation, found that the control response was exactly the same. This
is because all the signals and variables between the two methods are numerically
the same for an ideal simulation model. Equation 5.4 assumes the capacitance C is
constant, linear and no other impedances that can distort the actual current exist.
5.3.2 Sensitivity to Error in the Sensor Measurements
There are different modes of errors associated with the sensors. In the analogue to
digital converters (ADC) and sampling, non-linearity, clipping, and aliasing distor-
tions may be found. These are treated as noise and disturbances and ignored here.
The abc phase measurements is assumed to be balanced because the model for the
small signal analysis is in the dq co-ordinate system as explained in Section 4.5.1.
An error in one of the phases leads to negative components to be present in the dq
signals. These erroneous components in the signal can be injected into the controller
as a separate study.
The type of error focused on here is the precision and/or accuracy of the linear
scaling of the measurement output. Measurements are not always fully accurate or
properly calibrated. Partial failures in sensors are not so easily detected and may
continue operating with erroneous output readings. As the capacitor degrades over
times, its capacitance also changes. A change or a degradation in some resistor
components and reference voltages inside the sensor may also affect its accuracy
and gain.
Figure 5.15 are small signal analysis results showing how the eigenvalue with
minimum damping in the system changes as the scaling error in nine different sensor
measurements and control parameters. The results are also a good indicator for the
gain margin for the difference parameters in the control system. Generally the
damping degraded as the error increases in either positive or negative direction.
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The error is modelled as a gain block in line of the signal of interest, which can be
varied independently for each test case. The error from -100% to zero and then to
+100% means the gains are respectively 0 to 1 and then to 2. For the filter inductor
inner loop control parameter, the error was also simultaneously applied for the
inductances L in the cross-coupling and its control output, and is labelled in as “all
inductor parameters” in Figure 5.15. The same is repeated for the filter capacitor
parameters C. Studying the effects of the error in the cross-coupling gains only, also
studies the effects of the error in the angular frequency ω parameter here. For the
result labelled as “all combined”, the same error is applied to all parameters and
simultaneously scaled together. Although different combinations of +/− directions
have not been tested, this is sufficient to show that errors within ±5% are tolerated
and the minimum system damping remains at an acceptable level. Most CTs and
VTs are well within this accuracy when they are in a healthy state.
When observing a single error in an individual parameter or signal while there
are no errors in anything else, the individual error can be around ±15% before the
dynamics of the system significantly deteriorates. This tolerance for error is a useful
characteristic that will be enough for current output io sensor-less state variable,
which will be estimated in real-time as described in the previous section.
A small error inside the control loop is usually corrected by the controller. How-
ever, a significant error in the gain affects the closed loop control dynamics. For the
gain error in the C parameter at the outer voltage control loop, the closed loop poles
(CLP) are expected to follow the same trajectory as the root locus plot for variable
control gains in the “compensated case” voltage control as shown in Figure 4.14.
When the gain is reduced, the CLPs move back along the root locus towards the
open loop pole locations, which are marked by × crosses. This explain why the
minimum damping is slightly higher when the error is −5% in Figure 5.15.
For the error in the L gain parameter at the current inner loop output, minimum
damping is 0.63, which is 18.4% higher than the original case and can be considered
as a significant improvement. This is because damping of the inner loop CLP has
increased. Although the actual root locus is for the current inner loop is not pre-
sented, its root locus trajectory is the same as the “ideal case” voltage outer loop
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Figure 5.15: The minimum system eigenvalue damping for a range of linear errors in
individual parameters or sensor measurements in the voltage controller.
root locus in Figure 4.14. Using this trajectory as a reference, the original inner loop
CLP position starts at at the turning point where the imaginary component is at
the maximum. As the gain increase, the CLP follows that root locus from that point
towards the left-hand side, which increases the damping in the inner loop and the
minimum eigenvalue damping in the overall voltage control system. When the gain
is further increased, the response of the inner control loop becomes over-damped and
too slow to respond to the control effort requirements of the outer loop controller,
and then the minimum system damping is reduced as a result.
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5.3.3 Fault Tolerant Sensors
When the gain error is −100% in Figure 5.15, the signal in the model is zero and
will represents a failed signal with a constant zero output failure mode. This failure
mode can occur due to a loss of power supply in the individual sensors, a failure in
the ADC or a loose connection. This also shows how important the feed-forwards
signals are for the stability of this controller, because the minimum damping is
around zero and unstable when the feed-forward error is −100%. They cannot be
simply eliminated to reduced the number of sensors in this type of system.
The primary failure modes and root causes of a sensor in the electrical system
are not clear. Sensors are made up of a number of small components: the hall
effect device, amplifiers, passive components, voltage power supply, the connectors
and the ADC. These can all be grouped together as a sensor module. Applying
the modularisation concept as described in Section 3.3, multiple modules can then
be used for the same measurement. Each set of measurements will have multiple
signals which can be processed. If they are averaged to a mean signal, the accuracy
is improved. When there is at least three sensor modules for each measurement, an
algorithm can be designed to detect if a signal is very far away from the mean signal
over a number of samples. This can then be rejected as a failed sensor and the system
continues with the remainder sensors until the next inspection for maintenance.
Although redundancy is more expensive, this is a smaller price to pay relative to
the cost of the rest of the system. Sensor reliability is very important, since a total
failure will cause the system to be unstable as discussed in Section 5.3.2 and shown in
Figure 5.15. Reliability is more important for the voltage controller at VSC1, which
is the largest and the most important VSC in the system as the HVDC terminal
station where all the generated power is channelled through. A single failure here
would disrupt the bulk of the power flow from wind energy being transmitted back to
shore. Normally, root cause analysis is carried out so the reliability can be improved
by directly targeting the root cause. However, if the root cause is unknown and
there are multiple factors involved, the modularisation solution would make the
sensor system more fault tolerant and reliable. It would not matter how the module
has failed or where inside it, as long as the signal from the failed sensor module can
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be ignored and does not affect the control system. Further work is needed to test
this.
5.3.4 Further Work for Controller Reliability
The controller software and hardware is assumed to be more reliable. The signals all
come to this single point in the system. If this fails, it may cause the whole system
to fail or become unstable. It is challenging to modularise the voltage controller
and to add levels of parallelism. There can be only one voltage controller in the
system with many current/power sources. Two strong voltage sources cannot be
easily connected together without stability issues and “fighting”.
Assuming there is more than one outer loop controller on separate circuit boards
and only the output of one of them is connected. An error detection algorithm is
needed to detect the failure in order to switch. Failure to do so may result in an
unstable system. Care must also be taken not to over complicate the system, which
may make the system less reliable. It is also assumed that the error detection and
control switching system will be more reliable. This part requires further work to
understand the robustness of this kind of system.
5.4 Chapter Summary
• When comparing between the open loop and closed loop voltage control cases,
the designed voltage controller was able to suppress the resonance in the LC
filter that was triggered by current disturbance as found in the open loop
case. In the case study, the LC filter resonant frequency was 2000 rad.s−1, the
frequency bandwidth of the VSC1 inner loop control (ωni1) was 1428.6 rad.s
−1
and the outer loop voltage controller was five times slower than the inner loop.
Overall the speed of the outer loop voltage controller was seven times slower
than the LC filter resonant frequency and yet it was able to suppress the filter
resonance by controlling the filter capacitor to be a constant voltage source.
Therefore, the voltage control bandwidth does not have to be faster than
the resonant frequency of the LC filter. Constant voltage controlled helps to
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minimise over-voltage in the offshore HVDC filter capacitor, therefore it may
help to minimise filter capacitor tripping events as experienced by Borwin1.
• One key advantage of using a closed-loop voltage control with a cascade con-
figuration is being able to limit the current reference in between the inner and
outer loop of the controller. This is useful for protecting the converter from
overloading. Simulation found that current saturation works for both balanced
and unbalanced fault cases, and the control system is able to ride through the
fault with low voltage and quickly recover back to the original state after the
fault has cleared.
• The current carrying capability of the offshore HVDC converter station may
be reduced due to a loss of a module and current saturation can be used to
prevent overload in this scenario. If the current is saturated while power is
still flowing into the offshore station from the WF, this will cause the AC-side
to over-voltage at the filter capacitor. In order, to overcome this issue, the
system must signal the WT turbines to reduce their power output.
• System dynamics depend on how the offshore WT power control interact with
the network and VSC-HVDC station. For the open-loop method of setting
the converter terminal voltage, it is not recommended to have WT control
speed too close to the resonant frequency of the station’s LC filter. Further
work is also needed to refine power control and compensation of the dynamics
in the AC voltage. The power control method used is not perfect but it was
enough to study the impact of a change in the power input on the HVDC
substation converter (VSC1). If the resonance in the AC side voltage can
be compensated, and true power control is implemented, the damping in the
system can be improved compared to the case when current control was used
in the WF.
• Some feed-forward signals for the controller can be estimated and therefore
the sensors for this may be eliminated. However, the voltage controller is
complicated and still require a number of sensors for feed-forward and two
layers of feedback control, and is not very ideal for control system reliability.
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A failure in one sensor signal can undermine the performance of the controller.
Modularisation with redundancy for each sensor was suggested to improve
sensor reliability. Small signal analyses were carried out to observe the system
eigenvalue damping when errors occur in these signals.
Chapter 6
Practical Experimentation
An attempt was made to practically implement and validate the model of the con-
trollers for the VSC-HVDC converter station and the aggregated WT converter as
described in Chapter 4. This chapter will discuss about the limitations of the avail-
able laboratory hardware used and what can be done to solve these issues. Time
and funding were limited to continue the work, therefore considerations for further
practical experimentation work on the AC voltage controller has also been made.
6.1 The Experimental Rig
The experimental test rig, as shown in Figure 6.1, is a large safety cabinet enclosure
to house the converters and all electrically exposed devices, such as the current and
voltage transducer boards, protection circuits, and filter circuits. It was designed
to operate with a DC voltage source power supply rated up to 600 Vdc and 24 A.
Interlocks are in place to isolate everything inside the enclosure to reduce risk of
electrical hazard in case of unauthorised access. Cooling fans are also installed to
keep everything inside the enclosure as cool as possible. The shelves inside test
enclosure are reconfigurable and the total size is big enough to house two converters
together.
The three-phase high power resistor load bank shown in Figure 6.2 has switches
to discretely vary the resistance per phase. This will be used for initial testing of the
converter and control system before connecting with other converters and devices,
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Figure 6.1: The experimental test rig safety cabinet set-up.
such as a grid simulator.
6.1.1 Three-phase Inverter Board
The three phase inverter board shown in Figure 6.3 is adapted from previous labo-
ratory projects by M. Parker and D. Xiang. The DC capacitors, gate driver circuit,
and opto-isolators for the gate signals are all included on board.
The original board did not have any protection from the signal feeding to both
top and bottom part of the inverter legs being both high, causing device failure due
to short circuiting between the DC link. This used to happen frequently because
the default signals from dSPACE were all high when on standby and require strict
operational procedures to prevent this failure. A digital NAND gate chip was in-
cluded in the printed circuit board (PCB) so that a signal could be sent to the ‘shut
down’ pin of gate drivers to prevent the fault from happening. Details on other
improvements and modifications to the board are included in Appendix C.1.
The switching devices used is a PCB mounted IGBT module manufactured by
Semikron (SK35GD126ET) as shown in Figure 6.4. It fits on the underside of the
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Figure 6.2: The high power load bank used for initial controller testing with the
converter.
Figure 6.3: A photo of the old three phase inverter board on the left side by side with
the new redesigned board on the right.
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Figure 6.4: A photo of the three phase Semikron IGBT module.
PCB and is attached to a heat-sink by a screw through the middle of the device.
6.1.2 Scaling the Parameters
Only one converter and one LC filter set are tested at this step. The original base
power and voltage used in Section 4.4.1 for the original simulation is beyond the
rating of the available DC power supply. The system must scaled down below the
rating of the test rig, while maintaining constant per unit values in the original
system. The chosen base parameters for this experiment is 5.36 kW 350 Vline, mean-
ing that base impedances should be scaled by 100. The resulting parameters are
shown in Table 6.1. Three off-the-shelf 10 mH 20 A inductors (Hammond 195J20)
and 25µF 450V capacitors (EPCOS B32332I6256J080) were used.
Table 6.1: Experimental parameters.
Sbase 5.36 kW
Vline base 350 V
L 10 mH
C 25µF
Initially, a lower base level for the apparent power Sbase and line voltage (Vline base)
was used, such as 530 W and 110 Vline, while the base impedance Zbase is constant
so that the same LC filter parameters can be used for the similar control dynamics.
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This would be necessary for the first test and controller tuning stage, in case of
control instability, thus minimising the probability that the voltage or current goes
beyond the rating of test rig.
In terms of the DC voltage, it should just be simply sufficient enough so that
output phase voltage is not clipped. An average modulation index around 0.7 to 0.9
would be sufficient. As first discussed in Section 4.3.3, a DC feed-forward method
is used to decouple the changes in the DC-side voltage. The RMS-value invariant
dq transformation was used, therefore a dq vector would directly correspond to the
RMS value.
6.1.3 The dSPACE controller
The DS1103 PPC controller board and interface by dSPACE GmbH was available
in the laboratory to be used for converter control. It also has enough analogue
to digital converter (ADC) input ports for all the necessary feedback and feed-
forward signals. The controller can be graphically designed using block diagrams
in Simulink, which allows a simple transfer of the same control structure from the
original simulation model. The model will then be compiled and downloaded onto
the hardware for converter control experiments. Data can be recorded onto a .MAT
file and for export to MATLAB for analysis and plotting.
dSPACE has a timer board with a built-in three-phase PWM function, which
only requires the duty ratio input for each phase, with values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0.
Therefore the eabc voltage output references must be biased and scaled depending
on the DC link voltage.
6.1.4 Delay in the Timer-based PWM Output
The three-phase PWM signal generator in dSPACE is based on a separate timer
hardware module on the slave DSP board. Therefore it has fast clock frequency and
built-in dead-band for inverter switching and its is able to produce PWM signals
with high resolution duty ratios. Although this is computationally efficient, there
is an inherent delay between the duty ratio reference input and the actual PWM
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output. When there is a change in the duty ratio reference input, it can only be
updated at the next duty cycle. In essence, the faster the switching frequency, the
shorter the delay times. The converter uses silicon IGBT switching devices, where
losses increase further with frequency.
Another problem with the timer based PWM was that the delay was not con-
sistent. Over time, this delay gradually increases or decreases between a maximum
and a minimum delay as shown in the Figure 6.5 example, where the CH3 purple
trace is the digital output, signalling when the duty ratio steps from 0.0 to 0.7 and
the CH1 yellow trace is the PWM output signal. A snapshot on the oscilloscope
was taken when the delay was at its maximum and minimum. In this case, the
delay is between 0.69 and 1.64 times the switching period the PWM frequency. The
choice of the sample frequency and switching frequency can affect the rate and di-
rection of the change in the delay to be increasing or decreasing. When the delay
has reached the maximum/minimum, the delay will then reset and jump back to the
minimum/maximum. This could be a synchronisation problem between the master
PPC board and the slave DSP board, and further work is needed to address this
issue and keep the delay constant. When the sample frequency was made equal to
the switching frequency parameters in the configuration settings, the delay was still
not constant over-time. It was also challenging to use the interrupts to synchronise
the two boards, and the PWM frequency could only synchronise with the ADC
measurements. Although this helped to reduce the noise in the measurements by
making sure that it is not sampling during the switching transients.
6.2 Closed Loop Testing
PSCADr was used to simulate the effects of the delays in the PWM output of
dSPACE as found in Section 6.1.4. The performance was found to be deteriorated,
and therefore the controller needed to be retuned to factor in the delay. The re-
designed control gains were also tested in the practical test rig in Section 6.1 and
then compared with the simulation results.
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(a) Minimum PWM delay (b) Maximum PWM delay
Figure 6.5: Delays in the timer-based PWM output of dSPACE, measured on a digital
oscilloscope for a switching frequency of 1800 Hz. CH1 is the PWM out, CH3 is the
digital out signalling when the duty ratio is changed from 0.0 to 0.7.
6.2.1 Limitation in the Control Performance with the Delay
The effect of the delay in the PWM output is simulated in PSCADr, the same
voltage controller and gains chosen in Chapters 4 and 5 remain unchanged for now.
A tranfer delay of 0.6 ms at the PWM output is placed between the reference and
actual converter voltage output voltage. The resulting regulation performance, while
the circuit is open (i.e, no VSC2 or no load), is shown in Figure 6.6. There is a
noticeable phase difference between the reference Ea ref and the measured Va phase
voltages, where normally during no load, there is no difference in the steady-state.
Generally, the originally designed voltage controller cannot tolerate delays greater
than 5.5 ms, where the controller is will not be able to regulate a constant voltage
and significant oscillations are observable. The largest delay that was found in PWM
output of dSPACE for 1800 Hz switching frequency was 0.91 ms.
The PWM delay introduces a voltage lag in the actual converter voltage output
compared to the output voltage reference eref, which then has an impact on the
current control performance. The entire controller needs to be retuned to factor in
the delay, starting with retuning the decoupled inner current control loop.
The non-constant PWM delay is difficult to quantify and compensate for. The
original control gain calculations did not factor in this delay and therefore those
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Figure 6.6: Simulation results for a constant voltage control with a 0.6 ms transfer
delay at the PWM converter voltage output.
parameters are no longer valid for this practical experiment. Retuning the current
controller must, at least, factor in the worst case delay.
6.2.2 Retuning the Current Controller
The delay is factored in as a first order approximation in the output of the current
controller, as a pole with a time constant τ . Its transfer function is shown in equation
(6.1).
1
1 + τs
(6.1)
Assuming the interactions between the d and q axes are decoupled, the single-
input single-output transfer function for the dynamics of the filter inductor is shown
in equation (6.2) [137]:
I(s)
V (s)
=
1
Ls+R
(6.2)
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) can then be put together to become the open loop
system G(s), which will be put in the sisotool function in MATLABr. As a
starting point in the sisotool environment, the PI controller was set up using
control gains from the gains using the original calculation method (Appendix B.2)
for LC parameters of the experimental rig. The delay pole repelled the root locus
and CLPs of interest towards to the right hand side of the pole-zero map and reduced
their damping factor as a result. Trail and error was used to optimise the speed and
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ensure that the CLPs are well damped enough, i.e. a CLP that is 0.7 or greater
and does not fall in the non-yellow constraint region in Figure 6.7. The control
parameters from this analysis are then extracted and implemented on the current
controller on dSPACE.
Figure 6.7: The sisotool environment used to tune the current controller with at
least 0.7 damping ratio.
The initial current control response that could be achieved with sufficient damp-
ing on the converter test rig is shown in Figure 6.8. Here the AC-side of the converter
was connected to a high power resistor load bank (see Figure 6.2), and the reference
current in the d-axis (id) is stepped from 1A to 7A. The rise time in the response in
this case is approximately 15 ms, which is about seven times slower than the original
current control rise time response defined in Section 4.5.2.
The control speed is then further fine tuned using trial and error on dSPACE
by varying the control gains. The fastest control response found with reasonable
overshoot or damping has improved, as shown in Figure 6.9, which has a rise time
of approximately 6 ms, but it is still slower than the original desired speed by about
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Figure 6.8: The d-axis current response to a step input from 1A to 7A, using the
converter and under current control with dSPACE.
2.7 times. The PI control gains used in this case are 14.0 and 5000 for Kp and Ki
respectively in the current control loop. Note that the absolute value of these gains
appears to be higher for slower control compared to the gains in Section 4.5.4 for
faster control. This is because the gain depends on the factor of the actual induc-
tance L for the current control loop, which is high in this case for the experimental
test rig (see Appendix B.2).
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Figure 6.9: Faster d-axis current response to a step input from 1A to 8A, using the
converter and under current control with dSPACE.
6.2.3 Outer Voltage Control Loop Test
The current control parameters found in Section 6.2.2 will then be used for the inner
control loop of the AC voltage controller. The slower inner control loop was approxi-
mated as a second order TF, based on the estimated damping and natural frequency
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of the current response. The outer loop control is designed using sisotool, based
on the analyses and criteria in Section 4.5.5 as shown in Figure 6.10. The outer
voltage loop control gains found are 0.002 and 0.100 for Kp and Ki respectively and
the leading compensator time constant is 0.0023 s.
Figure 6.10: Re-tuning of the voltage controller using sisotool with new current
control loop dynamics.
However, when the control gains are used in dSPACE with the experimental test
rig, while controlling the voltage at 60 V, significant oscillations were present in the
steady-state as shown in Figure 6.11. The voltage regulation is comparable to the
oscillations in the current and voltage in the initial simulation results in Figure 6.6.
The second order approximation of the current dynamics may not exactly fit
the actual current response, where an initial delay is present before the current
starts rising. Furthermore, higher order characteristics were ignored. A better
approximation of there inner loop control dynamics is needed if sisotool is to be
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used for tuning the outer voltage control loop.
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Figure 6.11: Experimental results for AC voltage control using with the outer loop
gains found with sisotool.
6.2.4 Comparison with PSCADr Simulation
A PSCADr model of the experimental test rig and a transfer delay of 0.9 ms were
used at the PWM converter voltage output, and the current control gains were
adjusted to replicate the current response in Section 6.2.2. Using the outer control
loop gains found in the previously, the steady-state voltage regulation found in the
simulation is as shown in Figure 6.12. There is no second converter or load for any
other control interaction to take place, here in this case, for both experimental and
simulation.
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Figure 6.12: PSCADr simulation of AC voltage control with outer loop gains found
with sisotool and a transfer delay of 0.9 ms.
In Section 6.2.3, the controller was retuned to factor in the delay. The delays
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lead to increased oscillations in the steady steady voltage regulation, because when
the transfer delay is reduced from 0.9 ms to 0.8 ms, the steady-state voltage is stable
and contains no significant oscillation. The retuned controller is able to tolerate a
larger delay in comparison to the initial simulation of the voltage controller with
0.6 ms transfer delay Figure 6.6. However, the control performance is still not good
enough with the PWM delay, as shown in the simulation results in Figure 6.13.
This time a second converter (VSC2) that is under current control was included
and a step current of 5 A was applied at time = 1.00 s. Although the voltage step
input was good before 1.00 s, the response to a step current is under-damped. The
dynamics are more oscillatory and do not match what was designed using sisotool
where a first order approximation was used for the delay.
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Figure 6.13: PSCADr simulation of AC voltage control and a transfer delay of 0.8 ms,
a 5 A current step input is applied from VSC2 at time = 1.00 s.
6.3 Discussion and Further Work
On closer inspection, steady-state oscillations are also found in the current response
as shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. It was initially thought that this was just noise and
not very significant. The oscillations in the current response may have then con-
tributed to the steady-state oscillation found in the voltage control. The maximum
delay of 0.91 ms in the PWM output of dSPACE for 1800 Hz switching frequency
is too significant and therefore must be eliminated where possible. As a result, the
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voltage controller will not be fast or stable enough to be used for AC voltage con-
trol at the offshore HVDC station if there are these significant delays in the PWM
output.
6.3.1 Proposed Carrier-based PWM Hardware
A fully stable and well-damped voltage controller could not be implemented exper-
imentally yet. The delay in the timer-based PWM function in dSPACE limits the
control speed or bandwidth of the inner loop that can be achieved with sufficient
damping. This limitation would ultimately have an impact on the outer voltage con-
trol speed, where the outer loop has to be five times slower than the inner loop speed,
as discussed in Chapter 4. Therefore, a fast inner current control loop is important
for fast outer voltage control loop and ideally the delay must be eliminated.
There were no significant delays in the simulation results when the triangular
carrier wave and comparator based PWM method was used in the original PSCADr
models. Implementing this digitally in real-time is, however, computationally inten-
sive and requires very high sample frequencies. In is not possible on the master
PPC dSPACE controller board because the its processing speed is limited, and the
maximum sample frequency that could be used before the system crashes is about
10kHz, which is not fast enough to achieve a sufficient resolution for the duty ratio.
Programming a dead-band time using a sample period in this case would further
severely distort the converter voltage output.
A high precision triangle carrier wave and comparator is necessary to accurately
modulate the reference voltage. This would require a very fast dedicated DSP add-
on hardware board, which is expensive but easy to implement. An analogue circuit
would be cheaper for the same job for generating the carrier wave and using an
electronic comparator against the reference waveform from the digital to analogue
converter output of dSPACE. However, the analogue method may be vulnerable to
electromagnetic interference from the converter. In the end, the carrier-based PWM
could not be implemented due to the lack of time and resources.
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6.3.2 Dynamic Characteristic of the LC Filter
The response of the filter to a step voltage or current was more damped than ex-
pected and resonance could not be replicated using a step in the current, voltage or
frequency. This could be due to the eddy current and hysteresis losses associated
with high frequency.
The inductor used was originally designed and manufactured to be used as a
choke or a reactor rated for the fundamental AC frequency, and not specifically for
filtering high frequency switching harmonics in the current. The 195J20 was the
only commercially available off-the-shelf inductor with desired inductance value and
current rating. Most of the losses would most likely have dissipated in the laminated
ferrous metal core. The inductance and the series resistance against frequency were
measured using an LCR meter, and the results are shown in Figure 6.14. As the
frequency increases, the effective inductance also decreases. This could mean that
the actual resonant frequency is shifted higher, where there is more damping because
the effective resistance is higher at the increased frequency.
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Figure 6.14: The inductance and series resistance against frequency for the 195J20
inductor, measured using an LCR meter.
The resonance that was as found in Section 5.1 must be replicated in order to
practically test the voltage controller for suppressing them. Manufacturing new air-
core inductors is recommended instead of using the ones with the laminated cores.
The only main concern for losses in this case would be the proximity and skin effect
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in the windings, which would be considerably less in total.
When designing a new inductor, a higher base power, and therefore smaller base
impedance value, should be considered so that the inductor size can be reduced for
the experiment. The inductance of 10 mH is too large and for an air-core inductor
the proximity effect losses increases with the number of windings. Although the
size of the capacitor would have to increase to maintain a constant filter cut-off
frequency, it should be affordable for this experiment because the inductor was orig-
inally more expensive than the capacitor. A break-even cost between the inductor
and capacitor can be found. The per unit values are maintained constant to keep
the same equivalent dynamic characteristics.
6.3.3 Loss in the System
The AC side of the converter and filter system is connected to a high power resistor
load bank. The converter will operate in open loop with a set DC voltage, a constant
modulation index of 0.8 and a switching frequency of 2500 Hz. This was arbitrarily
chosen to first get an idea of the loss in the system. The current and voltage was
measured to calculate the power from the DC supply, which was 200.2 V × 7.37 A
= 1,475.5 W. At the same time, the real power on the AC side, after LC filtering,
is found by recording the three phase currents and voltage waveforms for a few
seconds. The instantaneous power is calculated using equation (4.5) at each time
frame, and average over the recorded period was found to be 1,368.9 W.
Approximately 7.2% of the power is lost in the converter and filter system. Most
of it is likely lost in the inductor as the losses in the converter should not be very
significant because the IGBT module was operating below its rating of 1200 V and
35 A for each inversion stage. The losses in the filter should be reduced so that it
reflected the per unit losses of an efficient and high power HVDC terminal.
6.4 Chapter Conclusion
A timer-based PWM method in the dSPACE hardware used for the experiment may
be cost effective and computationally efficient, but the PWM output has significant
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delays and the current control speed is limited as a result. Although a slow cur-
rent control may be acceptable for a number of other applications, it is not fast
enough to be used for the original outer loop voltage control speed desired in this
thesis. In order to overcome the PWM delay issue, a carrier based PWM should
be implemented instead of the default timer-based PWM in dSPACE. The practical
experiment was not able to go forward as the time and the resources were limited,
therefore this will be recommended for further work.
Control performance is limited by the PWM delay and there is sufficient damp-
ing by the losses in the filter. For the experimental components used, the voltage
controller is not suitable. Instead, a simple open loop method (Section 5.1.1) to
establish the voltage at terminal of the converter would be have no issue with any
delay.
High frequency losses in filter contribute to damping in the LC filter. Therefore
resonance could not be replicated to test the voltage controller to suppress it. If
the losses in the system provide enough damping in the experiment, then an active
damping strategy is difficult to investigate. The losses were too high in the inductor
with the laminated core, and therefore this thesis recommends using a more efficient
inductor for the purpose of continuing the investigation. Air-core inductors are
efficient and cost effective, but a higher number of turns is needed to achieve the
same inductance without a magnetic core. No core loss will exist, but the small skin
effect and conduction losses will dominate instead. Alternatively the inductor may
use more efficient composite power laminated cores if inductance still needs to be
high or it is required to be fully shielded, although this option will be much more
expensive. If a lower inductance value is used, then a larger capacitor is required to
maintain a constant filter cut-off frequency of the LC filter.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and
Recommendations
HVDC connection would be necessary for efficient high power transmission for large
offshore wind farms that are very remote from the shore. The offshore AC network
connected by HVDC is weak and inertia-less and islanded from the onshore grid.
Without proper control, the offshore voltage and frequency can deviate from the
nominal level. The experience from Borwin1, the first HVDC connected offshore
wind farm, found that the system was vulnerable to over-voltage at the filter ca-
pacitor, causing it to trip as a result. Due to the confidential nature of the private
companies that design, install and operate Borwin1, there is little useful public infor-
mation to draw a conclusion about the exact detail of the mechanism of the failure,
the configuration of the capacitors and what caused it to over-voltage. Although
the models used in this thesis may not exactly reflect the actual system, the ap-
proximation was enough to understand some of the mechanisms of over-voltage and
how to control and limit these events. This thesis has identified two major sources
of voltage overload, filter resonance and current saturation at the offshore converter
station.
Two level converter VSC-HVDC topologies, akin to the ABB HVDC Lightr
systems, are a cheaper but still require a relatively large filter and therefore require
voltage control of the filter capacitor. A simple inductor-capacitor LC filter with-
out resistive damping was assumed for the study and assumed that the inductor
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insulation at the terminal of the converter output can tolerate the large dv/dt. The
resonance in the LC filter is triggered by a disturbance in the current input or sud-
den frequency change, which then leads to over-voltage in the capacitor at the point
of common coupling (PCC). The proposed voltage controller aims to control the
capacitor voltage at the PCC to behave like a constant voltage source, and therefore
limits resonant oscillations and over-voltage. This method will be more efficient
than using passive damping resistors. The harmonics in the voltage output of a
MMC multilevel converter is much lower and the filter capacitor size requirement is
reduced. The voltage controller will then not be required in this case. However, an
MMC system is still more expensive due to the complexity and number of devices
and components required.
Voltage control is important in the offshore network, especially if the connection
to the onshore grid is weak and offshore electrical system is vulnerable to over-
voltages. The full state feedback controller has a cascaded structure with a inner
current control loop and an outer voltage control loop. As general rule of thumb,
the outer voltage control loop speed should be five times slower than the inner
current control loop speed. The phase lag in the inner current loop must also be
appropriately compensated by using a first order leading compensator between the
inner and outer loop, or using the derivative part of a PID controller for the voltage
outer loop. Both will effectively place a zero near the closed loop poles of the current
inner loop control.
As discussed in Section 4.5.7, dynamic interactions were found between the VSC-
HVDC converter station and the aggregated WT converter over a range of control
speed ratios. Not only is a fast PCC voltage control needed by HVDC converter
station, but generally a sufficiently fast power controller that can fully compensate
the voltage dynamics would be beneficial for the stability and damping of the system.
The chosen voltage control bandwidth was slower than the resonant frequency of
the LC filter, and results suggest that it was fast enough to keep the voltage level at
the filter capacitor constant and prevent resonating oscillations caused by current
disturbances.
The thesis has only considered the resonant frequency in the HVDC station
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LC filter and has not considered resonance elsewhere in the offshore wind farm
network. Filters for WT generators were assumed to be already well damped and
therefore they were modelled as ideal sources. Resonance due to the capacitance and
inductance in the entire AC cable network was ignored and assumed to be outside
the operating frequencies of interest. Further study will be required to consider the
cable resonance and how it is affected by changes in the network configuration and
total cable length.
The weakness off the offshore wind farm AC network connected by HVDC is
attributed to the limited power rating of the HVDC converter. The current can
be saturated at the input of the inner current control loop to protect the converter
from over-currents. Power electronics devices are very sensitive to over-currents
because the temperatures can rise very quickly due to the low thermal capacity. The
odd circumstances that a the current will need be saturated at the offshore HVDC
substation, will be during excessive generation from sudden gusts and derating of
the substation due to failed modules. While the current is saturated, the integral
part of the outer voltage loop controller has to be disabled, and the excess current
coming from the WTs then charges the filter capacitor and increases its voltage. In
order to prevent over-voltage in this case, the WTs must reduce their power output,
which is achieved by curtailment with stall or pitch control, diverting the excess
energy to an energy storage device, or dumping it through a load bank. This can
be communicated from the offshore substation using an offshore network frequency
droop method (or voltage rise detection at the WT point of connection). It was
also suggested to use the AC frequency level as an indicator for representing the
maximum cap on the WT power output to help prevent the WT power exceeding
the saturation point the first place. Further work is needed to implement and test
this. It is difficult to control both current and voltage at the same time without
power control as well. Although the thesis recognises the benefits of energy storage
on the offshore network voltage during HVDC current saturation, the storage devices
may be too expensive. Cost benefit analysis needs to be carried out to fully realise
the cost effectiveness of such a system, however, it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
If the network voltage drops too low, for instance due to a fault ride through
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scenario, the power export capability of the wind turbine is limited. The excess
power that is not exported will lead to over-speed in the WT rotor or over-voltage
in the DC link of the fully rated frequency converter if not controlled. If the network
voltage rises too high and exceeds the rating of a device, this will lead to tripping
or failure. Saturation during unbalanced fault scenarios is possible with the voltage
control structure and current saturation method used, but further work is needed
to further smooth the power flow during unbalanced faults with negative sequence
and/or individual phase control.
Although this thesis has mainly focused on VSC systems, the voltage controller
has not yet been implemented and experimented with the option to hybridise with
the LCC system for the HVDC station, following up from Section 2.1.6. It is possible
that the voltage controller tested in this thesis may be able to provide active filter and
eliminate voltage harmonics that come from passive diode rectification and thyristor-
based LCC converters. This is based on the fact that the voltage controller with the
VSC-HVDC was capable of eliminating the AC-side filter resonant frequency when
it is maintaining a constant r.m.s voltage at the filter capacitor. LCC is a more
robust and cheaper technology for bulk power conversion and the reduced filter
requirement after active filtering may help reduce the size and weight of the large
filters that are normally required for LCCs. Most importantly the VSC converter
should provide a strong voltage source and prevent commutation failure in the LCC
converter. Further work is needed to test voltage controller with such a system and
see if it can also eliminate harmonics.
This thesis has primarily focused on the voltage control for a single VSC-HVDC
in-feed in the offshore network. In an offshore network system where there are
at least two HVDC terminals in-feeds, further work is also needed to consider a
failure of the master HVDC station responsible for AC voltage control. Another
HVDC station will then have to switch from slave power control mode to master
voltage control mode without any phase jumps to maintain the voltage control in
the network.
The voltage controller has also been considered for practical experimentation.
The delay in the output of the PWM was found to affect the control performance,
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and made the regulation more oscillatory. Ideally the delay must be eliminated in
order to continue the practical experiments for further work. A change in experi-
mental set-up is also recommended, where an efficient air-core inductor should be
used instead so that the resonance can be replicated to test if the voltage controller
is able to suppress it.
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Appendix A
PSCAD/EMTDCr
Power System Computer Aided Design (PSCAD) is the software graphical interface
for power system modelling and time-domain simulation. EMTDC (which stands
for Electromagnetic Transients including DC) is the electro-magnetic transients sim-
ulation engine behind it.
A.1 FORTRAN script for dq0 transformation
Equation A.1.1 is the transformation equation used in the built-in dq0 transforma-
tion block in PSCADr. The direction of the q-axis is reversed because the q row
(second row) of the matrix is positive. This is a different from the convention used
in equation (4.3) on page 89.

fd(t)
fq(t)
f0(t)
 = 23

cos[θ(t)] cos[θ(t)− 2pi
3
] cos[θ(t) + 2pi
3
]
sin[θ(t)] sin[θ(t)− 2pi
3
] sin[θ(t) + 2pi
3
]
1
2
1
2
1
2


fa(t)
fb(t)
fc(t)
 (A.1.1)
A new custom PSCADr module block for the dq transformation was created
with the desired convention. This was implemented in FORTRAN as shown in
Code A.1, note the minus in the q row. Both forward and inverse transformations
have been implemented into a single module. The direction of the transformation
is selected using the dir variable.
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Code A.1: FORTRAN script for abc to dq0 transformation and the inverse
!abc to dq0 transformation
#IF dir == 0
$d= $K1*($abc (1)* COS($th)+$abc (2)* COS($th -PI2_BY3 )+$abc (3)* COS($th+PI2_BY3 ))/ $base
$q=-$K1*($abc (1)* SIN($th)+$abc (2)* SIN($th -PI2_BY3 )+$abc (3)* SIN($th+PI2_BY3 ))/ $base
$z= $K1*$K2 * ( $abc (1) + $abc (2) + $abc (3) ) / $base
!inverse transformation dq0 to abc
#ELSE
$abc (1) = $base * $K1 * ( $d*COS($th) - $q*SIN($th) + $z*$K2)
$abc (2) = $base * $K1 * ( $d*COS($th -PI2_BY3) - $q*SIN($th -PI2_BY3) + $z*$K2)
$abc (3) = $base * $K1 * ( $d*COS($th+PI2_BY3) - $q*SIN($th+PI2_BY3) + $z*$K2)
#ENDIF
The control parameter were originally designed in the per unit system. The base
value is included in the equation for as built-in conversion between actual and per
unit values.
The transfomation type (power invariant, peak resultant, RMS resultant) is se-
lected using the variable coeff as shown in Code A.2. It determines which K1 and
K2 constants to be use.
Code A.2: Initialisation FORTRAN script for the selection of coefficients for the
dq0 transformation and its inverse
!abc to dq0 transformation
#IF dir == 0
!Power invariant
#IF coeff == 0
REAL K1=SQRT (2.0/3.0)
REAL K2=SQRT (2.0)*0.5
!peak resultant
#ELSEIF coeff == 1
REAL K1 =2.0/3.0
REAL K2=0.5
!rms resultant
#ELSE
REAL K1=SQRT (2.0)/3.0
REAL K2=SQRT (2.0)*0.5
#ENDIF
!inverse transformation dq0 to abc
#ELSE
!Power invariant
#IF coeff == 0
REAL K1=SQRT (2.0/3.0)
REAL K2=SQRT (2.0)*0.5
!peak resultant
#ELSEIF coeff == 1
REAL K1=1
REAL K2=1
!rms resultant
#ELSE
REAL K1=SQRT (2.0)
REAL K2=SQRT (2.0)*0.5
#ENDIF
#ENDIF
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A.2 PLL Block in PSCAD
The angle direction in the PLL block in PSCADr is design for its own dq0 trans-
formation (equation A.1.1). The angle is directly synchronised with the voltage of
phase A, so the reference for 0◦ is at the rising zero crossing.
However, with dq transformation equation 4.3 on page 89, the angle should be
synchronised with the direction of the space vector of phase A, where the reference
for 0◦ is at the maximum peak of the phase A voltage. Therefore, a 90◦ offset should
be added to the output if the PSCAD’s PLL block when using with transformation
equation 4.3.
Appendix B
MATLAB
MATLAB/Simulinkr version R2011a was used. This was primarily for control gain
calculations and small signal analysis.
B.1 Per Unit Base Value Calculations
Code B.1: MATLABr script for per unit system base value calculations
%initial defined base values
Sb=7e5; %3phase power W
Vb=400/ sqrt (3); % base voltage , phase to neutral V
fb=50; % base frequency in Hz
%calculated base values
Zb=3*Vb^2/Sb; % base impedance
Ib=Vb/Zb; % base current A
wb=fb*2*pi; % base frequency in rad/s
Lb=Zb/wb; % base inductance H
Cb=1/Zb/wb; % base capacitor F
B.2 Control Gains Calculation
The gains calculated in Code B.2 are valid for the RMS resultant dq transformation
coefficients. These calculations also assumes ideal conditions. The voltage outer
loop control gain calculations assumes that the current inner loop is instantaneous.
Matrices and gain outputs for both d and q axes are symmetrical, therefore only one
set is needed.
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Code B.2: MATLABr script for gain calculation for the current inner loop, AC voltage
outer loop and DC outer loop controller
%% inner PI control loop desired dynamics
realPI = -1000; %starting with the real part of desired CLP
zetaPI =0.7; %zeta is the desired damping factor
% Current control state -space matrices
matAdq=[-Rfilter/Lfilter 0; 1 0];
matBdq =[1;0];
% AC voltage state -space control matrices
matAvdq =[0 0; 1 0];
matBvdq =[1;0];
%C and D matices not needed for gain calculations.
%% GAIN CALCULATIONS %%
%% VSC inner current control loop
wnPI=abs(realPI/zetaPI ); %wn is the natural frequency response in rad/s
imagPI=wnPI*sqrt(1-zetaPI ^2); %imaginary part of desired CLP
polesPI =[ realPI+imagPI*j realPI -imagPI*j]; %desired CLP position
K_PIdq = place(matAdq ,matBdq ,polesPI) * Lfilter; %gain matrix
%% wnPI/wnVC
zetaVC =0.7;
coefPIVC =5; %How many times is VC1 slower than PI
%% AC Voltage outer control loop
wnVC=wnPI/coefPIVC; %This way maintains consistent wn while zeta can vary
realVC=-abs(wnVC*zetaVC );
imagVC=wnVC*sqrt(1-zetaVC ^2);
polesVC =[ realVC+j*imagVC; realVC -j*imagVC ]; %desired CLP position
K_VCdq = place(matAvdq ,matBvdq ,polesVC) * Cfilter; %gain matrix
Where not stated in the comments of the code, PI denotes inner current loop con-
troller, VC denotes the voltage outer loop controller, and DC denotes the DC outer
loop controller. Rfilter is the resistance parameter in series with the inductor
parameter Lfilter, and Cfilter is the shunt capacitor at the PCC. If per unit pa-
rameters are used, then wbase=50*2*pi, but if actual values are used, then setting
this to 1 basically removes the factor of the base angular frequency in the calcula-
tion. For the DC control part, C dc is the capacitance of the DC link in Farads and
Vll is the line-line voltage in kV.
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Variables that begin with mat are state space matrices, real and imag are the
real and imaginary parts of the wn magnitude or CLP position, wn are the natural
frequency response ωn in rad/s, and zeta are the damping factors. K are the output
gain matrix, which is what we are interested in.
Variables with the K prefix are the calculated gain matrices (1×2), where the
first value in the matrix is the proportional gain and the second is the integral gain
([Kp, Ki]). The variable coefPIVC was varied for tuning for an optimum outer loop
speed control with small signal analysis.
In the dq decoupling equations in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the coefficients (L and
C) for the output of the controllers (γ and η), are not shown in the controller block
diagram in Figure 4.5. Instead, the coefficient are factored in the PI control gains.
Therefore the respective output of the place command is multiplied with the filter
inductance Lfilter for the inner current loop gains K PIdq, and likewise with the
capacitance Cfilter for the outer voltage loop gains K VCdq.
B.3 Line to Phase Voltage Calculation
For the practical experiment, only the line to line voltage could be measured because
there was no neutral point in the AC output of the converter. For the purpose of the
dq transformation, the line voltage is converted to the phase voltages in real-time.
Code B.3: MATLABr function for a Simulink block for line voltage conversion to
phase voltage
function [a,b,c]= fcn(ab,bc)
zr=(ab+bc+ca)/3; %zero sequence component
ab=(ab -zr); %removing zero sequence
bc=(bc -zr);
% This may be not needed if no zero sequence is present in line voltage
a = (2*ab + bc)/3 ;
b = (bc - ab)/3 ;
c=-a-b;
Appendix C
Experimental Converter
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Introduction 
This documentation describes the modifications made to the three phase inverter PCB board, from 
v1.2 to v1.3.  The main new feature of this board is the protection circuit to prevent erroneous high-
high signal short circuiting the DC link at the leg of a half bridge.  Other minor aspects to the design 
of the board have also been improved and listed here. 
Protection circuit 
Previous Issues 
While dSPACE is not running, before start or after stop, all gating signals are logic high by default.  
This is undesirable for both upper and lower gate of the IGBT 3-phase bridge because it will short the 
DC link.  Low DC voltage testing with a current limiting resistor on a working v1.2 board confirmed 
that the default gating signals from dSPACE do actually short the DC link.  Previously, the DC side 
voltage must only be activated when a dSPACE model is running, and only stop dSPACE when the DC 
link has fully discharged.  If this strict procedure is not followed, the short circuit currents will 
destroy the IGBT.  Therefore, something has to be done in order to prevent this automatically.   
Probing into the board and IGBT module revealed that the failure short circuiting between one of 
the gating pins and DC positive pin.  This voltage would then be in contact with the gate driver chips, 
which would destroy it.  The optocouplers would provide isolation and prevent this voltage from 
damaging the dSPACE interface. 
Design of the protection circuit 
The IR chip conveniently has SD pin that is unused in the old board, which stands for “shut down”.  
The function of this pin stops any gating activity when logic high is applied.  Therefore, the 
protection design is very simple.  The input of an AND gate will take the respective ‘high’ and ‘low’ 
signals and outputs a high when both are high.  In effect, when both gating signals are high, it will 
“shut down” and prevent it from shorting the DC link. 
Optocouplers are still necessary for isolation between the logic circuit and the gate driver.  The 
output of the AND gate for SD needs to be inverted to cancel out the inversion in the opto-couplers, 
therefore a NAND gate is used. 
Testing on a prototype showed that this circuit worked and was able to protect the inverter from a 
high-high signal on the IGBT inverter legs. 
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Other minor changes and fixes 
 Pads have been made wider at the IGBT module gating pins so that they are easier to solder.  
The same done for pads of other components where previously were too small. 
 The AC and DC connection pads holes have been made slightly larger so that the socket 
connectors can fit in with ease. 
 Tidied up some of the tracks and made more compact 
 Reduced the total number of via connections for signals 
 All common grounds tracks and planes are put together. 
 The AC output tracks have been made a little wider, and its connection terminals have been 
made closer to the IGBT module. 
 Gate signal tracks have been re-arranged so that the 3-phase AC output track can be added 
to the bottom layer to double the current carrying capacity. 
 DC+ plane has been added at the bottom layer to doubles its current carrying capacity 
 Silk layer has been tidied up and solder mask layers has been made in case it is required. 
 Other Minor improvements were made in to meet new manufacturer requirements (from 
University of Warwick). 
Recommended future modifications 
The current gate drivers used have increased in price.  The current price is £7.29 (22/07/2013) and 
already a quantity of three is required per board, which totals it to £21.87.  This is expensive 
compared to a 3-phase gate driver, capable of driving 6 IGBTs in one single 28 pin chip, such as the 
IRS23364DSPBF chip, which costs £5.28. It is cheaper and more compact.  The IRS23364D has non-
inverting inputs, but IRS2336D has inverting inputs, therefore the first inverter stage with the 
74AC04 chip would not be required, which can make the PCB more compact.  The chip also has other 
features such as under voltage lockout protection so the power converters are not operating at high 
conduction losses that can lead to device failure.  It also has a shoot-through protection, which 
prevents both upper and lower side switches of the IGBT inverter from conducting at the same time.  
This is ideal for dSPACE as described above.  With this feature already built in, the NAND gate and 
optocouplers for the shutdown logic pins are not required in the circuit; therefore it can be more 
compact and simpler.  The chip also has over current protection and over temperature shutdown 
protection features if required. 
These major modifications to the PCB board would take time.  If the Semikron IGBT module device 
specific for this PCB is out of production, alternative devices often have different form factor and pin 
arrangement, therefore it would be better to build a new PCB board from scratch with all the latest 
devices.  At the moment, there is a few months lead time for supply the Semikron module, and there 
are a few spares around from last order. 
Software notes 
The PCB design was made with Number One Systems’ Easy-PC.  Most other PCB design software 
applications do not recognise PCB files made with Easy-PC, even though they share the same file 
extension name. 
